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MISCELLASTEOTTS.

WATSON TOLD
FOB YEARS CURED

Secretary Long

I had Salt Rheum for years. My leg from
knee to ankle was raw and swollen, and the
pain was intonso. I tried doctors in Hartford,
Waterbury, and New Haven, to no avail. Cuticura Resolvent, Cuticura (ointment),
and a bos of Cuticura Soap completely
GARRETT T. SAYERS,
cured me.
Hartford Electric Light Co., Hartford, Conn.
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SATT.

Cables

Him to Proceed
His Mission to Spain and the East.

on

Speedy Cure Treatment for Torturing, DisfigIIuuors, with Loes of Hair. Warm baths with
Cctiocua 8oap, gentle anointings with Ccxicuraj and
milddoseo of Cutioqba Resolvent.
Bold throughout the world. I’otteb Deco and Cueu.
Coer., Props., Boston. How to Cure Sait Rheum, free.
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people read your ads. ?
They read ours, and then bring their
dyeing, cleansing and carpet beating
to us. We back up our advertising with
good work.
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May Be Expected Anytime
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want of
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via Playa

m.—General

Spanish
been officially

commander

SUMMER FOOTWEAR,
that our stock is complete and in the
latest style, while our prices are as i
low as consistent with tha quality of !
goods we carry.

Journey.

the Associated Press.)

Santiago

Before

Is good advice for everybody, hut
you should also remember when in

Preparations Made for Long

Now.

13 Preble St., opp. Preble House
El8* Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day.

REMEMBER THE MAINE,

WATSON’S TRIP.

in

Del

Toral,
Santiago,

informed

by

Washington,

Este,

called

of war today to meet at
White House, the purpose being to
review the situation and learn
exactly
what present conditions
are and what

the

the

has

General

Shatter of the complete destruction of the

Spanish fleet and that the American

ships

free to co-operate

are now

changes, if any, should be made In the
plans for the conduct; of the war. According to one of the members present it
was decided to abide by the plans
already

war-

with the

irmy in the reduction of Santiago.
He
SEE 004
Ladies’ Russet Polish Boot, Kid and i has been given such time as he may deem
Cloth Top,
$3.50
the
proper to consider
advisability of
Men’s Russet Calf aud Vici
capitulation with his garrison.
$3.50
Bal,
Wo also have a complete stock of
Although General Toral is apparently
Childrens’ Goods.

anxious to resist to the
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utter hopelessness of

539 Congress St,, Brown Block.

itself upon him.
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siege by land and

a

bitter

holding

sea

end,

His

!

losses

fi
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long experience with every tool and ap- I
pliance necessary for the economical re- I
pairing of Bicycles. No matter of whom I
you bought your bicycle, when it needs
I
repairing come to us. Our prices are |
pleasing. We sell a good single tube |
;tire SS.50 per pair. Second hand bicy- B
H
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DIRIGO CYCI.E CO. G. H. Scanlan.
99 TAmnl* S*
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The food

on

municate

freely

CHAPMAN

NATIONAL BANK

of Portland, Maine.
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CAPITAL,
Surplus

and Undivided

$100,000.00

EXPECT

PEACE

to

Hobson,

Hero of fhe

President'

CULLEN C. CHAPMAN, SETH L. LARRABEE,
E. M. STEADMAN,
CHARLES J. CHAPMAN,
BRICE M. EDWARDS,
PERLEY P. BURNHAM
HENRY S. OSGOOD,
JAMES F. HAWKES,
WILLIAM M. MARKS.

_.M.W&Fttlstp
TROOPS AT CHARLESTON.
8. C., July 7.—The 16th

Charleston,
Pennsylvania,

6th Illinois and 2d Wisconsin regiments arrived here
today, making
with the 6th Massachusetts and 3d Wis°
cousin, already here. 6000 troops in tho
city. The men were unloaded from their
trains at an early hour and marched to
cotton warehouses,
placed at Gen. Wilson’s command by the city.
During the
active
day
preparations for transferto tho Yale and Columbia
ring troops
were begun.
Tomorrow the tr insports
Resolute. Duchess and No. 30 wi|> ,.rthus
»*'•,
providing transportation for
6000 men.
L ft is announced that the steamer Rita
captured by the Yale and which is to be
Bold Monday
will be
bought by the
government and used to carry supplies
v
and stock.

tiiau

and

cork

duiuo

Cabinet Discussed Plans SICK
for Peace at Recent Meeting.
Men Before

Ambitious To Do Something Blocks
Wav to Peace.

uvultures

in the direction of peace may be expected
course peace itself cannot be consummated immediately.
The most significant advioe was one
from Spain stating positively that within
a week that country would sue for peaoe.
It can be stated authoritatively, however. that up to this time, no overtures
have been made to our government, looking to peace.
It could not be expected that the United
States government would receive kindly
a suggestion
that
it should make the
initial movement toward peace and thereovertures from the
fore no
European
powers or from Spain directly oould be
expected until the Spanish governmentor
had either directly
through some
friendly power made an advance in that
direction.

imprisonment

heavily fined,
assurance

practices
United

and

that all

will receive

Agency

the

MILES GOING SOUTH.

Washington, duly 7.—General Miles and
staff will leave here at lO.iiO tonight, on
a special train on the Southern
railroad,
going to Charleston, where he will take
a transport for Santiago.

London, July
throughout Europe today
It
Spain to seek for peace.
7.—The

is

generally

recognized that Senor Sagasta’s cabinet
will

shortly bo superseded.

The

difficulty

Philadelphia,
States gunboat

Two Members

forces

have

sider

not

undue prolongation of the war will only
be playing into the hand s of the Carlists.
rmmu

Both

ivui

Kh.su

Armies at Santiago Think

Negotiations Are

Washington, July 7.—Secretary Long
just
to detach immediately Commodore Watson’s
squadron
has

Peace

On.

ing
to

Philadelphia offender,
made to

complaints
vigorous attention.
503

Fifth

us

of such

Ave.,

New

illegal
York-

Agents of

THE APOLLINARIS

CO., LTD., LONDON.

Aily.

There is much destitution
unger at El Caney where

well as
a thousand
efugees from Santiago are now Quartered
7ittx the soldiers at the front. The men
their rations last night to
av_9 3P
sed those unfortunate
people, but some
ther provisions must soon bo made.
ben. Miles is expected to arrive at Sioney at
any time. Cases of malarial
jver, induced by the heat and
expose are
n
thp increase among the Amerioan
roops.
as

sealed

cabled Admiral

him

proceed

at once upon his

mission.

and three cruisers besides coal

Paris, July 6.—The

The vessels will be the

Sampson orderdirecting the latter
Iowa, Oregon, Newark,
and

ships.

Temps

this

evening publish

a

despatch

from Madrid which

says that its correspondent, in spite of the official denials published in the newspapers,
persists in the belief that the Spanish cabinet today not only deliberated upon the
the minister for
Duke
question of negotiating for peace, but

charged

Almodovar de Rio and the minister of Public
matter and report upon it.

Instruction,

foreign affairs,
Senor Gamazo to study

the

correspondent adds that he does believe the Pope will again intervene
although he has charged the Papal Nuncio at Madrid to renew his expressions of sym.
pathy with Spain and the dynasty and has also ordered the Spanish prelates to restrain

exert all his

peace.

influence with the cooperation of his

two

allies,

to

bring about

an

honorable

coal and

ship

shall

the Atlantio to a

which will be desigand which will

off the Spunlsh coast.

probably will not he long after that
Ameripan squadron will be
fall pursuit of Camara with his rem-

1808

tho Amerioan

fleet off th9

is expected to have

a

sober-

ing effect upon the inflamed people. The1

General
via Port Antonio. Jam., July 7, by way
of Kingston, Jam.. July 7, 1 p. m,—The
trench and Portuguese consuls have continued their conference looking to the relief of the refugees from Santiago
do

number of colliers accompanying the expedition is evidence that a long cruise

Cuba.
They
this morning,

with

called on General Shatter
reported that the exiles

lies ahead.

State

A telegram

Denartment

oouiiced

that

his

received

this

Camara

at the

afternoon
was

still

an.

lying

squadron at Suez, the eastern

mtrance to the canal.
The torpedo boat*
begged for
Dsada, Proserpina and Audaz, which
promised to
afford the refugees a limited daily supply were yesterday reported at Phaor, Portuof food at El Caney in Spanish territory, gal, arrived there from Cadiz, their home
The J°rt.
where they get nothing from Spain.
Admiral Dawey has been notified

wholly

destitute and
Amorican aid. The General
were

Uuua, but they painted it
ported by the refugees.

worse tbun re-

They claimed
the garrison only numbers live thousand

The acauracy of this is doubtful, as
General Pando is almost certain to have
arrived with
what is left of his^five
men.

thousand men from Manzanillo.
The hospital conditions of our army are
improving. Forty ambulances are now in
servioe and there are many empty tents.
The wounded are nearly all at Juragua.
The
headquarters hospital has been
oleared In expectation of the next assault.
The number of slot: is increasing
rapidThere are one hundred case? in the
ly.
invalid hospital,
principally diarrhoea
and slow fever.
The officers hope for a speedy termination of the siege before the ravage of the
|
climate and disease.

ANOTHER CAPTURE.

Carlists.

According to a despatch from Rome to the Imparcial of Madrid, Emperor
Francis Joseph, of Austria, in response to the Pope’s intercession has declared he will

can

that each

orders,

point

Hampton
ships are

nant of tho Spanish navy. Meanwhile tho

The

the

they

New

before the
in

Relief Soon.

consuls were very guarded in their references to the
situation at Santiago de

MED-

July

Chicago,

Appointed to ConMatter and Report.

But it is becomyet captured Santiago.
ing clear, even to the Spaniards, that an

PRINCETON GOES SOUTH.

indictment

Sole

It

Hope f for

Santiago

as

across

rendezvous
in

be at some

by the Associated Press.)
Shatter’s Headquarters July 0,

(Copyright

in the way of peace is the army, which is
anxious to retrieve the failure of the navy
and this ambition ia strengthened by the
fact that the American

way

gathering of
Spanish ports

urging

are

marine
nated

newspapers

(Copyright, 1S93, the Associated Press.)
7.—The United
Prineeton
At the front, Santiago de Cuba, July
left
League
Island Navy Yard today for Key West. 7—1
p. m., via Guantanamo, July 7,-7
She is in charge of Commandor Weslin.
---! p. m.—Firing was not resumed today although the truce is supposed to be ended.
Both
have been informed that
armies
Washington and Madrid are negotiating
jver the Santiago lines.
There have been
10 messages or flags of truce bet ween the
;ommanders since 3 o’clock yesterday sfwaters served out
er noon, when Assistant Naval Construcor Hobson ana his men were
bottles or out of bottles
exchanged,
they were l-ecsived with frantic joy by
he troops at Siboney.
brands
those used for
The
troops carried Hobson on their
houlders to the steam iaunoh of the flagwbilo the band on the New York
hip,
dayed and everybody cheered
until
loarse.
of a
who was
news
from
The
Santiago is to the
fleet that the suffering there increases
of one in

Company,
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at

are

Samp-

are at

the Delmonico. The

as |£soon
supply.
The order; provides

make her

Yankee

colliers

The

to set sail

*

Spanish

all in the south with

are

The Dixie and

York,

I

ARMY IY THE WAY.

Iowa and

cruiser

and Justin, and the supply boat DelmoniThe Iowa,
30.
Oregon, Newark and

Koads.with

resembling

APOLLINARIS.
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Ordered to Chase Camara’s Fleet,

SOON-

ARE CAUTIONED against spurious
of refilled APOLLINARIS

is

Watson,

Yosemite

THE PUBLIC

The

Commodore

shortly, though of

Cashier.

DIRECTORS:

labels

j
j

n

confirmed
from
evidences
sources
that have so far proved to be unfailingly
that,
afford
seem
to
foundation
accurate,
lur

CULLEN C. CHAPMAN,
THOMAS H. EATON,

with

flerrimac, Exchanged Yesterday,

son.

Deposits.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR SAVINGS.
Interviews and Correspondence Invited.

lei

Lieut.

Profits, $25,GQ0.00

Interest Paid on

the.battleships

Oregon,
Newarkjand the
auxiliary cruisers (carrying slde'armor),
Dixie, Yankee and Yosemite, the colliars Averend Cassius,
Caesar, Leonidas

General

Views on Spanish War Strongly Optimistic
Solicits the accounts of Banks,NIerin Washington.
cantile Firms, Corporations and
is
and
to
furIndividuals,
prepared
Washington, July 7.—All views on the
nish its patrons the best i'aciltiies
Spanish war wero strongly optimistic
and liberal accommodations.
here today.
Possibly the President’s
expressed hope for peace in his proclamation issued last night may have been the
first base for these views, but there are

-.

%

..

the.squad-

the same as those origifor the reason,
probably,

recent engagement with Cersquadron necessitated some chan-

the protected

The prospects for the capitulation
of
Santiago without further fighting grows
The archbishop
with each hour of delay.

Santiago has appealed
Blanco to surrender the city.

selected,

sist of

with General Blanco and

The vessels of

bo

The new eastern squadron will con-

ges.

may be able to com-

of

Sampson

command im-

the

vera’s

Madrid.
THE

his own

the

will not

that

yesterday have been sent baok In order
Toral

from

his mission.

nally

in

operators who left Santiago

that General

announced

had ordered Admiral

detach

ron

mmunltion is running short.
cable

he

vessels to be embraced in
Watson’s eastern squadron
and to direot the commodore to
proceed

Santiago is low and it is understood the
The

that

statement later in the

Secretary Long

Commodore

Gen.

supply

when

mediately,

have been

is making his way across the

country to Havana.

to this

day,
to

Pando has left him in the lurch and, it is

if

elpSlo.

the

The reinforcements upon which

heavy.

OUR REPAIR SHOP
Is. without doubt, the best equipped for
■'general repairing of auy, as we combine

been given

forcing

he was oounting have not arrived.

i*

laid, at least to the general conduct of the
campaign. Confirmation seemed to have

out against

must he

July 7,-Tho President

council

a

Washington, July
ment

Shatter’s

7.—The war

depart
telegram from Gen
headquarters stating that the

has received

a

auxiliary cruiser

Osceola has oaptured

Spanish lighter

loaded w ith provisions

a

and valued at $50,000.

if all these movements.
The first care of the officials here will be
for the

wounded

brought north
ion will permit.

taking

one

as

men

rapidly

who are to
as

be

their condit-

There was some idea of

of the

big

hotels at Portress
t

Royal is the highest grade baking powder
known. Actual tests show it goes onethird further than any other brand.

The

,Z

Monore, standing

on

the government

re-

servation
but it is

for the purpose of a hospital,
said to be tlio present plan to
substitute a number of large tents, which
when properly pitched and placed,are slid
to be fcygiemcally
better than enclosed

BRINGING UP CANNON.

Insurgents Preparing

for the

Capture of

lied

Allieviatfjrg Suffering

Cross Women

at the Front.

New
York, July 7.—The following
cablegram was received by Stephen
Barton, from Miss Clara Barton, today:
“Siboney, July (3, via Playa del Este. J
“To Barton, New York:
“Came

from

~

Shafter’s

front in the

night for food and clothing for refugees
who are leaving
Santiago by the thousands, starving and naked. The Slate of

Texas has gone to Port Antonio lor ice
to save her meat.
Will return tomorrow.
Are sending supplies to refugees, all wo
can
from both camps by army wagons
and pack mules.
It is nearly Impossible
to land
supplies, high tides, uo docks,
surf terrific, our ship yawls cannot stand
in the surf. Have mended one old broken flat boat which our men drag
ashore
in the surf,
waist deep. No transportation. Horse and packers’ tents would be
Wounded men taken from our
helpful.
operating tables are laid on ground often
without blankets or shelter from rain and
sun. As others die their clothing is taken
from them
to put on the naked, to get
them down to Siboney, ten miles over
roads
that upset army wagons. Mrs.
Gardner, myself and the whole working
force of the Red Cross at the front are in
direct range of
the
sharp shooters.
Lesser and the nurses are doing splendid
vrorlf

nt;

Sifirtnow

Wn wnfnim tn

fnnnl-

at once.

(Signed)
RUSH

’“Clara Barton.

°

ORDERS FOR BATTERIES.

Washington, July

7.—With the

giving General Shafter

more

lery,

view of

hoavy artil-

orders were issued today for the immediate departure of our heavy batteries
to Tampa for transportation to Santiago
at once.
The batteries are K of the 27th
artillery at Willett’s Point, D of the 4th
at
Fort
and
artillery
McHenry. Md.,
H
and K of the second artillery at Fort
Adams and elsewhere in Rhode Island.
Rush orders were given each of these batteries and it is expected that they will
start for Tampa today.
SHAFTER RAILS A LIE.
7.—The war department today posted the following despatch
lrom Gen. Shafter, receiving in response
to an inquiry as to the reported
killing
of Spanish prisoners by Cubans:

Washington, July

Despatch

as

to

killing prisoners by

Cubans
absolutely false. No pri-oners
have been turned over to them, and they
have shown no disposition to treat badly any Spaniards who have fallen into
their hands.
Shafter.

TRANSPORTS CHARTERED.
Washington, July 7.—The war denartment today announced tli9 charter of live
vessels

on

tho Pacific

coast

for the next

Philippine expedition.
They are the
Pennsylvania, the Pueblo, the Tltauia,
the Peru and the City of Rio Janeiro.

About 4000 men and their’equipments can
be carried by these vessels. This will be
th9 last expedition to depart until the
from
return
Manila
of some of the
transports already there and on their way.

CLAIMS BILL POSTPONED.
Washington, July 7.—The conferees of
the two houses of Congress on the omnibus claims bill agreed today to postpone
action until next session.

he
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who hail also caught the into fire their gnns.
Somo of
most enthusiastic of the men appealed
to Col.
John Jacob Astor and the latter
into the spirit of the occasion and
told the men
they need not obey Hobson’s
Hut
er£,ns ho was only a lieutenant.
the officers of tho
battery prevented the
men from
as
the
the
guns,
firing
Spaniards might have mistaken the reports for the opening of an attaok.
Assistant
Naval Constructor Hobson
finally reached General Wneeler’s headwhere
quarters
the veterun cavalryman
and other officers gave him a warm welBy this time Captain Chadwick
of the New York, and jibe naval escort
from the llagshtp had reached
Hobson
and his .men; and they were the first persons with
whom the rescued prisoners
bad any previous
acquaintance whom
they had met since they entered Santiago
harbor on their perilous mission.
Capt.
Chadwick and all the others took each
man
by the baud and extended tho
heartiest greetings.
Tho escort had brought a change
of
clothing, including new uniforms, for
Hobson and his men and tho latter were
given a short respite while they changed
Hobson was also given a
their apparel.
horse to ride over the trail to Juruguay
and his men were
placed in an army
ambulance.
Before leaving for the sea coast Hobson
was taken to
General Shatter’s
headquarters and warmly greeted by the com-

jection
Jhe
^htered

Bin nil a.

(Copyright 18'J8 by the Associated Press.)

structures for the treatment of wounds
Manila, June 30., via Hong Kong, July
this season of tho year.
7.—There is no material change in the asMeanwhile alb is being done near San- pects of affairs here.
The Spaniards are
tiago that conditions will permit to alle- strongly posted about the outskirts of the
viate the suffering at Santiago. This af- town and also along the whole length of
ternoon came telegram from Gen. Shaf- the conduit of
the
waterworks, eight
fer to the war department as follows:
miles inland It is believed the Spaniards
“In the name of the sick and wounded only hold the: waterworks on sufferance
men under my command, I thank Mr. J.
because the insurgents' pickets swarm
W. Hackay for tho ice sent us.”
and could easily raid and
everywere
Much
of the difficulty experienced in wreck the conduit.
But the insurgents
supnlying the troops on the battlefields are extremely anxious to conciliate the
and therefore refrain from causaneutrals
still lies in the transportation departmg horrible privation.
ment. Gen. Shatter has reported that in
The iusnrgents have
never employed
cannon
as
before Manila, but they are now
has
received
yet
spite of his appeals he
bringing
up
able
sixty guns, with tho intenonly ono lighter, the Laura, and this
tion of making a simultaneous rash upon
under the best conditions to carry ashore the
Spanish entrenchments at Santa
supplies for only ono day from the trans- Mesa, Santa Ana and Malate, thus
ports lying far out at sea. What might rendering the other positions
of
the
happen in the event of bad weather can Spaniards untenable and by a single coup
be conjectured
drive the Spaniards inside the
citadel
with a minimum of danger to non-comOrders were given during the day to batants and
It
is
said
that
it
property.
start the Philadelphia for Hawaii, carry- will take a week
to bring the guns along
ing Admiral Miller with a notine of the as they have to make a detour through
a
action of the United States government difficult
of the country and it is not
on
the annexation questions and direc- desirable part
to hurry.
tion to Minister Sewall to take formal
The American troops are expected here
possession of the islands in the name of momentarily and then,
probably, there
the United States, The Hawaiian lega- will be a
quick finish of the war. The intion here has taken steps to get the earlitho
in
at Malabon,
surgents
camps
large
pcf.
tin
Honolulu thrnn.o'h t.nlflcrrfims
San
Caloocan, Francisco, Marqnina,
to the Hawaiian consul at San Francisco,
Pedro and Paranqua
are
in excellent
who will despatch them on the Coptic toand
perfectly orderly.
spirits
day.
General Monet, the Spanish commander
Gen. Miles, accompanied by the entire at Macabobo, has escaped from there in a
staff of army headquarters, left at 10.43 canoe, bringing with him the family of
tonight for Charleston, S. C., where the Captain General August! from Macabo
bo where the Captain General sent them
party will embark for Santiago.
The party consists of Gen-. Miles, Gen. when tho American fleet arrived here beJ. G. Gilmore, Adjutant General of staff; lieving that the natives of that vicinity
loyal.
Gen.
Roystone.BCol. C. R. Greenleal, were
General Monet had a terrible voyage.
W. Clews, M
Lieut. Cols. J
surgeon;
the insurgent
C. Maus and A. S. Rowan; Major John He ran the gauntlet of
troops ulong the river banks and when
L). Back and
Capt. H. W. Whitney, nhftlrpnliori
hr
nrAtAnriiner
tn hA
Lieut. Col. Michler and a large staff of
who have been in in an insurgent boat conveying prisoners
headquarter clerks,
He was frequently ordered to
Tampa, will come north to Charleston to Cavite.
on
the first steamer after tho general and stop, refused to do so and was fired upon
was cbased, and reached the
sentries,
It is expected thiit the by
his staff arrive.
He and bis party
party will bo at Santiago the early part open bay in a squall.
were starving and nearly perished.
of th next week.
The
Spanish general alleges that he left
On the eve of his departure Gen. Miles
expressed satisfaction in starting to join his troops in a strong position, but that
the troops.
He spoke of the sacrifices and he wants reinforcemcn is.
A river steamer from Bnlacan today
hardships they had passed through recently and those yet to come. T'he climate ran the blockade, bringing two hundred
The
women and children.
the
refugees,
has op rated severely against
general
officers and Gen. Miles feels that he, too, Spaniards are employing gangs of thieves,
is not entirely invulnerable in a conntry armed with axes and machetes to destroy
Manila
of heat, swamps and disease. But he has the woods in the outskirts of
a
strong physique, his muscles are as under Spanish overseers .with horsewhips.
The authorities have declined to accept
hard as iron and he goes expecting to
stand a good deal of knockabout service. the suggestion to declare Binondo in a
neutral
zone, and the inhabitants of that
Gen. Miles himself has no other purpose
in
going to Santiago than to look over place must defend their lives or sacrifice
the military situation and to strengthen everything. It is hinted privately that it
the hand of Shatter.
There is no inten- might be required to destroy th8 town for
The troops are
tion on his
part to take in any manner the sake of the citadel.
from the glory of Shatter has won or properly
provisioned now and the
may win in this campaign. He will not distances between the various bodies are
relievo Shafter of hi3 command unless the shorter.
latter’s physical condition demands such
HOPED TO DISABLE BROOKLYNaction.
Tho war department admitted
for the first time today that two expeditions, one on the Florida and another Spaniards Concentrated Fire on Fast
on the
Fanita had successfully proceeded
American Cruiser.
from Florida ports to points in Central
and Western Cuba, where large quantities
of arms and supplies were landed from
(Copyright, 1898, the Associated Press.)
Gen. Gomez’s command.
This is the
Guantanamo, July 4, via Port Antonio,
first time that arms have got to Gomez
and his men in the western section.
Jamaica, per Associated Press boat Dandy, July 6, via Kingston, July 6—7 p. in.
A NOBLE WORK.
—When the Spanish fleet left Santiago do
at

1

Refugees Leaving

Santiago

By

Thousand.

(Copjright IKilS by the Associated Press.)
K1 Canev, Mear Santiago de Cuba, July
6.—4p m.—by the Associated Press DePort Antonio,
spatch Boat Wanda via
Jamaica, July 7, via Kingston, Jamaica,
July 7, 10.45 a. m.—Between 12,000 and
5,000 innocent victims of the war have
fled here in wild panio, to
escape the
terrors of the threatened bombardment of
Santiago and they are now threatened by
the horrors of starvation.
In their helpless confusion they are ap-

pealing to General

Shatter for succor.
Most of them are foreigners, principally
French, or with an admixture of foreign
blood and their interests are being looked

after by their consuls.
When they were
Informed yesterday that General Toral refused to consider the question of surrender-

ing, they swarmed out of the north gate
of the city all day and trudged under the
blazing sun over the road which, In many
places was ankle deep in mud. Tottering
old men and women were supported by

nhllHwn

onrl

mnfViowc nrifVi V>nKnn

r.4.

breasts struggled on
toward
El Caney,
San Luis and other towns. Most of them
came

here

last

night

and
over
five
in
the
village

thousand of them slept
which, under ordinary circumstances
hardly accommodates three hundred
people.
They were crowded together in
houses, upon the verandas and in the
streets. At daylight those who were overtaken by darkness on the wayside began
to pour in and at this hour
they are still
arriving, already more than 15,001) being
here.
They were not allowed to bring
food with them and
those
who
have
money are as destitute as those who are
without it, and the rich and poor, the
cultured and the
ignorant white aud
black are huddled together,
choking the
passage ways between the houses, all with
gaunt despair written on their countenances.

The ignorant desire only to be fed and
the cultured want to get
away anywhere,
anyhow, from the war which has driven
them from their homes.
Pathetic sights are witnessed on all
sides.
Ladies with the stamp of birth
and education, supported by frail
girls,
hide their faces from the
vulgar gaze of
those who surge about them. In the
eyes
of mothers and daughters is the haunted
look
which wild animals have when
driven to bay.

MERRIMAC HEROES CHEERED.
Tremendous Enthusiasm When
and His Men

Off

Hobson

Returned.

Juragua, July 6, Evening, by the
Associated Press Despatch Boat Wanda,
to Port Antonio, Jamaica, Jnly 7, 7
a.m.,
via Kingston, July 7, Copyrighted by the

CLEANING THEM UP.

artillerymen

SPECTACLE.

PITIABLE

I

not

manding general.
'J he correspondent
of the Associated
Press asked Hobson for an interview and
statement as to his experiences on the
memorable night when lie took tho collier Merrimac into Santiago harbor. He
declined to say anything with regard to
the Merrimac on tho ground that he intended to submit a complete report to
Admiral Sampson on the subject and that
it would
be outside the line of his duty
to say anything about the sinking of tho
Merrimac

until after he had miido such
least had an opportunity to
consult the admiral. He couid not be inuuceu to say anytmng on tne suuject, but
with regard to his experiences as a pris
oner of war in Santiago, he said:
“During the first four days we were
prisoners of war, we were confined in
Morro castle, and I can assure you those
wore extremely uncomfortublo and disThe Spaniards did not
agreeable days.
exactly ill-treat us,but it took them some
time to reonver from the shock j caused
by what most of them considered our
Yankee
impudence in trying to block
their harbor.
“As a rule the officers and men who
came into contact with us were gruff in
speeoh and sullen in manner. There were
many
threatening glances in our direction. For Admiral Cervera I have nothing but the highest admiration and personal regard.
“His aot in informing Admiral Sampson
of our safety, I regard as that of a
kind-hearted, gBnerous man and chivalrous offioer.
X expressed to him my sincere
thanks and the thanks of my men
for taking
this means of relieving the
anxiety of our ship mates and our friends
at home.
Ho repeatedly spoko to me of
his admiration of what he called one of
the most daring acts in naval history,
though I am sure wo were not entitled to
the commendation we received, for thore
were hundreds of other men on the ships
who would have been glad to undertake
to do the same thing.
While
we were in Morro Castle we
were naval prisoners,
but at the end of
four days
we
were
transferred to the
rejurisdiction of the army and were
moved to the Keinu Mercedes hospital
on the
outskirts of Santiago, where wo
remained until today.
Wo
know but
little of what was going on in the city,
though of course we could always tell
wbon our fleet was bombarding the shore
batteries and we could easily distinguish
the terriflo explosions caused by the Vesuvius throwing dynamite shells. Several times at night we were fully aware
that the land batteries were fighting outside the city. Last Friday and Saturday
it would be difficult to explain hdlt anxious we were for news of the success of
our
side during the engagements.
The
little information
the Spaniards would
us
could
not
be
relied upon.
give
“One thing I found out in the hospital
was that a large
number of Spanish officers were wounded
in last Friday’s fight,
for many wero brought to the hospital to
be trsated. Numbers of badly aimed bullets
came into the hospital windows on
Friday, blit I do not believe anyone was
injured by them. Our quarters were very
clean and comfortablo and the food was
In fact I have no reason to
fairly good.
complain of our treatment as prisoners of
The prejudice which the Spaniards
war.
showed against 11s during the first few
days soon wore away. We conducted ourselves properly and simply forced them to
treat us well.
“We knew nothing about the dostrnotion of Admiral Cervera’s fleet until told
Of course
by our own people today.
our confinement became very irksome and
I cannot tell you how great was the relief
we felt to be free again.
I cannot express
my gratitude to our soldiers who gave
us suoh
a
welcome when wo came into
lines.
All of us are in excellent
the
health and glad to; go hack to our boats
and
see
the war through to the
again

report

or

at

Associated Press.—Assistant Naval Constructor Richard Pearson Hobson of the
Cuba it was with the intention to make
flagship New York, and the seven seamen
for Cienfuegos, the nearest port, to secure who
composed the crew of the collier
coal and provisions. Ail the ships were
whioh was sunk by
Hobson
very short of coal, Cristobal Colon having Merrimao,
only two days’ supply; which she had and his companions in the ohannel of the
secured at Santiago.
harbor of Santiago de Cuba, on June 3
The Spaniards concentrated their fire
were surrendered by the Spanish
on
the Brooklyn, hoping to disable that last,
vessel as they considered her the fastest military authorities today In exchange
of the Amorican warships, and thus give for prisoners captured.by the
American
forces.
an opportunity for at least one or two of
Hobson and his men
were escorted
the Spanish boats to escape.
The Brookthrough the American lines by Captain
lyn was hit 45 times.
The Spaniards estimate the force be- Chadwick of the New York, who was
hind the
fortifications of Santiago do awaiting them.
Cuba at about 11,000, including the 4000
Every step of their journey was marked
reinforcements brought by Gen. Pandn.
by the wildest demonstrations on the part
The body of G. H. Kllis, chief yeoman of the American
soldiers, who threw
of the cruiser Brooklyn, who was killed aside all semblance of orders, scrambled
in the engagement with tho Spanish fleet, out of the entrenchments, knocked over
yesterday, was brought here today by the tent guys and other camp paraphernalia
Brooklyn and was buried at dusk on the in their eagerness to see the returning
side of the hill on which the marines are heroes and set up cheer after cheer for the
entrenched and near where tha bodies of men who had passed safely * through the
the marines killed at the battle of Cusco jaws of death to serve their country.
The same scenes of enthusiasm were remountain are lying.
peated on the arrival of the men at the
MORE BLANCO BOMBAST.
hospital station and at our base at
Juragua.
Hobson, who reaohed there in
of his companions was taken on
advanoe
I.oud Talk From the .Spanish Captain Genboard the Now \Tork, immediately.
eral.
The flagship’s decks were lined with
officers and men and as Hobson clambered
her side and stepped on hoard his vesHavana, July 7.—Captain General Blan- up
sel the harbor rang with the shouts and
co has issued the following manifesto on
cheers of his comrades, which
were rethe subject of the destruction of Admi- echoed by the crews of a dozen transports end.’’
near
by.
lying
Hobson proved himself to be as
ral Cervera’s squadron:
a
Hobson had little to say in regard to horseman as he is sailor. The lagood
miles
“To the inhabitants of Cuba:
his exDeriences. oxceDt that he. with his
from
the
front
to
gallop
Jerugua was
“Mot always does fortune follow valor. comrades, had been well treated by the rrmritt
vorr nninklv. thoncrh
nroirnr
the
The
Spanish squadron commanded by Spaniards and that they were all in ex- delay in leaving Gen. Shafter’s headcellent
health.
Arlmiril
flArvora
hiss inst, norfm-moii
quarters, it was dusk before he arrived on
As Hobson and the men of tiio Merri
the beach and took the boat to go on the
what its probably the greatest act of hero- mao
approached the first line of entrench- flagship.
ism
in the annals of the Spanish navy ments ocoupied by tho rough riders low
ran from one end of tho line of HOBSON’S EXCHANGE ANNOUNCED
during tho present century. Fighting murmursand eastern
athletes to the other,
Amorioan force of thrice its cowboys
against an
Washington, July 7.—Gen. Shafter’s
and by the time the rear of
tho party
strength,tho squadron perished gloriously
of
telegram announcing the
man
reached
them
was on his
every
feet, Lieut. Hobson and his men isexchange
a; the very moment when we thought it
as follows:
saved from the danger which menaced^it refusing to be restrained by admonishing
a del Este, July 7.
Play
of the officers, cheering wildly and rushin Santiago harbor.
To the Secretary of War, Washington:
wildy over every obstacle thut
“The blow is heavy,but it would be be- ing
Headquarters 6th Army Corps, Cuba,
neath the dignity of the Spanish arms to chanced to ha in the way, in their efforts
6.—Lieut.Hobson and all of his men
July
to reach Hobson and his party and
falter in the defence
grasp
of our just oauso,
been received safely inexohange
them by the hand. The released prisoners have just
even before this disaster.
for Snanish officer and prisoners taken by
were soon surrounded and compelled to
“If all of
ns, united in sacred love of
the
United
States,
Ail in good health
stop to receive the greetings, congratulacountry, dedicate to it our lives and prop- tions
except two .seamen,who arej.convalescing
and vigorous, heartfelt hand
shakof
in
the
the
virtues
erty
day
adversity,
ing of men they had novor seen before. from remittent fever.
of the peoplo are at least purified
and
Shafter.
Sunburned cavalrymen who had
spent
strengthened.
their lives in tho saddle on the plains of
“Let us give clear proof that the SpanDEATH
DUE
TO
STRANGULATION.
ish people possess such virtues in this se- Arizona, New Mexico or other parts of
the West, throw their arms
around the
rious moment. We must show the world
LynD,
Mass., July 7.—In the police
sailor boys and literally
dragged them court today Ernest Brown was formally
that our spirit is not weakened by reversover tho entrenchments, all the time sendcharged with killing his mother, Julia C.
es, and that we have courage enough to
out yells that under other
ing
circum- Brown, on June 15 or 10. After a numface adversity and tight until wo
constances would have struck terror to hearts ber of witnesses had been heard
it. We have strength enough for
quer
including
even as gallant as those of the Merrimac Medical Examiner
Pinkbam, who testithat.”
heroes.
iied that death was due to strangulation.
Gen. Blanco has replied to the entreaty
The seventy-first New York volunteers
Judge Berry took the case under adviseof the Archbishop of Santiago to surnear the rough riders was the next
regi- ment and will render his decision in the
render the city, saying:
ment to fall upon Hobson ana his men,
morning.
Z “Surrender is Impossible. We must and almost
immediately the 9th and 10th
die rather than do so. Kemember, we
cavalry, both colored regiments, joined in
FROM SPANISH GENERAL.
are descendants of the defenders of Gerona
the general enthusiasm aud cheer after
and Saragossa.”
cheer arose as Hobson and his companions
Hong Kong, July 7.—Tho steamer Yuen
Manila today
forced their way through tho lines
of Sang arrived here from
REPORT ON MERCEDES.
white and colored soldiers.
bringing thirty priests and five hundred
General Monet says the esoape
llobscn
as far as possible grasped each Chineso.
Washington, July 7~Admiral Sampson
of Captain General Augusti’s family
from
has telegraphed the navy department as band txmnded towards him and neither
he nor his men made any protest against the hands of the insurgents was due to
follows, from his tlugship New York, oil the
the
of
a
Colonel
loyalty
uncomfortable crowding and jcstling
Philippine
named
Santiago, dated yesterday:
Blanco. The General adds that his native
which they had to undergo.
About minight Inst night
the Reina
are
and that there are 50uu
If
the
troops
loyal
whose
home
is
in
young
officer,
Mercedes was seen by tho Massachusetts,
mixed troops at Macabole with plenty of
which vessel had a search light on the Alabama had any race prejudice, he cer
where he
all about it
as
he passed ammunition and provisions,
channel, coming out of the harbor of tainly forgot
through the lines of soldiers on his way intends to await the insurgents to come
Sautiago.
and then surprise them.
He out into the open
The Massachusetts and Texas opened to General Whepler’s headquarters.
uniform of the United
lire and the Spanish vessel was sunk saw it was tho
TO CONTINUE.
IT
COWARDLY
IS
States army and he cated not for the
opposite Kstella cove.
1 am inclined to think It was the inten- color of its wearers, grasping the hands
Madrid, July 7.—A minister declared
tion to sink her in the channel and thus of the ebon-hued troopers of the 9th and after the oabinot meeting today that in
the destruction of the Spanish
block the harbor entrance. If so this plan 10th cavulry and expressing his thanks view of
for their
welcome with as much fleet the war must be
continued
was defeated by the lire of the
lest
ships, as heartinesspatriotic
as he displayed towards men of
he
accused
of cowardice
she lies on the edge of the shore.
Spain
He and all of his men
his own race.
The minister declared that if
Admiral
were completely overcome by the
reception Cervera had succeeded in escaping the
SPANIARDS DESERTING.
accorded them, and tours rolled down Spaniards would have sued for peace
Washington, July 7.—Advices received their oheeks as the soldiers crowded But, he added, in view of the destruction
hero this morning Irom Gen. Shafter an- around them.
of the Spanish fleet the war must bo
connounce that
a
number of high Spanish
As Hobson and his party approaohed tinued.
are
lines
across
tho
of
officers
deserting
Captain Grimes’ battery, the men cried
Despatches received here from offiolal
This out on every side to have a sal ute fired in souroes at Havana announce that there is
Santiago into the American eamp.
act is regarded here as highly significant their honor.
Hobson protested
against an enthusiastic desire there to continue
of an early surrender.
this immediately and shouted to
the | the w ::e'.

Navy

Will

Go

On

Small

For

Ilnnt

Craft.

Washington, July 7.—The Slavy is preparing for a grand hunt throughout
the West Indies. There are a number of
Spanish war craft left, scattered through
on
the Cuban coast, and lying in
coves
obscure little harbors In the Weet Indian
islands. These ure to be hunted down
and captured or destroyed, and the movement is to

begin

immediately,

located

Congress

Ends at 2 O’clock.

Florida waters.

Looking

APPLAUSE BY HOUSE.

Usual

Clamor of

Members With

For-

eign Complications.

•>•_

^Madrid, July 7—0 p. m.—A cabine
meeting lasting three hours aud presided SEVER1L OF MINOR IMPORTANCE
over by the Queen Regent, was held this
WERE DISPOSED OFF.
afternoon, and' another meeting of the
ministers at which Primier Sagasta will
preside, will bo held tonight. The newspapers hero say they foresee international
complications if the Americans bombard
Mr. Berry Tries to Secure Recognition for
tLn
..nne

The .despatches announcing the destruction of the Spanish cruiser Keina Merthe entrance of tho harbor of
cedes at
Santiago de Cuba are not believed here
tho ground that the Keina Mercedes
on
was
nothinglmore than a hulk and that
it was impossible to navigate her. It is
claimed here
that the Spaniards must
have sunk the Keina Mercedes themselves
in order to block the entrnnce of the harbor.

CAPTURE
Madrid

OF

Despatch

ALPHONSO
Tells

How

XII.
It

Was

Done.

His Bill

Thanking Commodore Schley

Fails—Commodore’s

Name

Ap-

Madrid, July 7.—A Spanish oabinet
minister is quoted in an interview as saying that tho present government of Spain
will devote Itself solely to the defense of
the Spanish coasts and that if negotiations for peace must be opened they will
have io be conducted by another government.
The cabinet is of the opinion that the
fleet of Admiral Camara should continue
its voyage to the Philippine Islands.
teleThe government has received a
gram from Admiral Cervera, announcing
the death of Admiral Villttmil, who was
in command cf the Spanish torpedo boat
squadron at Santiago, and tho suicide of
Captain Lazaga, the oommamler of the
Infanta Mariu Teresa.
“I owe my whole life to Burdock Blood
Sorofulous sores covered my
Bitters.
body. I seemed beyond cure. B. B. B.
has made me a perfectly well woman. ”|

Mrs. Charles Hutton, Beryille, Mich.

A

1
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Mrs. McKinley,
Secretary
Cortelyou,
Mr. Stewart, Capt. B. F. Montgomery of
the signal corps, who is in charge of the
war room
at the White House,
Capt.

Charles Leffler,the President’s confidential messengor, and George B. Frease,
postmaster at Canton, Ohio, the President’s

home.

Precisely at 7 o’olock the President
affixed to
the resolutions these words,
whioh made them inco law:
‘‘Approved July 7, 1898, William Me-

_

the measure

Mr. Pettus attacked tho
plauded—Vote of Thanks Passed to Va- measure declaring it was a
piece ot
politioal favoritism and was a wrong to
rious
Naval
Heroes—International many other officers now in the held.
Mr. Bate of Tennessee defended the bill
Bank Bill Goes Over to December,
and defended General Corbin, the present
general, paying a high tribute
Washington, July 7.—Speaker Reed had adjutant
to General Corbin’s executive ability.
not returned to Washington today and in
Mr. Bewail said no man had demonhis absence Mr. Ravna. RermhHonn nf strated more fully than had General CorNew STork, was designated to preside over bin, his distinguished ability and his entire worthiness for the promotion the
the House. The galleries were filled with
pending measure will give him.
memberB of tho National Educational asIn reply t) the charge of Mr. Pettus that
sociation now holding its meeting in this General Corbin was a political favorite
and bad profited
thereby, Mr. Foraker
city.
said he was unwilling that such a stateMr. Dalzell, Republican of Pennsyl- ment should stand uncontradicted.
Mr. Morgan of
Alabama thought tho
vania, offered from the committee on
idea of the bill that the adjutant
ways and means, a concurrent resolution general
general should be a major
was a
providing for final adjournment for the good one, but he believed general,
tho President
session of Congress at two o’clock tomor- ought to make the nomination
in the
row.
It was immediately passed and regular way.
The bill passed without amendment.
generally applauded by the members.
At 4.40 the Senate went into executive
Following the passage of the resolution, session and at 6.12 adjourned
there came a perfect storm of appeals to
DOLE WILL RULE.
the Speaker for
recognition, members
desiring to secure pas-age of their bills.
President of Hawaii Wilt Ban Affairs
Bills were passed regulating postage on
Awhile.
letters written
the

Before rising from the table President
also approved the general deficiency bill, the last of the great appropriation measures passed by the present

McKinley
Congress.

The President presented to Mr. Stewart the pen with which he had
signed the
resolutions and it will be preserved by
him as a souvenir of an act that will
make history for the United States.
|
BOSTON’S

WRETCHED WORK.

Responsible for Their Defeat by the Phil*
lies

Yesterday.

Philadelphia, July 7.—Philadelphia defeated Boston today through the visitors’
wretched work in the first two innings.
Boston rallied in the ninth. Attendance
2954.
The score:
Philadelphia, 41010000

Boston,

0

0

0

U

]

0

0

0

x—6
4—5

Base

hits—Philadelphia, 3; Boston, 8.
Errors—Philadelphia, 1; Boston, 3. BatMcFarland; Nichols and
Yeager.
Cleveland, July 7.—Today’s game was
characterized by slow work by the home
team.
The latter, however, won.
The
teries—Orth and

Washington, July 7.—Senators and
Representatives who conversed with the
President today, gained the Impression
that for the present the government of
the Hawaiian islands would be left largely in the hands of President Dole. Under
the joint resolution annexingjthe islands,
the government uDtil otherwise provided
by Congress, is vested in suoh person or

score:

Cleveland,
St. Louis,

2010000 3 0
2000C2100

1—6
0—5

Washington, July 7.—Three successive
singles in the tenth won the game for
Washington. Attendance 2500. The soore:
Washington, 000100000 1—2

persons

as the President
of the United
States may determine. Besides President Baltimore, 000000010 0—1
Dole some other person in
Hawaii and
New York, July 7.—Dunn was knocked
one or more citizens of the United States
out in the first inning and
McKenna,
It is
may bo selected to act with him.
also expeoted that tho names of the five formerly of the Brockton club of the New
commissioners provided for in the resolu- England league was given a trial.
He
tion to recommend necessary legisl tion was
wild, but made a creditable showing.
for Hawaii will be sent to the Senate beThe score:
fore the adjournment of Congress.
New York,
1 0 1 2 0 0 1 x—10
0000 9 001 0—1
Brooklyn,
LOST NUMBERED 566-

Pittsburg, July 7.—Magee

was

a

puzzle

Officials-

until the seventh inning when Pittsburg
found him and six hits scored six runs.
Attendance 1000.
The score:

New York, July 7.—A telegram was received at the French line office today stating that the survivors of La Bourgogne
would arrive in Boston by boat at seven

00000060 x—6
Pittsburg,
Louisville,
00000201 0—3
Chicago, July 7.—Costly errors by the
Orphans and inability to bunch hits o ff
Dwjer pushed the Beds further ahead today. Attendance 2900. The score:

Stories of

Crew’s Action

Denied

o’clock

Friday morning.

probably

come on

by Line

They

will
rail.

pay
of the House of Representatives and for other purposes, was
passed, with the following amendments!
“To enable the Secretary
of War, in
his discretion, to cause to he transported
to their homes, the remains of officers and
soldiers who died at military oamps or
who are killed in aotion, and who die in
the field at places outside of the limits of
the Un ited States $i00,000.
A bill was called up by Mr. Sewall of
the military affairs oommitteeaud passed,
permitting the Secretary of War in his
discretion to have ereoted
on the West
Point reservation an edifice for reliaious

1022200 0 0—7
Cincinnati,
00003200 0—5
Chicugo,
General
Paul
ANSON
OUT OF IT.
Acting
Manager
Faguet
New York, July7.—Adrian C. Anson
gave out today the following list of the
lost: First cabin, 88; second cabin, 118; was released today as manager of the
118. New York baseball club, and it was ansteerage, 246; officers and crew,
nounced
that former
Total, 565.
Manager Joyce
The telegram stated that so far as could would be re-appointed.
be ascertained in Halifax, the officers and
crew did their duty nobly.
CONGKEGATIONALISTS CHEERED
Most of the sailors who were saved were
FOR HOBSON.
the
water and not
taken
pickod up in
This despa toh confrom the life boats.
Portland, Oregon, July 7.—The tenth
tradicted
those which came from un- tri-ennial national council of Congregational churches of the United States met
One hundred and fifty deleM. Fagnet received another tolegram here today.
lifeboat
that
number
was
taken gates were present. In the absence of the
stating
2,
possession of by some foreigners,
pre- retiring moderator, Hon. Nelson Dingley
of
sumably Austrian sailors, who were in of Maine, Mr. Arthur H. Wellman
the steerage.
Massachusetts, assistant chairman of the
It is presumed that if any violence was provisional committee called the body to
Dr. F. A. Noble of Chicago was
shown toward struggling passengers by order.
C.
anyone it was by these sailors and not by chosen moderator on the first ballot.
F. Coffin of Connecticut and Rev. George
members of the crew of La Bourgogne.
C. Adams of San Francisco were elected
GOVERNMENT TO
INVESTIGATE.
session the moderator appointed commitTlie Wreck of Bourgogne and Conduct of
tees on business, credentials and finance.
Crew to Be Booked Into.
Rev. A. W. Ackerman of the tlrst ohurch
of
welcomed the delegates to
Halifax, N. S., July 7.—Everybody thePortland,
city. The remainder of the afternoon
looks forward to the government inquiry session was
occupied with reading and
into the loss of La Bourgogne, to be held disoussing the reports of standing comhere on Tuesday, with profound interest mittees.
Tho interior of the first Congregational
and suppressed exoitement.
church, where the convention holds its
The wreck commissioner for Canada, sessions is generously
decorated with
Capt. W. A. Smith, N. K., is in the city. flowers and the Amerionn and British
He
will conduct the inquiry. He is a flags draped together at tho
pulpit and
retired Allan line captain, and sailed be- the front of the gallery.
tween New York and Liverpool for years.
When
the
bulletin was read in the
He expresses regret that La Bourgogne council this morning
announcing the exsurvivors were hurried out of the city. change of Lieut. Hobson and his men, tho
The proper place to hold the inquiry was entire body roso
and cheered for the
in Halifax and the proper time before the Merrlmac crew.
survivors separated.
Capt.Smith will inquire what the speed PATRIOTIC TEACHERS AT WASHwas at whioh La Bourgogne was travelINGTON.
ling, what was the condition of the boats,
was maintained, eto.
what discipline
Washington, July 7.—Such manifestaand will report to the Canadian govern- tions of patriotic enthusiasm have seldom
ment, who will transmit the report to the been witnessed in the National capital as
board of trade of Great Britain.
those which
characterized the opening
The
unpublished statements of the session of tho National educational assofourth
engineer and assistant purser, ciation convention in Convention hall towho are the only surviving officers, will night.:,! Five thousand persons
were
submitted.
be
are
written in present. During the evening nearly every
They
French and are in the possession of the speaker alluded in a patriotic vein to tho
French consul, who will not give them present war with Spain and every referout. They are not under oath and may ence to the President, to the army and to
not be admitted by the court.
the navy elicited tumultuous applause.
The officers of the Cromartyshire have
President Whitman of Columbia unibeen subpoenaed. An effort may he made versity and Dr. W. T. Harris, U. S. comto apprehend the survivors at Boston.
welcomed the
missioner of education
GreenStrange tales which amount to murder audience after which President
association
are in everybody’s mouth and
the
of
delivered his
wood
people are
amazed at the witnesses being allowed annual address.
to slip through the hands of the authe
Assistant Secretary of
Interior
thorities.
Webster Davis and Hon. Charles
Skinner, superintendent of public instruction
A CHILD ENJOYS.
Then the audiof New York also spoke.
ence joined in singing “America.”
The pleasant flavor, gentle action and
soothing effect of Syrup of Figs, when in COUNT TURIN LEAVES BAR HABneed of a laxative, and if the father or
ROR.
mother be costive or bilious, the most
Bar Harbor, July 7.—Count of Turin
gratifying results follow its use; so that and his aide de camp Count Carpanttc
it is the best family remedy known and left on the
evening train tonight foi
every family should have abottle. Manu- Saratoga. From there they
will go t«

worship.

factured by the California Fig Syrup Co.

_

COAST.

immediately, and few minutes later a
little group were gathered about the cabinet table
to witness the completion of
this important legislation.
Those who
comprised the group were

the Globe W'orks of Boston for work done
tbe monitor Suncook.
Mr. Allison called up the House resolution providing for the adjournment of
Congress at two o’clook tomorrow and
had it referred to the committee on appropi iations.
Mr. Sewali of New Jersey called up the
bill fixing the rank of
the
Adjutant
General of the army as that of Major
General.
Mr. Pettus of Alabama objected to the
consideration of the bill.
On motion of

on

d_11

But

Madrid, July 7.— The Spanish version
of the sinking of the warship Alphonso
she was chased by three
XII. is thut
American warships while attempting to
enter the port of Mariel and that her commander purposely ran her ashore in order
to avoid capture.
Tho official report adds
that the Americans iired tiOO shells at the
Alfonso XII. and that the ship is a complete loss. It is furthergsaid that the.crew
of the cruiser and part of her cargo* were
saved.
A despatch from Santiago de Cuba says
by
blind; refunding
140 of the sailors who belonged to
Admiral Cervera’s squadron hnd
reached $8000 dues paid by the North German
there.
Steamship line upon a propeller shaft
brought in to repair a ship;
adjusting
DETROIT IN ’99.
clothing accounts of soldiers who die
within six months after entry upon serOpening of Christian Endeavor Convention
vice, amending an act granting right of
at Nashville.
way through the Indian territory to the
Gainesville, McAllister and St. Louis
railroad.
Nashville, Tenn., July 7.—Auditorium
Incidental
to the consideration of a
Endoavor was illled to overflowing by an
pension bill, Mr. Ray,
Republican of
enthusiastic
audience New York, occupied an hour with a genexpectant, joyous,
eral
speech upon pension legislation. He
tonight, and the programme prepared for
reviewed the pension legislation at the
the opening of the Christian Endeavor
present session of Congress pointing out
convention, was carried out promptly at that 486 private bills passed, whereas the
3 p. m., with President Clark presiding. 52nd aud 53Congrass passed only 388bills.
Mr. Ray did not conclude his speech, a
After Idevotional exercises
addresses of
of order being
made
from the
welcome were delivered by Gov. Taylor point
Democrats that he was not speaking to
and others. Secretary John T. Baer then
the bill under consideration.
read his annual report.
When he concluded Mr. Berry, DemoPresident
Clark read his annual adcrat of Kentucky arose. “I desire,” he
dress.
“to say a word about a resolution
The following despatch from Mr. Mc- began,
to
properly
recognize, Commodore
and President, Clark’s answor
Kinley
Schley—”
were read and received with tumultous
“I make the point that the gentleman
applause:
is not confining himself to bill,” quickly
“I take great pleasure in extending to
Mr. Ray while the House aptho convention cordial greetings and best interrupted
the Commodore’s name.
After
Before the Christian Endeavor plauded
wishes.
much deluy Mr. Berry secured the privisociety lie magnificent possibilities, and
In
to
order.
proceed
in congratulating the society on its splen- lege
“I will say” began Mr.Berry, “that I
did achievements in the past I would bid
will keep pretty close to the bill, but I
it God speed to even grander and nobler
do not expect to keep aa close as was
success in the future.
Commodore Schley to the Spanish fleet
(Signed)
when he was destroying it off Santiago.”
“William McKinley.”
Mr. Ray again made the point ot order
| “The Christian Endeavorers of the and Mr. Berry finally resumed hia seat
United States
assembled at Nashville, and
consideration of pension bills proTenn., in the 17th annual conference, ceeded.
and representing
more
than 2,500,000
Mr. Berry finally sooured the reading of
United his
young men and women in the
resolution, thanking Commodore
States alone, wish to thank you for your
Schley and the officers and men under
greeting and express their heartiest sym- him for the viotory over Cervera.
with their Christian President,
pathy
Senate
The
resolutions
extending
Wm.McKinley,in his suggestion for a ser- thanks and
directing the giving of medals
vice of praise and thanksgiving to Alto Lieut. F. H. Newcomb and the officers
mighty God. They have road the procla- and men of the Hudson, in tho
fight at
mation at their opening service and have
Cardenas and directing the
retirement
united as he desired in prayer for a speedy
upon full pay of Captain Daniel B. Hodgson of the MoCulloch in the Mania battle,
(Signed)
were laid before the House. Mr. Hepburn
“Francis E. Clark, President.”
asked consent for its consideration
hot,
Frequent references made by the speak- Mr. Berry, Democrat of Kentucky obto a friendly union between Great
ers
unless
the
resolutions
should
Schley
Britain and the United States were vocif- jected
be taken up with them.
This condition
erously cheorod, especially by the large >vas not conceded and the Senate resoludelegation of Canadians in attendance. tions went over.
Tonight the auditorium and the hall
Senate amendments to a large number
Williston were packed.
of Dills of minor Importance were
conKov. D. J. Burrali of New York; Rev. curred in and
many pension bills were
Philip K. Pendleton of Ohio, Booker T. disposed of. The House aocepted the
Washington, Alabama; Rev. Ernest W. Senate provision for an
of
Shurtleif, Massachusetts and Rev. S. S. $200,000 to pay the cost appropriation
of
McArthur of New York delivered
ad- dead American seamen and transporting
soldiers to
dresses. Kansas City Union was awarded their homes for
interment, In the discrethe banner for the best progress made. tion of the war
department.
Detroit was selected for the meeting place
The bill to incorporate the International
ot 1899.
American bank was called up but
by
unanimous consent it went over to the
CERVERA ORDERED TO LEAVE.
first Wednesday after Congress shall meet
Headquarters of General Shatter, Tues- in December.
day, July 5, by the Associated Press DeBy the adoption of a resolution, Mr.
spatch Boat Dandy, via Port Antonio Payne, Republican of New York, was
and Kingston, Jamaica, July 6.—Copy- formally elected speaker pro tern of the
righted by the Associated Press—Admiral House.
Cervera, who was transferred from the
Mr. Dalzell of Pennsylvania explained
Gloucester to the battleship Iowa, is be- that many enrolled bills were awaiting
the signature of the Speaker for transing treated with every consideration.
In brief interviews today he stated that mission to the Senate and President, and
ho was ordered to leave the harbor, but In Ignorance of the exaot movements of
refused to say from whom tho orders Speaker Reed, who was absent from the
came.
city, it was well for the House to elect a
Today's estimate of the Spanish loss in Speaker who could sign the onrolled bills.
is
at
1900
battle
killed
placed
the naval
At 4.59 p. m., the House adjourned.
and 1500 captured, against which stands
loss of one killed and two
an American
IN THE SENATE.
wounded.
WILL DEFEND THEIR

passed.
Washington, July 7.— It was by a ceieresolution authorizing the committee
finance to make an investigation of mony of the simplest character that the
internal revenue and customs matters aud resolutions annexing the Hawaiian islto hold sessions during the recess of Con- ands to the
United States this
evening
gress was agreed to.
were enaoted
finally into law. It ocTheso bills were passed:
the
Fixing
pay and allowances of chaplains of volun- curred in the cabinet room of the exteer regiments, making them the sains as ecutive mansion and
only six persons
those of a mounted captain, permitting besides
President McKinley were presofficers in the regular cr volunteer army
ent. At 20 minutes before 7 o’clook Alonto hold positions as commissioners, superintendents or historians of national parks. zo H. Stewart, assistant door-keeper of
Two hours were then devoted to the con- the Senate arrived at the White House
sideration of unobjected hills on the with the
eugrossed copy of the resolution,
general calendar. Among the bills passed
signed by Speaker Pro Tern Payne and
were the following;
To enable naval
Vice-President Hobart. George B. Cortelcourts-martial aud
courts of inquiry to secure the attendance
you, assistant secretary to the President
and testimony of oiviliuns witnesses; infor the resolutions in the usual
corporating the American Sooial Science reoeiptea
association; to pay William C. Dodge form and then notified the President
£10,000 for the use by the United States of they had arrived. The President simpa patent
cartridge loading machine; to
said that he would sign the resolutions
refer to the court of claims tae claim of ly
A

Bills to Pass.

for

President’s Signature Makes Annexation Bill Law.

was

RESOLUTION PASSED WITH

OLD HOPE NOT DEAD.

Spanish Newspapers

-.

on

by the aid of swift little

soon

torpedo boats and auxiliary craft. It was
with this object in view that the recently
constructed torpedo bouts Gwyn, Morordered fromj the
were
ris and others
north to

TODAY.

Present Session of

for until
have been

gulf and Caribbean sea
cleared of these little craft no troop transports can be said to be entirely safe while
passing between* the United States and
Cuba.
Many of the little boats have been
spotted already and the others will be
the

AIM US

Mr.Morgan announced that he proposed
to try to get up his hill for the construction of the
Nicaraugan canal by the
United States.
Mr. Turpi ■ of Indiana
sharply opposed
the idea suggested by Mr. Morgan.
A bill to increase the number of
post
quartermaster sergeants of the
United
States army was passed.
Another measure
reported from the
military committee to reimburse the governors oi states
and territories for expenses incurred by them in aiding the
United States to raise and organize, supply and equip the present volunteer army,

Bill to Make

Adjutant

General

Corbin

a

Major General I'assed.

Washington, July 7.—Delegates and
visitors to the National Educational association filled the galleries of the Senate
at the opening of the session today.
A bill making appropriations to
session

employes

to New York

by

I

Burlington, Vt.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Hair Grower and
Scalp CissBir

For
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Ask your druggist sbout it.
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Minute Tapioca
I

It makes Delicious
And Healthful Desserts.
::

Beware of imitations.

1

Ask your grocer for

“Minute Tapioca.”
The genuine is put up by the WHITMAN
| GROCERY CO., Orange, Mass., also
:

manufacturers of the celebrated
Our little Booklet, over 30 Dainty
Desserta, (free) by mail. Ask for it.
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THE LATEST.

MUSICAL

PRODUCTIONS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

are at

all times to be found in

stock

our

All orders by mail or telephone will receive
prompt attention.
Our discounts to the profession are the most
favorable to be obtained and everything will
be done to make it an advantage and a pleasure
to deal with us.
Assortment of
We also carry a Full
STRINGED IN ST It U MEN TS and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE of every description*
_

Stelnert & Sons

M.

Go.

McGOULDRIC, Manager.

T. G.

517 Congress St.

Tel. 81S-2.

sons, lack of public sentiment, lack of FOLLOWERS OF THE ARMY IN WAR.
Inclination of magisproper officers,
trates to deal With truants on trial.
Men and Women Who Make a Living Off
Meeting of tbe American Institute of
This cause more
3—Parental neglect.
the Soldiers*
Instruction,
operative in country than in the city is
cause of
Heredity, environtruancy:
ment.
Treatment:
Reformatory treatNorth Conway, July 5.—The American
(From the Providence Journal.)
ment, not primitive; sympathy, especialInstitute of Instruction met here this ly with children
naturally iuclined to Army sutlers are discountenanced by the
Consciousness on the part of new
evening, There was a large number pres- truancy.
regulations, and thus a very picturthe
that there is power someent, but few from Maine. The exercises wheretruant,
to
control him; a family truant esque class of camp followers
will be
opened with an address by Gov. Kamsdell school, instead of the present reform absent from the
our
of
encampments
of N ew Hampshire, welcoming the sohool school, to which truants may he sent.
Restless and disobedient children, J. E. soldiers (during the present war. The
The Govteachers to New Hampshire.
official commissary department will try
Mery.
ernor was eloquent, booming his State
1— Troublesome pupils,not one in twen- to replace those useful adjuncts of formsr
and especially
Conway, as the most ty, if troublesome pupils abound, the campaigns by
suitably equipped and aubeautiful place of the earth. Superintend- fault is or may be with the teachers.
2— Causes of this trouble: Heredity, en- thorized shops, which, accompanying the
ent G owen, cf New Hampshire, followed, vironment.
troops on their travels, will
supply all
3— In higher schools, from dullness or
giving the welcome of the teachers of
such things as the old-time
sutler was
from
excessive
Kev.
Mr.
Allis
New Hampshire.
followed,
brightness.
deal in. These will Include
4— Remedies:
Lessons adapted to the accustomed to
expressing the welcome of the people of dull and to the bright
have two various luxuries, such as canned fruits
pupils;
Conway to the pedagogues. A response, grades in eaoh room, or two olusses in and
vegetables, sugar cured hams, sarexpressing the gratitude of the Insittute each grade.
condensed milk, butter, cheese,
dines,
5—
troublesome
from
home
influPupils
was made by George A. Church, presiSoldiers are mostly
ence incorrlgably.put Into special schools. ginger, candy, etc.
dent of the Institute.
very fond of candy, and_complaints have
The address of the evening was by the
OUR SHIPS AT HONOLULU.
been made recently because many cf the
president of Clark University. His subbrave boys at Chickamauga
and other
ject was “Adolescence,” meaning the Transports and Monterey Arrive Safely
camps were relegated to the
hospital in
period of hoy and girl life from 10 to 25.
and Proceed.
consequence of excessive consumption of
The doctor gave us a deal of old, well
sugar plums contributed by admiring
known facts in a new form of expression,
Honolulu, June 29, via San Francisco, young women.
and the funny thing about it is that the
In former days half a dozen
women
July 7.—The steamship China of the Maspeaker seems to think that he is the dis- nila
reached this port were regularly attaohed as laundresses to
fleet,
transport
coverer of a great truth, destined to revfrom San Francisco on the morning of each company of United States troops.
olutionize the universe, and develop a
As a rule, they were the wives of enlisted
the 23rd, one day
alidad of the other ves- men or
now form of
human soul; and the funnon-commissioned officers, and
sels of the fleet.
steamed
The
China
niest thing of all is that the speaker
nearly always they were very worthy perseemed to have a “Calvinistlo” belief in ahead of the Zealandia, Colon and Sena- sons. Some
of them followed the regitor in order to load coal and clear the
what he was setting forth.
ments for as much as 40 years, and they
wharf
before
the
of
the
other
arrival
Wednesday Prof. Hodge of Clark Uniwere officially
recognized as belonging
versity delivered an address on “Human vessels.
to the military organizations. One ration
Interest in Nature Study.” The speaker
The big steamship received a warm —in other
words, the food allowance of
spent the first half hour of his time in welcome.
There was a large crowd of a soldier—was allowed to each of them,
reviewing tho great fact of suffering, people on the wharf.
The troops and every enlisted man paid i.at a given
the struggle for life, the destruction of swarmed the decks and rigging of the
rata ior tne:r services as
wasnerwomau.
the weakest, the survival of the fittest as China.
Brigadier General Green imme- In war time they did
splendid work as
the law of life. He then endeavored to ex- diately sent his adjutent to the wharf
with his compliments to the United nurses, and the quarters occupied by them
piam in is iaot as relates to tne iaea or an States cousul
general Haywood and at each army post usually went under the
all powerful, an all seeing, an all loving President
Dole, who were on the wharf name of Soapsuds row. Eight years ago,
creator. Ho deduced the conclusion that and invited them on board.
however, the war department made an
At 9 o’olook the soldiers were allowed
the divine purpose was and is to secure
effort to dispense„with
them, and their
to
ashore
and
were
marched
to
go
man’s perfection by making
him an
Waiwaika
where every man took a sea rations were taken away. Consequently,
agent with God in securing the best good bath.
The men were then marched to no laundresses will follow the troops durof all.
town and at 2 o’clock they were provided ing the present campaign, and the soldier
Nature study then must be 60 related to a feast on the executive
This boys will have to wash choir own clothes.
grounds.
it 1® an Interesting fact that in a numall study as to make every child an agent function was carried out precisely on the
to secure the survival of the fittest, and lines of the first expedition.
Ladies ber oi instanoes the sons of these army
waited on the tables.
Officers were en- laundresses were eduoated and sent to the
the most painless
destruction of the
tained at the military headquarters. military academy at West Point, holding
weakest,
finally the study of nature is There was an abundance of food and re- at this day commissions as officers. For
obvious reasons it is not desirable to mento so bring each child to suoh a condition
freshments for everybody.
tion names in this connection, but a notathat he may be fit to survive v Prof.
At 6.30 o’clock of the same day, the ble oase In point is that of a well known
Colon
and
was
followed
Prof.
Morrill
of
Senator
were infantry officer, who was coached for West
Zealandia,
Hodge
by
It was quite late when the ves- Point by the wife of Gen. Graham. He
New Haven, formerly of Portland. “Art sighted.
sels reached the harbor.
Crowds on the failed to pass because of an imperfection
in Public Schools” was treated by Miss
wharf cheered the vessels as they entered in his grammar, but Gen. Sheridan took
Maynard under these heads:
port and the men of the transports re- a great interesta in him, and the upshot
the matter
as that he was appointed
1. Is there art in public schools?
sponded
vigorously.
By midnight all of
as a 2d
lieutenant a year
2. Need of suoh teaohing. It develops anchored for the
The men were from civil life
night.
before the class in whioh ho tried to enter
ohuracter.
landed the next day and were entained
His father was a non3. Proof ip results obtained by whioh
was graduated.
the citizens of Honolulu.
The expe- commissioned
offloer and his mother was
children have become criitcs of beauty in by
dition
sailed
for
Manila on the 24th.
a regimental laundress.
all around them.
Sergeant George Goddes, Company C,
Women as naturally flock to the neigh4. Course of work outlined as it appears
first
Nebraska
died
at
sea
borhood of a military camp as
crows to
in the art work of the Springfield schools.
Infantry,
5. The olose observations of the pupils aboard the transport Senator, June 21, of a cornfield. Wherever our troops settlo
lead to consciousness of fitness and har- cerebro-spinal meningitis.
C. B. Fisk, a down for even so short a time as a day or
member of Company B, Nebraska volun- two, there^will be plenty of volunteer
mony, whioh is ethical in effect.
6. The study ot art in school has a teers, died here on the 25tli.
A combi- laundresses. In Cuba the native women
practical, ethical value in making disci- nation attack of typhoid fever
and will be only too glad to do washing for
the soldiers, for the sake of making a few
easier.
pline
measles was the cause of death.
The
The address was not striotly on the sub- funeral took place from the central union pennies. While on the march, however,
the men will have to wash for
themject as announced in the text, but was a church and was attended by the best selves, while the officers will employ their
disoussion of methods, very suggestive people of the city.
aro
most commonly
who
servants,
The U. S. S. Monterey and the collier negroes. Officers’ servants and mess atand he’pful.
Brutus arrived from San Diego on the tendants oonstitute quite a large class of
Manual Training was
discussed by 24th inst.
The Monterey experienced a oamp followers, and ordinarily there are
Principal Keyes of the High School of heavy northwest swell nearly all the way. a good many people who struggle along in
Holyoke, Mass. This address developed the She ran under her own steam until the the wake of an army looking for employment.
Under the.regulatlon, an officer is
19th when the Brutus took her in tow.
following salient points:
The tow line parted that night but was not permitted to compell an enlisted man
1. Manual training has an educational
to do any sort of menial toil,
such
as
picked up again the following morning.
value and on that its right to be rests.
cooking or washing. At the same time
2. The present High School course
is The Brutus continued to tow her.
the enlisted man is at “liberty to
accept
The Monterey reached port with about
too crowded.
pay for such work from an officer.
3. The present High School course is a 200 tons of coal in her bunkers.
Her
The army “canteen” has
taken the
officers are high in their praises of her place of the old-time sutler’s store. Officbody killing course.
4. Time for manual training is to be sea behavior and declare that, contrary ers and men
together subscribe the money
found by doing all the valuable High to expectations, the quarters of both offirequired for the establishment of the canSchool work in shorter time.
cers and men were kept thoroughly dry.
to
for
the stock in trade, etc.,
teen,
pay
5. Manual training in the High School The
Monterey re-coaled here and was and after a reasonable percentage on the
will bring into tho High School many
ready for sea yesterday. The departure investment has been paid back to them,
boys who now will not enter there.
solwas delayed by the Brutus, whose en- the balance of the profit goes to the
G. Manual training in the High school
profits, chiefly derived from
Both diers. The
will help many of tne boys who aie, or gines required an overhauling.
the sale • f beer, are very large, and they
seem
to
the
routine vessels left for Manila today.
be, stupid in
are applied to
the improvement of the
Previous to his departure the captain
studies, to real active, intelligent, earnest
condition of the men, paying for various
work and turn them out abreast, if not of the Brutus purchased several surf luxuries which make a welcome addition
in advance, of tha brighesc pupil6 in the boats and engaged a number of Hawaii- to their messes.
Thus, for example, 'they
routine course.
ans to man them.
The boats will be are enabled to have on their tables butter
7. Time, amply sufficient for th inused at sea when necessary to transfer and milk, which are not furnished by the
troduction of manual training may be coal to the
commissary. After a while the original
Monterey.
found by using only a part of th? time
debt for the canteen is paid off, and then
wa-ted in any olass in any High school.
BELL. BOY DROWNED.
the enlisted men run it for themselves.
3. Manual training introduced the stuIt is natural that the war department
Ken neb unk port, July 7.—George Dean
dents will be fitted for college on present
should wish to doaway with the extortions
college conditions in the time now used.
of Saco, 18 years of age, a hotel bell boy,
which inevitably aocompany the ^sutler
was drowned while bathing today.
system. Hence the rew departure, which
its now in the High schools determine
contempates the furnishing of the soldiers
the special work of life for whioh the
WIT AND WISDOM.
through ihe canteens with everything that
pupil has a natural iitness.
tho sutlers used to sell. At the same time,
Manual
labor
in
the
H
10.
igh school
the sale of distilled liquors is rigidly proWlero They Were.
will bring to the pupils a con sclousness
hibited, on grounds that seem rational
of the dingity of labor.
The only drawback about, this
enough.
11 Manual
the High
training in
prohibition is that meu deprived of whisschool will give us skilled leaders in all
key by official order will always try to
work of productive industry, whioh leadget it by undjrhand means The conseers, we.are now obliged to import from
quence is that the most abominable sort
foreign countries.
of stuff is smuggled into the camps, and
12. Manual training in the High school
a
id. men turn up
arunk
m
squaus.
must not be a separate
or
in
a
sohool,
retired army officer was telling the writer
special building, but must be a part of
at
an
he
had
about
the
trouble
yesterday
the High school, beside history, literaarmy post in the far West, when the sale
ture, Latin, etc.
of whiskey within tho post
limits was
12. Manual training in the High school
forbidden by an order from the war dewill tend to break down the antagonism
sneak
The
soldiers
used to
partment.
of classes and cultivate the idea of uniaway at night to certain questionable esversal brotherhood.
tablishments
that were set up in the
neighborhood, called in military parlance
North Conway, July 7.
and
hog ranches,
many of them were conLast evening’s programme was an adstantly unfit tor duty. The officer quoted,
on his own
dress by Prof. IJolbear
of Tufts, on
responsibility, directed the
“What We Know About
Sandy MaoSwat—Hoot, mon! Ha’ yo post trader to get a quantity of good
Ether.” He
freckles?
sell it to the men at a reasfor
and
said it must be all pervading, illimita- sum mat
whiskey
ble, not composed ot ultimate particles,
Clerk—Oortpinly. Rub this lotion on onable price, the only restriction being
hence not matter; not causing friction,
that no soldier should be permitted to
your faoe at night.
that nobody
hence not matter; without gravity, hence
MaoSwat—It’s a lang wae fra my face get drunk. The result was
did get drunk, and
not matter; inllnite.as to extent; a form
the hog ranches
to my legs.—New York Journal.
of energy.
On the whole the professors
quickly wept out of business,
in the neighborhood of a settled military
was
interesting, but one could not help
oamjj there are always unscrupulous perthinking of the Scotchman’s definition
CASTORIA
sons
who sell the rottenesc kind of whisof
metaphysics, “When the one man
key by the canteen, bottle or jug. There
dinna ken what he’s palavering about,
Bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
is no law to reach them, apd If caught
and the tither man dinna ken what the
In use for more than thirty years, and
one man says.
That is metaphvslo.
they suffer no penalty beyond the conttsoatiou
Kind
of their stoofc in trade and perhaps
The
Have
You
Dr. Winship of the New England JourAlways Bought.
brief imprisonment iD the guard-house.
a
nal
followed.
His subject
was
the
CASTORIA
Worse than these are camp followers of
•'Effect of Kindergarten Training in the
another kind, who prey upon the soldiers.
Grammar and High schools.”
Bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletchbil.
They aro professional gamblers—shortSymposium of tho superintendents of
In use for more than thirty years, and
card men, provided with marked cards
schools, from each of the New England
and sometimes with small faro lay outs.
states, on the subject, “Present Status
The Kind You Have Always Bought.
of Education.”
Each superintendent
Qccaeionally they are “fair gamblers,’’
that is, experts who rely simply 011 their
an
advance in trend.
reported
1— More and better supervision.
superior skill. In every regiment t here
excellent
2— Better houses more appliances, more
ar-i enlisted m en who are such
than thirty years, and
more
In
use
for
careful examination of teachers.
card players as to be able to win large
2—More rational ideas of education, as
The Kind You Have Always Bought»
character forcing,
instead of mere instruction.
Th© Husband Was Right.
4—Raising standard of admission to
normal schools.
“What’s tho trouble? What’s tho troutho
for
0—Increasing
opportunities
high
Catarrh is responsible
schools instruction by state aid to poorer ble all about?” asked the tramp as he apfor most cases of nervous
towns.
proaohed the farmhouse where tho man
0— Distinctive effort to make the school and his wife were having a heated discusprostration. Pe-ru-na
in
its buildings,
always cures catarrh.
its[appliances, its sur- sion.
Mrs. C. C. Filler, of
roundings, its decorations, its instruc“Why,
my husband claims that there
tion, tend djiectly to the aesthetic culture
Columbus, Ohio, writes
are ducks that never go in tho water, and
of the pupil9.
us as follows: “For fifI told him that all ducks go into the wa7—More
liberal appropriations from
teen years I suffered from
said
ter,”
tbe
female.
state, town and district for scboolpurwhat is called nervous
“Well, your husband’s right,” said tbo
poses.
Several
prostration.
physicians failed to
How to manage
off
his
hat.
“I
hates
to
distramp,
taking
troublesome children
do me good. I had given up in despair
truants.
and
Hon. G. A. Walton oi agree with a lady of your refinement, but
when I heard of Pe-ru-na.
It gave me
Massachusetts.
I must confess that I’m one of those duoks
immediate relief. I want to recommend
1— The extent of the eyil.
what your husband refers to.”—Yonkers
it to all who suffer as I did.”
1 2—Reasons for failure of the truani Statesman.
laws; failure to enforce ^the law. Rea
Pe-ru-na is sold by all druggists. ^
TEACHERS AT

M.W&Ftf

apl5

MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO,
PORTLAND and BANGOR
Commencing Tuesday, June 28, 1898,

STEAMER SALAGIA
leaves Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesdays
and Saturdays at 6 a. m. Touching at Squirrel
1 .land,-Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Bucksport, and tvinterport. Arriving at Bancor
about 7 p. ni.
Iietui ning—leave Bancor Mondays
and

Thursdays

at 5 a. m., making above landings.
Arriving at Portland about 0 p. m.
Connections—At Squirrel island for Boothhay Harbor, Heron Islsiul, Christmas Cove and
At Bocltland
for Vinalhaven,
Pemaquid.
North Haven and Stonington.

PORTLAND TO
Squirrel Island.75c, round trip, Si.35
Bockland or Camden.-Sl.35,
2.35
Belfast. 2.00,
3.50
"
Bangor. 2.50
4.150
Weather permitting.
O. C. OLIVEK, President.
CHAS. B. LEWIS, Treasurer.
jeSodlf
FAKES FKOJI
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NORTH

wuiu

THE

TOURIST

3 1-2x3
Adapted

for

HAWK-EYE,

1-2, $9, 4x5,
Sunlight

$15.

film or

plates.
have other supplies.
Self

We also
oni ng paper, &c.

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Free St.
___

jezsdtf

negotiatkd-$io.ooo,
Mortgages
thereof at r,

or

any part
have funds of clients to
on real estate security.

per cent interest. We
invest in iirst mortgages
Parties desiring loans
can obtain same by applying at the Real Estate
office, First National Bank Building FREDERICK S. YAI LI ..(i-1

LOANED—On Furniture. Pianos,
Horses, Carriages, Farm Stock.Diamonds
Merchandise in storage, and any desirable
personal property without removal; on easy
ropayingbasis ;strictlyconfidenlial. “PRIVATE
PARTY,” P. O. BOX 1438.
30-2

MONEY

GOOD TEMPLARS.
Two
1.

lodges were organized July
Golden Link Lodge, No. 320, at Har-

rison,

new

in Cunberland Co., Rev.

J.

F.

Harriman, C. T.; Perley Cole, Sec’y;
Rev. A. G. Fitz, Deputy; Key. J. M.
Buffum, organizer. Wesserressent Lodge,
No. 293, West Athens, in Somerset Co.,
N. F. Jones, 0.T.; Flora Carson, Sec.;
Rev. J. F. Tay.or, Deputy; E. J. Prescott, organizer.
BIG HAUL BY THIEVES.

Cleveland,July 7.—A special from Newcastle. Pa.,says: While the Helmut Bros,
vrero watching
the parade of the Buffalo
Bill show
today thieves entered tbeir

from
the rear and stole $30,000
worth of
diamorris and jewelry.
The
thieves escaped. 1 giving diamonds scattetad all over the sreot.
store

CONWAY.

vi4uu

uaa

duuu

Pe-riHsa For He Nerves.

of money from|tbeir comrades. Gen.
the famous Indian fighter, told
your 'correspondent about a man in his
command vvbo after a payday—the troops
having been paid off for four months’
service—sent home $2000 which' he had
won at poker fairly. He won that rttnount
inside of a week.
It is impossible to prevent soldiers from
gambling. They will do it in a corner
behind a blanket, if no better opportunity
serves.
The faot that a man is, fond of
playing cards;does not militate against
his bolng a good soldier.
The average onlisted man, when
pay-day comes and he
has liquidated his small
debts, is uneasy
until he gets rid of his
Many
money.
soldiers look upon service in the army as
a mere
episode, getting as much amusement out of it as they oan.
They mean
to quit at the cJose oif’the
war, and they
do not expect to lay
up anything. If any
cash combs their way they are disposed to
spend it for whatever is going. These
same’men, liko Mark Tapley, come out
strong under advovse circumstances, and
are apt
tp prove themselves oapital fighters on oooasiOn.
the
other hand, some soldiers save
Qn
surprislpg amounts of many. Paymasters
in the regular army are compelled, if the
men request it, to take money from them
on
deposit. On such deposUs the government pays 4 per oent per
annum.
The
question as to whether volunteers during
the present war are to enjoy this privilege
has not come for deoision as yet. In San
Franoisoo a few years ago a sergeant approached a regimental paymaster and astonished him by laying down $15,000 on
the pay table, asking that it jV>e credited
to him.
The paymaster refused, on the
ground that he was obliged to take only
the savings and ordinary accumulations
of the mqn. The
sergeant replied that
the ilS.Ooi) represented his savings as an
enlisted man, inasmuch as he had bought
a wnari lot lu years oeiure
aau uuu
jusi,
sold it for the sum lu question. The paymaster said that the government could
get all the money it wanted at 3 per cent
and it ought not to be obliged to pay 4
per cent under such ciroumstances. The
sergeant then refnsed to take the money
baok, and the matter was referred to the
attorney general, who decided in his
sums

Forsyth,

favor.

Gen. Forsyth says that when he was in
command at Fort Hauchulca, Ariz, .there
was an Infantryman in bis regiment who
was a company tailor.
been in
He had
the service for 30 odd years, arid had saved
his money. He earned outside of his pay,
by mending and altering clothes for soldiers and officers, from £13 to $30 a month,
and was reputed to have a very large sum
on deposit in California savings banks.
Being questioned on the subject, he told
Gen. Forsyth that the
amount to his
credit was $18,000. He began to make deposits when he first enlisted, at a time
when the savings banks on the Pacific
ooast were paying 3 peri cent a month interest.
In India an army of 3000 or 4000 native
troops is aocompanied by anywhere from
0000 to 8000 camp followers, including the
wives and children of the soidiers. It
used to bo the same way as far baok as
the day Of Darius. Up to
quite recent
times European armies were followed by
swarms of persons of every imaginable

description, including

numerous

women

The mfliln water pipe was tapped yesterday and a service pipe laid vyht'oh carries
waterjinto jthe.bioyole room of MoCullum’s theatre.
A monkey house has been placed
the aviary not far from the casino.

near

The members of the Church of Messiah
took special cars yesterday for the Cape
Cottage and enjoyed their annual plonlo
at the Casino and adjacent spots of interest.
The cellar has been completed for a new
house at No. 138 Main stteet, Willard.
Mrs. Clara A. Chase has purchased a
house lot on Meeting-house hill of Edwin
ill Heokbert, Esq.

Irving Soule of the
sohool
with

is

spending

Bowdoin

Medical

the summer vaoation

mother, Mrs. D. S. Soule of

his

Knightville.

He will resume his

at John W.

& Co.’s

Perkiijs

residence of Mr. Seavey, Clemmons avenue, near Marsh Williams’s house.
Five of the road commissioners on
a
special car went over the road of the
Portland & Cape Elizabeth railway yesterday morning on a tour of inspection.
2 Mrs. Winslow of SBath has been the
guest of Captain H. F. Davis for the past
week.
Mr. H. K. Grant,

Mr. Everett NaBon,
George Adjutant, Edward Webber and
Miss Maude Webber, were the guests of
Mrs. Charles M. Littlefield, Monday.
Mr. F. S. Morse and family who have
bean the guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Dodge, have returned to their home In
Dorchester, Mass.
Miss Lydia Connier was'the guest of
Miss Hattie Brackett. Monday.
Master Clifton Braokett, who has been
quite ill is improving very rapidly.
Mr. Stephen J. Murphy of Ligonia fell
from the landing at the house of Thomas
Brice, a distance of ten feet, breaking his

leg in two places.

The acoident occurred
o’clock Monday
at 12
night, and Mr.
Murphy was taken to the Eye and Ear

Infirmary Tuesday morning, where

the

bone was set.

her parents, No. fi Franklin street,
and
has returned to her duties as postmistress
at Poland Springs House, South Poland.
Capt. Elmer York contemplates a visit
about 40 miles back in the country in a

day

or

so.

Geo. W. Cole lqft for Boston last night
where he is in the employ of a
grocery
house.
A very pleasant lawn party was given
at the residenoe of William Harrington,
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Cervera

a

Trifle

Sarcastic

1 Portland Sunday Times. |

b

b
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The Times is gs full of good things as an egg
is full of meat.
The Times presents to its readers

s
b

unrivalled telegraph service, printing every Sunday morning despatches received several hours after
the early editions of the out of town papers sol<3 in

3
3

an

3

Portland have gone to press.
In time of war you
latest news. The Times is getting it while
the trains are bringing the Boston dnd New York
papers here. The Times covers the local field fully,
Th^e
accurately and in an entertaining manner.
miscellaneous features of the Times which provide
its readers with good, clean reading for leisure
hours, are furnished by the best
newspaper writers
in the country. The drawings which illustrate f)ie
Times are made by suph artists as
Trowbridge, who
is at the front with Sampson and Shatter, and by
Mr. Paul P. Gould, whose illustrations of ideal articles have attracted so much favorable comment.
Half a dozen samples qf next Sunday’s many at-

3

to

Gen.

Blanco.

Washington, July 7.—The war department has received the report of Admiral
Cervera made to General Blanco on the
disastrous naval fight to the Spanish
cause off Santiago,
It is as follows:

3
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"BY YOUR ORDERS."

To the General in Chief, Havana:
In compliance with your orders I went
out yesterday from Santiago de Cuba
with all the squadron and after an unequalled combat against foes more than
triple mine, had all my squadron destroyed. The Teresa, Oquendo and Vizof the numerous animals which acoom- caya beached and the Colon fleeing.
I accordingly informed the Americans
of
pany every army. Every company
soldiers has its pets, always including one and went ashore and gave myself up.
or two dogs, with an ^occasional squirrel
The torpedo chasers foundered.
I do
and raccoon.
not know how many people were lost,
but it will surely reach GOO dead and
many wounded, although in great numSOUTH PORTLAND.
bers the living are prisoners of the

various seotions of the
town. Many of
the walks are in a rotten condition and
hardly worth repairing but need new
boards their entire length.
Miss Caro Elliott spent the Fourth with

YOU WANT THE

wholesale

The polioy of the
department during the present conflict will he to dlsoonrage camp followers
as far as possible.
Reasonable exception
will be made in favor of newspaper men,
who are perhaps the most persistent of all
camp followers. In speaking of
camp
followers on ought not to omit mention

in

1

drug store, Portland, during vacation.
Kapid progress is being made on the

war

engaged in patching the sidewalks

MISCKIYLATeEOVS.
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position

of dubious character.

Charles N. Hannaford, under Instructions of Road Commissioner Chaplin, is

i

KI8QBH, iWEOPS.

g
g

g

tractions will be found below
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GOSSIP OF THE SUMMER RESORTS.
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Bab writes of the difficulty of pleasing the
average woman and some undesirable phases of

g

||

j

=§
g

2
3

country house life.
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WAR ANO THE SEASIOE RETREATS.

|

g

Of timely interest to the people of the Maine
coast cities and towns is this article
telling of the
business being done along the shore notwithstand=
ing war’s alarms.

3
3
3

g
g
3

3

Americans.
The conduct of the crews rose to a
height that won the most enthusiastic
plaudits of the enemy.
The commander of the Vizcaya sur-

|

FOR THE WHIST PLAYERS.

§

Si

sE

the

ES

All the lovers of the game popular for generations will want to read what Howell has to say on
the probable doings of the whist congress soon to
be held in Boston.

THE PEARL OF POLYNESIA.

§

rendered his vessel.
His
noble

crew

are

very

grateful

tor

generosity with which they are
treated.
Among the dead is Villamil
and I believe Lazaga (spelling uncertain)
and among the wounded Concas and

Eulate.
We have lost

all and

necessarily

aro

depressed.

CERVERA.
FARMINGTON NORMAL SCHOOL.

Farmington, July

7.—The

exercises at

the State Normal sohool were
a dose
with
the
tonight
diplomas to the graduates by

Powers.

In the forenoon

brought

to
of

3
SE

|
Eg

3
Governor 3

award

a

programme
was carried out in the school held by the
class of ’98.
At noon was held the alumni dinner In

3

Pine street, on Wednesday last. Among
those present were William Spear, Albert
Dyer, F. A. Dyer, William Small, ail of Drummond hall, at which Pror. Wilber
as
whom were accompanied by their families Mallett of
Farmington, presided, and
Field games were played and light
re- Governor Powers responded for the state.
3
Addresses were also made by Prof. Henry
freshments served.
L. Chapman of Bowdoin college, Mrs. 3
Mr. Chas. Talbot is confined by illness
Helen Collin Beedy, Mrs. Fanny Norton a
to her home at Cushing’s Point.
Moore of Boston and
Prof. George C.
the
latter a
Councilman Sloman, of the city, has Purington of Farmington,
on “Purpose and Growth of the
just placed a handsome American flag in speaking
a
School.
front of his summer home near the Ferry
The alamni held a business meeting
landing.
during the afternoon, electing offloers and
vxx-xxixu ux oxiawxxxut avenue,
lets committees for the ensuing three years.
yesterday for Waterboro.
THE WEATHER.

Miss Mary Walker is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Frank Coombs, Picket street.
Miss Nettie Merryman of Pine street,
has gone to.Vinyard Haven.
The tug boat Monitor was on the Marine railway yesterday.

1

|

annexed all the
the momentous

3
a

about the Sandfind a valuable

5

Is
United

territorial extention to be the policy of the
States? The question of tpe hour discussed

by Captain George L. Kilmer in a'n

ing the views

leading journal's,

of

divines.

a

1

THE STAR OF EMPIRE,

rS

—1
a

artipjp present-

publihcfcrffS

a

and

g

|

THE CLERGY AND THE DANCE.

3
a
a

last week’s
interesting
of such eminent
views
symposium giving
divines as Bishop Bowman, the Rev. £)r. O. B.
Frothingham, the late Bishop Brooks and olhers 6f

g

equal prominence.

|-

CAMP BURDETT.

Whether Hawaii is or is not
Americans who keep posted on
events of the present want to know
wich islands.
Times readers will
article on the subject.

3
3

A

continuation

of
the

g

H

g
g

Capt.

Geo. Newton, brother of Capt.
Newton of Camp Bnrdett, and Capt. J.
K. Williams were visitors
yesterday at
the camp.
Capt. Williams was one of the

original

members of Co. F and belonged
to the city guard and was among the lirst
to go the front at the time of the rebellion
of ’01. He is at prosentj an alderman in
che city government at Hartford, Conn.

Capt.

Newton is also of Hartford and
seoretary of the Hartford Carpet Company.
The Misses Holmes of
the camp yesterday.

Eastport,

were

at

Mrs. Frank H. Smith, wife of Ixient.
Smith, of Co. F, accompanied by her
son, is at “Hartford Cottage.’’
Private Marion of Co. K, while return
ing from bathing on Wednesday, slipped
and severely sprained an ankle, necessitating his confinement in the camp ^hos-

pital.
er

Geo. Borland of Thompsonville, a formmember of .Co. K, visited
his old

friends yesterday.
A part of the clothing and

arms

Washington, July
Friday for Maine,

7.—Forecast for
New Hampshire

and

Vermont: Fair weather; warmer,
southwesterly winds.
Boston, July 7.—Forecast for Friday:
Fair

weather,

higher

temperature,

Southwest winds.
Local Weather Eeport.

Portland, July 7.—The local weather
bureau office records as to the weather
are as follows:
S a. m.--Barometer, 30.164; thermomter, 66; dew point. 62; humidity, 62;
wind, S; velocity, 7; weather, clear.
8 p. m.—Barometer, 29.999, thermometer, 62; dew point, 64; humidity, 76;
wind, SW; velocity 14; weather, clear.
Mean daily thormometer, C3; maximum,
thermometer, 69; minimum thermometer,
67; maximum velocity of wind, 24 S;
total precipitation, .0.
Weather’Observation.

neces-

sary to the proper equipment of the regiment at camp were received
yesterday
from the supply departments of the U. S.

The agricultural department weather
bureau for yesterday, July 7, taken at
8
m., meridian time, the observap.
tion for each seotion being given in this
Array.
order: Temperature, direction of wind
Mr. Edward F. Travers, a private ir stato of weather:
Boston, 70 degrees, SW, clear; New
Co. F, has received
his
degree frorr
PhiladelYork, 68 degrees, S, clear;
in
hi
which
institution
Trinity college,
phia, 74 dogrees, SE, clear; Washington,
was senior at the time of his enlistment.
76 degrees, S, dear; Albany, 78degrees.
S. cloudy; Buffalo, SO degrees, SW, clear ;
CAPE COTTAGE.
Detroit, 82 degrees, SW, clear; Chicago,
CO
About
settoes, the iron work bein' : £4 degeres, SW, clear; St. Paul, 84 dofropi the manufactory of J. W. Fiske Co. grees, N, p. cloudy; St. Vincent,, 82
degrees, SE, p. cloudy; Hnron, Dak., 78
of New York, were set
up yesterday bj
degrees, E, cloudy; Bismarck, 74 degrees,
Spenoer/Rogers, on the Cape Cottagi NE, cloudy; Jacksonville, 76 degrees,
E,

grounds.

cloudy.

I THE
|

f

SUNDAY TIMES
IS

THE

lOIEST

Sunday Paper for Portland People.
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fnawmaBasn
0 Hundreds of children have worms, but their parents doctor them for
B nearly everything else. The host Worm Remedy made, and likewise EEC9—..HAiSk
0 tha be3t Remedy for alt the complaints of children, such as Feverish0 ness, Costiveness, Indigestion, Sour Stomach, etc., is

1 TRUE’S Pin
efflcacy
0
0
0

0

0

Worm

ELIXIR
trembles

want

school

waBflfflfWi:p',yJq|^7»t'

S
X

0

furniture, and the

best, get the

*“CHANDLER”
AKSJSJS'TAISK.E

165 Devonshire St„ BOSTON.
prwi

©

IBs®! I

/WpjSjMMC-

In such troubles—and likewise for all Stomach
Its
of adults
—has never been equalled. It has been a household remedy for
48 years. Purely vegetable and harmless. Price 35 cents. Ask your nffwvsy-’
Druggist for it.
DR. J. F. TRCE & CO., inborn, Ma
Book on “Children” fre*.co mothers. For Tap* Worm we hay* * apodal ftfwftneot. Writ* for book.

When yott

©

Tu^ritt

PORTLAND

their annexation, perhaps because ho did
not wish to break with the majority of
his party. However, his seeming incon-
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Subscription Kates.
Daily (in advance) $G per year; $3 for sis
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning bj
carrier anywhere within tho city limits and al
Woodfords without extra eharge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably Rt the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Fhess, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $1.00 per year; 50 cents lor
months; 35 cents lor 3 mouths.
Persons wishing to leave town for long o’
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Advertising Hates,
In Daily Peess $1.50 per square, for jn;
week; $4.00 for one mon‘U. Three insertions
or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other day advertisements, one third less than these rates.
IXalf squaro advertisements $1.00 for one
Week or $3.50 for one month,
“A square” is a space of tha width of a col
hmn and ono inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third additional.
Amucemetits and Auction Sales. $2.00 pel
Three insertions or le3s,
square each week.

$1,50 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
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matter
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40 words or less, no display. Displayed adver
tlsements under tkes9 headlines, and all River
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In Maine State Press—$1.00 per squari
for first insertion, and 50 cont3 per square £o;
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
scriptions and advertisements to PortlAni
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street

Portland,

sistency in aotion does not weaken the
force of his argument against the policy
of reckless territorial extension, though
it suggests the possibllty that when the
crisis comes
he may he
inconsistent
again.
The Cuban soldiers fight fairly well,
but for anything elso they appear to be of
It appears to be absono use whatever.
lutely impossible to get any work out of
them. But worse than their laziness are
their cruel propensities, which have manifested themselves in the mutilation of
dead soldiers and the shooting of the unarmed and defenceless fugitives from Cervera’s fleet, livery day something crops
cut in regard to these people that gives us
additional reason for joy that the United
States did not invado Cuba
as
ngents
of the insurgents, as it would have done
if our jingo senators and representatives
could have

had their way, and makes
us distrustful of the ability of the Cubans
to organize a stable government and koop
the peace after the
driven out. If the

have been
who compose the
a fair sample of the

insurgent army are
people we must depend upon to set np a
government and administer it we shall
surely have Cuba on our hands to keep
in order, whether we want it or not. The
only hope is that enough leaven will be
found somewhere among the population
to leaven the big lump of laziness, ignorance and general incapacity which evidently exists there.
When a commander falls to meet expectations, wholly or partly, he is sure to
come in for criticism.
Gen. Shatter did
UUP

Me.

Spaniards
men

UtAO

UdUUJUgU

XU
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he rashly led the public to expect he
would, and one result is that there is

as

THE

PRESS.

motors of all kinds It will prove invaluable. In a word, the wildest imagination
can hardly overdraw the benefits that it
will confer upon mankind.
K if or reducing tho temperature of hospitals, theatres, residences, every form of
building, and at the same time supplying
absolutely pure air, out of which every
germ has been frozen, It will almost
mark an era In tho world’s p rogress. It
general use will do away with disoomfort
of heat to stokers and engineers on ships,
whioh can he cooled to any desired point.
It is destined to prove of great value to
the physician and surgeon. For tbe purposes of cauterizing llesh it will be much
more valuable than lunar caustic,
since
the extent of its action can be absolutely
controlled. Being free from germs, it
will prove of great value in the treatment
of asthma, consumption and other diseases.
If evaporation be permitted to go
on for a time
bofore using nearly pure
oxygen gas can be obtained for such purposes.
Fluid air is a7now thing as yet, but
American enterprise and invention will
soon make it a household
word, a public
and household necessity. Money saving
is the great end aimed at, and the possibilities it presents in that direction will
lead to ; its immediate
utilization in a
thousand forms not yet thought of. The
nineteenth century seems destined to go
out in a blaze of glory and leave a record
that Itjs successors must str uggle hard to

surpass.

WESTBROOK.

•
-___

Had the Are obtained

good

headway

it

might have proven serious, as mere are
several wooden buildings in that vicinity,
The origin of
many of which are old.
the fire is a mystery but probably was
caused by
throwing a lighted match or

fault finding with his plan of campaign.
It is said, with what truth wa do not
cigar into the rubbish.
know, that Admiral Sampson advised as
S.
JULY
FRIDAY,
Miss Elizabeth H. Soule of Boston, was
a first step toward the capture of Santiago
the guest of honor at an enjoyable lawn
tho
of
Jlorro
so
that
Castle
the
taking
The annexation of Hawaii was
ahem
party held on Wednesday afternoon at the
fleet could get into the harbor, but Gen.
as necessary
a
war
measure as
till
homo of Mrs. L. A. Rome.
Sbafter had another plan, and being in
stationing of the monitor Monta.uk ii
District Deputy Ira C. Strout of Cum°f
the
his
supreme
expedition,
command
Portland harbor.
berland Mills, visited Wawenock tribe I.
was adopted.
It is now claimed by the
O. R. M. of West End, Wednesday evenThat boasted l?rench chivalry which wi friends of Sampson's plans that if It had
ing, and installed the following oflioers:
hear so much aboukdid not show
been followed there would have been far
up ti
Koscoe C. Booth by;
sachem,
Prophet,
less loss of life and the fleet would now
very good advantage in the Bourgogm
William Beatty;
senior sagamore, C. E.
disaster, .'ravages could not have.behavei
bo in the harbor ready to co-operate in
Reny; junior Sagamore, William F.
worse and tho chances are that they wouli
the reduction of the defences of the city.
Hamilton.
have behaved better.
A plan which is promising theoretically
The numerous friends of Dr. Oscar A.
sometimes lamentably falls in practioe,
If Cervera’a fleet had escaped Spall
Aksrs of Sanford, formerly of this city,
and it may be if Sampson’s had been subwill be pleased to learn that he has passed
would have sued for peace, But havinj
jected to trial it would not have met with a successful
been destroyed Spain
must continui |
examination before the stntB
as
It is
good success as Shafter’s.
the ; war,lest she
o
dental board and received his diploma to
bo
accused
very unfair to assume that it would have
;
cowardice. This
Mr. George B.
practioe as a D. D. S.
sapient; remark i worked
perfectly and accomplished all Its Whitten of Westbrook has also
credited to one of the Spanish ministers
received a
advocates claimed for it, and oondemn
It may hot
similar diploma.
have been made,
but i
Shafter’s by contrast.
Tho truth seems
sounds very Spanish.
Miss Celia Barbour,
who underwent
to ho
that Shafter’s
plan was well two
dangerous operation at her home on
The commander of
the Almirant s enough,[but his troops were not qnite adGreen street Saturday, is as oomfortable
Oquendo when he saw his ship wai ; equate to the execution of it. Probably as can be
expocted at this time.
doomed
promptly shot himself. Thi Both he and the military authorities at
The funeral of Carl C. Jolllmore, incourse which this officer adopted is essen
Washington somewhat underestimated fant child of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Jollitiaily tho one that the Spanish inilitar, r tbe difficulties that confronted him, but
at
8 Oak
more, was held Wednesday
wants
the
not
to
would
be
if
it
should
party
government
surprising
prescribi it
street.
The services were conducted by
for tbe country. Instead of surrendering
turn out that their greatest mistake was
Rev. J. F. Clothey. Burial at Woodlawn
while yet something can be saved, it
in not making sufficient allowance for the
cemetery.
wants it to keep right on and wind u
exhausting conditions of weather and
Mr. Frank Stevens and wife of Wood
with suicide.
under
which
the
temperature
troops wort fords are
boarding with Mrs. H. H. York
destined to operate.
of this olty while repairs are being made
Tho quarrel as to whom the credit fo
on their house, Pearl street, Woodfords.
the destruction of Cervera’s fleet bolongi
THE COLDEST THING KNOWN.
still goes on. One of Admiral Sampson’ 3
| W. W. Webb, recruiting olficer for Co.
pleaders takes the ground that he is en Another Claim That Steam Is Going; to B< M., first Maine volunteers, j expects t.j
titled to the credit, because the partia
leave for Chiokamauga early next week
Superseded.
Miss Eliza Sullivan has returned from
blocking up of tho channel by the Merri
a visit to New York.
She
was accommao, which was sunk by his orders, com
Chicago Chronicle.)
panied by her sister, Mrs. Joseph Freepolled Cervera to choose the daytime in
Liquid air is cold bayond the power of man, who is to make a brief visit to h< r
stead of the night for his dash.
But th
expression, being at a temperature severa parents and other relatives.
sinking of the Merrimac was for the pur
hundred degrees below zero. Placed ir
pose of keeping Cervera from coming ou
an open v.ssel, the latter is
immediately EFWOR'TH LEAGUERS IN BANGOR.
at all.
The compelling him to choosi
the daytimo instead of the night was th covered with frost. It can he dipped and
Bangor, July 7.—This is Epworth expoured like water, though great cars cursion dayjimd hundreds of the membe:s
result of not sinking her in tho posi
must
be exercised since its
freezing of the First District league in conventh n
tion Admiral Sampson intended.
powers are equal to the scorching effect! here, are, enjoying trips to Bar Harb< r
Admiral Cervera is entitled to b 3 of molten metal. A metal cup used ir and Moosehead lake in special trains artreated With respect and the utmost kind
dipping it becofnes for the time as brittle ranged for their comfort.
Wednesday
ness and consideration.
It was he wh 3 a 3 glass.
evening’s session was marked chiefly by
so
This new material, hannless, almost.
warmly recognized tho bravery c f
an
address by President Perrin of th_Lieutenant Hobson and his crew, an I as water if left open, destructive as dyna^
On Thursday night there will
League.
sent word to Admiral Sampson of "thel r mite if confined, oan readily
by shipped be further ceremonies in the course of the
and
it
was
safety,
undoubtedly largel; long distances, though great care is emconvention, the excursionists returning
due to his influenoe that they were kind
ployed in packing it. Exoept for a small in season to take part.
The programme
louniliou U.
•V
a.
vent, It is enveloped in coverings of non- includes a lecture
by Dr.Sparkes Cadmnn
many ways Cervera seems to be superlo r heat-conducting material, since without
oi the Metropolitan Temple, New York,
to the averago Spanish officer. Ho ha 3 heat it cannot return to the form of air.
on the subject “The Puritan in England
indulged in no brag and bluster, so com Tt nan hn njirrlAri in a crlAee tnhn Tvrnwlfl.
and America.” Friday will be the olosirg
snon to the most of them, nor hurled -an;
ing the tube is incased in a larger tube
of the convention.
low epithets at tho Americans. In shor b and a vacuum produced between the two. day
he appears to be an accomplished gentle
“DEKES”
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in h®t weather
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25 and 50c.

Sample box

free.
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branches
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Exchange
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street, from which

we were
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“INSURANCE.
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patronage.

IJ.

S
H
IS

will be used as a chapter house and is the
first to have been purchased by a local
The property will be held in
society.
trust by Colby college. XI. chapter was
established 1845.

WOOLEN MILL BURNED.
Greenwood
Woolen mill3 here were burned just before
noon today together with a large quantity
of goods and a stable nearby.
The fire
started in the picker room and spread
The local force of
with great rapidity.
Corrina,

July

7.—The

fighters were unable to cope with the
blaze, not having any apparatus worth
fire

mentioning, and the town of Dexter was
for help. Aid was promptly
called on
sent but It arrived too late to be of assistance and the
property is now a mass of
The mill was operated on the
ruins.
eight set plan, and was in good condition.
The mill property was owned by Charles
The
Greenwood and was not insured.
loss is heavy.

more

Catarrh in

this section of

SWEETHEART.

Embellished with Gorgeous Scenery and Wonderful

admiUU,8

**«*•

only 80 cent..

THE GEM

THEATRE,

PEAKS ISLAND.

The Handsomest Summer Theatre in America.
MONDAY

M'JFJU

kvksing, julv 4th, and every evening for the balance of th*
week, With Matinees Kvery Afternoon.

BYRON

and his

XDOYTCSHj.A.S

excellent Stock Company will present the beautiful Comedy entitled

SCHOOL.

The production will be given with entirely New Scenery and Magnificent Costumer
Evening Performance at 8 o’olock. Matinees at 2.43 o’clock. Casco Bay Steamers leave CusHouse Wharf at 2.15 (or Matinees and 7.80 for Evening Performances.
Hound Trip Tickets
with coupon admitting to Theatre, 25 cents.
Reserved Seats, 10 and 20 cents. Boxes six chair*
in each box, 30 cents each chair.
Admission without Casco Bay Coupon, 20 cents.
Sale of Kc-

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY, TRUSTEE-

served Seats at Casco Bay Steamboat Office, Custom House Wharf.

or

Snhiprt

Take Cape Cottage

and their fortifications by the sea, Cara run to entrances Theatre and.1 Casino, hence
exposure cf patrons to stormy weather.
See timetables of the P. %nd 0. E. Ry. Co., at 12 Monument Square, Portland
Me

in

IVERTON
PARK,

Sale.

1J|#EEK
”w

OF
JULY 4.

Bonds dated April 30,1898. due In 20 years
without option, interest 6 per cent, per annum,
Slay 1st and November 1st; principal due May
1st, 1918. Principal and Interest payable in
United Stutes gold ooln.
The total authorized mortgage Is $500,000,
A Selected Company of Leading European and American Variety Celebrities.
of which
$75,090 has been reserved in our
take
of
0
td
amount
an
THE
MA.RT1NE
hands,
equal
lip
percent,
bonds, due (u 1904. 8100,000 additional has
in the Human Trapeze and the
slso been reserved tor future improvements. Of
Enchanted House.
1
the balance ($326,000) 8123,000 has been sold
Queen of the Rolling Globe.
io private parties, leaving the above $200,000
now offered on the market,,
KT O O
jGL H ,
Tito capital stoop Is 8300,000, a majority of
Heroine of the Silver Wire.
which is owned by Portland capitalists. There
is no floating debt. The road has a franchise
I
WILL TEGGE AND
ANNA
for fifty years.
AND
The president of the jollet Railroad Co. Is In Gtrmen and American Dialet Comedy. |
Vocal and Instrumental Music.
Weston F. Miillken. Treasurer Henry P. CoX,
and Secretary Edward Woodman—all of Portland.
to be the leading'Women’s Orchestra in America, gives oonoerts at 2.15, 4.3
Jollet is a city of 40,000 people, which, with
(.ncUpo.it, having a ppptilatloii of C.dOO. and
—
widen Is reached by this toad, is one Of the most l.~
prosperous cities 01 Illinois. It bas large nianutucettring Interests, and the growth, although
FINANCIAL.
steady, bas been very f&plu.
The length of track fa over 21 miles, making
the bonded debt leal tlfau $20,000
per mile.
This compares most favorably with the l’ortlaud
Street Railroad, hud Its physical ouiutlUou Is
liist-clsss in every respect.
The Portland Trust Company bought this
issue of bonds afterainostcareful Investigation,
4a due
1902-1912
employing ns an expert Mr. E. A. Newman, the City of Portland
Manager and Treasurer ot the Portland Street City of Portlaud 6s “
1907
Railroad, who visited Jollet tor tnree days, and
“
1915
whose lull report Is on file at our office for in- City of Peering 4s
—ON—
spection. The Secretary of the Trust Cotn- City of Blddeford 4s “
1917
of
pauy also made a personal examination
me books and plant in Joliot.
Town of Yarmouth, GOLD 4s due 192G
The gross and netearnlugs are rapidly increas“
1914
The steamer Forest Queen will leave Custom
ing (the current ttst earnings being about SOper Merrimac Co., H. H. 4s
“
cent, over those of 1897), so that the road Is
of Zanzesville, 0. 4s
1915 House Wharf at 9.30 a, m. and 2 p. m. for oiii
City
now earning net upwards of $40,000 a year. Tile
Orchard Pi»r.
Returning will leave the end
“
1909 of Pier for Portland at ll a. m. and 5.30 n. m.
interest charges are $20,760, or about one-half Cleveland City By., Gold 5s
of the net earnings.
“
The future promises net
Fare for the round trip from Portland or Old
B.
Union
Paciiic
B.
4s
Gold
1945
earnings of $80,',00 to $00,000 per annum,
Orchard, including admission to the X'ler,
which will enhance still more the margin of
security above Interest charges.
on
59 CENTS.
Further Information, together with our attorney’s opinion, furnished 011 application.
This excursion will be one of the most delightful trips that the sightseer can find on the
New England coast.
The new Pier is the
largest steel structure of the kind in the world
and the best view of It can be obtained from
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will be remembered for its famous “War Numbers”
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of the Civil War.
Its value during the war with
Spain will be even greater because of vastly improved
facilities. History is being rapidly made. The gravest
questions of ourtime are comingtothefront, and every
American should have each week an accurate, concise

h

2

SQ

PICTORIAL

HISTORY
OF THIS WAR

2
S

from now until peace is assured. A brilliant staff of
artists and correspondents are representing the
WEEKLY at the front. Rufus F.Zogbaum,Carlton
T. Chapman, Frederic Remington, T. de Thulstrup,
W. A. Rogers, Clyde, D. V. Hunt, and others, with
a large staff ©f photographers, are
accurately portraying the movements of our army and navy and happenings at Washington and elsewhere. Among the
WEEKLY’S correspondents are Frank D. Millet,
John F.Bass,and O.K.Davis, in the
Philippines, John
Fox, Jr., with General Shafter’s army, Harold Martin,
at St. Thomas, and others.
By subscribing now for
one
year, you will obtain the WEEKLY during the
most important engagements.

65*
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HARPER & BROTHERS
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Franklin Sq., N. Y. City
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Check

RANDALL k

^3

A Fail Assortmeai cl Lehigh end FreeEarning Goals for Domestic Use.
Pocahontas

Hooks

Litho-

graphed to order with new

(Semi-Bituminous) and

revenue

stamp imprinted.

War Xicvenue Law Complete, 25 cents.
New Stamp Tax Schedule, without charge, on

application.

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed lor general steam and
forge nse.
Genuine Lykens Valley Franklin,
___jlyiteocltf
English ar«i American Cannel.
:--

LOSING, slu HARMON

Above CoaSs Constant”
5y On Hand,
TELEPHONE

....

JOO-2

OFF5CE:

7bBpr3
Gommerciai & 70 Exchange
Sts.
SI.W&Ftl

ggg| EVERY...]

the

Ili
(!)(ft
(0
97 1-2

Exchange St„

Eorilaml

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

All orders by mail
attended to.

or

telephone promptly
6epte2e6otf

application.

Correspon-

dence Solicited.

FORTUM TRUST COMPANY.

SWA! &

lARRETT,

the ocean.

C. W. T. CODING,

]y7 dtdGen. Manager C. B.

188 Middle St.. Portlaud, Me.
ati
3iy2

BOUNDS
Yielding from 4 p*r

«ient

jiy6

to

£>

cent.

par

F.

FLAGG,

17 Exchange St., Portland.

luegaa ==

CAPITAL

AND

Salesroom 40 Exchange Street.

South JPortlund, Me.
Municipal Security Co.
City of Duluth, Minn., Gold
Standi.h Water and Construction First Mortgage
United Gas and Electric Co.
First Mortgage Gold
Maiue Water Company
City of Tacoma, Washing-

MASNE,
SURPLUS

4Ks

TIME

s

~—-

5s

Drafts drawn on
r>r*f asvmI
Provincial
Hank
of t£uglaud, i 'M<l<nif in inr;?a or
buiall amounts, for bs*u- m< current mien.
Current Accounts receive'! cm luvorablo
terms.

—

jLvcry i.aoy

5s

should
on*.
l> o a u

ter warranted
silsterling
ver top; sent

Gs

to

Portland, Me.

MOULTON,

Cashiar-

CASCO DAY STEAMBOAT GO,

MAN

On

and

fare

will

“

Put

f

make tho
xn Bach

prioo reasonable,”

case*

the work la

always

satisfactory and brings eaoaileat

|

BUILDING, CONGRESS SQ.,
iFuly IStli.
jly4dtd

REVERE

Fl.ESI SiiBIR MS0E,

THIRTY YEAR 4 PEII GENT
OF THE

We

§tt
$

result*

|

TUB THURSTON PRINT,

a

PORTLAND, MB.

§

|

not in tlie trust and are
not confined to prices.

are

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR IT.

—

Sold by Lending iietaii Grocers.

CO.,

mylldtf

Gen. Itlunager

Wholesale

Training

Schoo' for K ndergartn

Headquarters,

MILLIKEN&CO.,
163 Commercial St.

jeffidlm

GUARANTEED

by Portland Water Co.
The Portland

SUM

be

wj

o

doz.,

will remove to Room 36,

$90,000
—

1-2

Mass.

Exchange Sts.,
Y. M. C. A.
jyldtf

BONDS

Special! Police.

ad-

for only
1 doz.f

Or. 0. W, Fellows

Bank.

foMdtI

any

dress
30c;
90c;
JEWELRY CO., Attleboro.

jlyTdiw*

BANKERS,

Cor. Middle and

have
Til’s

ti f u 1
skirt suppor-

CorrMpondnncO sollcitsd from Inclivtdualo, Corporations,
Hanks and others
desiring to open account*, as well as from
thosa wishing to transact Hanking hosineaa
of any
this
description lit rough

STEPHEN R. SKA!.!., Pras'dait.
USARSHALL il GQDIJiS,

#1.00

by

WOODBURY k

Owj

5s

i

BSC POSITS.

Hitrpswdl,

Take Steamers oi Harpxwe 1 Steamboat Co.
from Portland Pier. See time table in tills paper.
Ask for Dinner Tickets.
Casco Hotel Co.
Jly7 dtf
Proprietors.

5s

For sale

©SB

EXCU RSI

Round Trip Ticket including first-class
Shore Dinner attht* Menyconeag only

4>is

Jeffersonville Itid. Water
Co.

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS,

ALI.es
rr

To South

4s

con, fSJt-CjJ

IllteB*C§S IPfBStfl

C. W.

r.O.BAILSIDoaril4

DAILY

-OF

PORTLAND,

BAILEY & CO.
Auctioneers and Commission Mercian^

INVESTMENTS.

eodtf

■-I..--,;

F. O.

JULY

by

Co.

S. B.

AUCTION SALES.

—

Savings Banks and Trust Funds,

If

come

$
«

Prices

after Hlay I Ida Hie STANDISH
WATER &
FIVE CENTS to
and front forest City Landing,
CONSTRUCTION
Peaks’ Island.
DUE 1928.
Steamers leave Custom House
Wharf.
fiatj.eatly Iwr. a-istcmnr.
This company supplies Dooring, West
to os «t»Si «»i>y ®a& s*y
4 See tame (ab!e in another brook, Gorliam and Standish, and the
column.
above bonds are
«
C. W. T. CODING,
it in attractive form tsfl

|
Egf TO 3IS
TRADE. 1
pgiJ
...

I

Two Excursions to

Sunday,, July

M GHARLES
«L
Wi

___

OLD ORCHARD PEER

For Salta

MB

-■■■

1 SPLENDID TUP.

BONDS.

FOR

Subscription for One Year

a
There is

country than all other diseases put together,
and until the last few years was supposed to be
Incurable. For a great many years doctors pronounced it a local disease, and prescribed local
remedies, and by constantly failing to euro with
local treatment, pronounced It incurable.
Science has proven catarrh to be a constitutional
disease, and, therefore, requires constitutional
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J, Cheney Si Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only
constitutional cure on the market.
It Is taken
internally in doses from 10 drops to a teaspooniul. It acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer one hundred
dollars for any case it fails to cure. Send for
circulars and testimonials. Address,
F. ,T. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
Sold by Druggists. 75c.

*t0<Rjctl°n,

|

JOLIET RAILROAD COMPANY.

Advance

r

4th.-

The Powerful Military Drama,

SOLDIER’S

Commencing

Prirfi Pal- and

Waterville, July 7. —The XI. chapter of
tho Delta Kappa Epsilon society of Colby
the Bunker estate of College avenue, cons'sting of nearly an acre of land, a large
two and a hulf story house of modern
struoturo, with ell and stable. The house

Exchange Street.

-OF THE-

j

E. C. JONES, Agent and Manager.
P. I. JONES, Assistant Manager,
M. BISHOP, Policy Clerk.
G. W. WARREN, Accident Clerk.
T. M. McCLEARN Stenographer.

|

CAPE COTTAGE PARK.
By the Sea.
McCnllum’s Theatre 8.80 p. m. and 8.15 p m. Free Musical Conoerta daily,
l-ain or shine, at 6.15 p. tn. in Ca.ino.
Sundays at 3 p. m. In Theatre and 4.45 p. m. in Casino, free band concert by Chandler’s Band.
Meals served a la carte or table de hote by the famous caterers, Robinson and
Hodgson.
Banquets, Clambakes, Shore Dinners, parties of 300 or less a specialty. Menu Cards and prices
at office of P. & c. E. Rv. Co., 12 Monument Square. Telephone 004-3
Salt water bathing. Fishing off the rocks, (tackle and bait furnished free bv 4 P Morrill
in charge of the grounds.)
Rare Tropical Bird Collection and other Park attractions.
"Cape Cottage” is noted as one ol ttie most picturesque sea shore Parks on the Maine Coast,
distant from Portland about seven miles by a delightful trolley rule across the harDor
and along
no

First Consolidated Mortgage 5 Per
Cent. 20 Year Gold Bonds

M

THEE. G. JONES INSURANCE AGENCY,

ap-

on

$203,000

1

With every facility and appliance for the prompt and accurate
dispatch of business we hope for a continuance of your valued

5’s.

MASON & MERRILL,

of

le29eoilt£

Mortgage

plication.

1

short time since, has been thyroughly
repaired and re^tfed
have moved in and are now ready for business in all

Reek

cars^andas'k'for coupotTtickets!P011

Price and particulars

§j

driven

a

4’s.

GOLD

Sending JULY

A

SANFORD, He., POWER CO.
First

UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF BARTLEY McCULLCJM.
Summer Theatre

TI„A 3r«*Vn*dc-pSi

$50,000

COMFORT POWDER CO., Hartford, Ct.

AMUSEMENTS.

Coolest, Rest Ventilated and equipped
in Sow EnglatMi.

tl<!

Mortgage

GOLD

E.

Fisher, Trained Nurse, Forestdale, Mass.
All Druggists.

1 lie

RIVER RAILROAD CO.

It relieves

j

AMUSEnsTN-ra.

KCULUl’S THEATRE, CAPE COTTAGE.

BRIDGTOS & SACO

his tender little

fjTirrfprt j?owdcr.

and prevents

itching,

~S25,000

CHAPTER HOUSE.

naan ns

FINANCIAL,

«

Baby

by dusting

inviii

well as gallant soldier.
explosive of the highest conceivable
order can be made. If a wad of oily cotThe popular idea that war helps th 1
ton waste Is saturated with liquid air,
newspapers is a most erroneous one. O ^
placed in an open tube and ignited a
course it increases their
receipts frou 1 fearful explosion will take place. This
but
it
diminishes
Iron
Bales,
receipts
is due to tho fact that the oily waste is
otter sources and increases their expense 3
converted into gas, as likewise
instantly
much more than enough to offset it. Ii 1
is tho liquid air. Wood or any other
replying to the demand of their stereotyp combustible substance will burn as fast
ers for increase of wages the Chicago news
as oxygen can be supplied to it—thus the
paper publishers told the exact trath a 5 wind fans a flame. The fluid is
largely
follows:
oxygen and a union of tho carbon and
It would appear that you have chosei 1
oxygen is instantly formed.
this pdrti'iular time to make your
de
mantis for increased compensation in th
Although seemingly a homogeneous
belief that the unusually large
sale o l mass, like liquid water, liquid air is
‘'newspapers, occasioned by the existini ! made up of liquid
oxygen and liquid
‘■war, has made the newspaper busdnesi
'‘
more profitable, and that therefore pub ; nitrogen—the two gases that form the
iishers would be more willing to increas ) atmosphere.
These are not ohemically
the compensation of their employes. Yo:
blended, but mechanically mixed, the
will readily rcognize the error of this viei 7
same as alcohol and
water in whiskey.
when we remind you that the extfaordin
Nitrogen is far moro easily condensed
ary demand for white paper has luatai
tally increased its cost; that the norms 1 than oxygen, and in consequence the
expenses of nowsguthering, incident t > more
assumes its natural gaseous
tho war, and the telegraphic transmissio > form. readily
Alter evaporation has gone on for
of the same, are enormously increased
a time almost
pure oxygen remains, and
while the usual receipts from commercia t then,
it with some form of
by
advertising are greatly reduced becauso c r carbon, ablending
terrible explosive is produced.
the general disturbance of business
cor
This will prove very eflectiv in the arts of
ditions.
both peace and war, and bo
decidedly safe
since a spark must be
employed to exin
his
Senator Hoar,
speech on th b piode it, concussion having
no effect,
Hawaiian annexation, took occasion t a
As a power producer
liquid air may
express strong opposition to the policy c f conflbently be expected to take the place
of steam, and to so utilize it no new
territorial expansion, pointing out the 1
engines will be necessary, since its onerawo
wore utterly unfitted by our habit
tion
is substantially
the
same
\o
and customs and form of government t 3 boilers aro
required, since no heat
that
of
the
beyond
normal
temperature
assuunie the management of distant colt
is ueccasary to convert it into air. On x
nies, especially colonies situated withi 3 confined in the chests and chambers of an
the sphere of European influence, whic
engine, its expansive force becomes enorwould bring us into constant controvers r mous,though quite as readily controlled at
steam. In running engines the
saving la
and occasional conflict with Europea: 1
expense over steam will be so great as to
Ho
also
out
that
the
tho
drive
latter
from
pointed
the
powers.
got
industrial field
eminent of such oolonies involved th 3 The speed of locomotives and steamships,"
Is estimated, oah be well-nigh doubled’,
it
of
a large army and a
maintenance
grea
while the arnout of coal employed would
navy, which would impose onerous taxe 3 bo not more than one-fourth of that used
at
the
masses.
Carried
to
its
1
present, an important consideration in
upon
logics
conclusion his argument applied just a g the case of ships.
Liquid air will make submarine boat!
surely to the Hawaiian Islands as to th =* a certainty and aerial
shipg a probability,
^Philippines. Nevertheless ho voted fo r in the near future. For running small

1

Comfort

_

»**“•

■■—r*>

..

The alarm of fire from box 32 yesterday
morning at about eight o’clock called the
department to a lively blaze in a pile of
rear
of the
rubbish and paper at tho
stable connected with the store and occupied by the Westbrook Hardware company
and owned by the heirs of the estate of
the late Cyrus King. Tho fire was extinguished by a small quantity of water.

■

|
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-FOB SAEE EV-

WILE OI-EN

HONDAV, SEPTEMBER Kftth.
Application may be mado in person to MISS
EVA WATERHOUSE. 7 Russell St. until
•Inly 23(1. or to MISS NORTON after Au" 3rd
Application In writiug may bo ma le toeltlier
and re.* at any time before tbe opening
ABBY N. NORTON,
132 Spring St., l’orlland.
jlyodlw

H. I. PAYSON &C0.,
33£03.IS_C51.'*£5,
32 Exchange St.,
tebi'3

Portland, Me.
uV.

STEPHEN BERRY,
and mid
Sr,ok,

Job
£40.

3'l

Strae:

stance when tho second
exceed those ot the first.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

week’s

(receipts
Zl
^

THE GEM.
RIVERTON PARK.
A pretty story is unfolded in the presen
Very large attendances at the park this
scenes
Miss Anna Latham of Stevens
Plains
ration of “School” with realistio
week testifies more strongly than words
of life at a girls’ boarding school, fairy can do to the excellence of the attractions avenue, has been visiting Montreal.
Mrs. Emma
ta’es, love episodes, etc., all of which thero. In the first place the Eadettes are
B. Dunham, the wellcombine to make its very excellent pro- drawing and their work is coming to be known writer, is taking her summer rest
duction by Byron Douglas’ company at recognized as its true value ;as being not at her old home on Stevens Plains avethe Gem this week an attraction of the only the finest done by any woman’s nue.
first order.
Captain Crockett of Deering Center reorchestra in America, but equal in every
home
Crowds have seen it thus far and will respect to the leading men’s orchestra in cently came
from Connecticut
continue to do so until the closing per- the country. This
is tho verdict of all waters where he left his vessel, for a short
formance tomorrow night.
who have seen and heard Mrs. Nichols’s visit to his family and friends.
Mrs. William T. Jordan has returned
The character studies of Mr. Morrison young Indies, whose concerts [ afternoon
and Mr. Cooper in their portrayal of Dr. and evening are 'proof that the verdiot is from Lewiston and is again at the hon e
of her sister, Mrs. Sumner W.
Sutcliffe and Dean Farintosh are excellent a true one.
Johnson,
theatre twice each day corner of New and Leland streets.
and the grotesque and decidedly irascible
In
Mr. Kruzz finds a quaint Impersonator in
Mr. Byrne and joining to thisTrio Walter
Thomas who takes the part of Lord Beau-

f, tho,|rustio

Miss Mary S. Morrill of Morrills Corner
the London vaudeville company is playing to crowded houses, so to speak. The Is at her home, having returned from the
amphitheatre is filled at each performance Clifton Sauitarium. She intends to start
frov we have a quartette
entertainment is giving great for China in the latter part of the sumdeserving of and the
commendation.
Mr. Douglas’s satisfaction. This because there is noth- mer, to resume her labors there as a miswarm
Jack Poyntz is good.
ing in the programme that is not of the sionary.
The Christian Endeavor topio cards for
Surely honors should go to Myrtle May best quality obtainable. Mile. Louise on
for her Bella was a charming piece of tho rolling globe pleases lovers of novel- the current half year are out, rich in sugacting throughout, notably so in the ties, because she does things which no gestions for Christian thought, feeliug
moonlight ^ scene with Beaufroy. Miss other artist ievor did. The same is true and life.
Blanch Hall was a good second and capti- of Nooyah [on the silver wire, for while
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner W. Johnson,
vated everybody by her sprightly, piquant we have “teen good wire .walkers, even with their little daughter Helen, recently
solos this
and cunning manners while her
season, |.we see^none of her sex who made a flying visit to Poland to visit Mr.
were vociferously encored.
and does these balanc- and Mrs. Moses Johnson of that place.
appears in skirts
Agms Proctor is of course, fully equal ing and other difficult .acts in spite /if the
Everett Goodhue has been calling on
severe
to the requirements of the strict
tendency to hamper which they must be friends in Deering.
bevy of giddy girls to her.
aro absolutely
governess and the
The Martinos
The city is mada pleasanter by the presand Virginia
Rowan
headed by Miss
Their
act has ence of returned
human
their

HEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

TROUBLED-

COLLECTOR WOOD

DEERING.

Col.

Wood

internal

Promptly Pilled.
of

revenue

in

this

is

district,

in

stamps,

want

but he

the demand.
“The ordei-3

to

stock

cannot

begin

to his fair

quite ready

Rosamond, who in return is
of
to follow the adventures

her dashing young lover.
is devoting much time
Mr. Douglas
and giving
personal attention to the
smallest details of this beautiful play

which

that his many admirers
have in stofe for them a dramatio treat.
The costumes are being made in New
York, and the scenery will be like every
means

Mr, Douglas

scene

put on his stageHis many admirers and host of
will
have for the first time a

grand.
friends
nlinnno

Mn

coo

TIcYiinrlna

in

n

TYOwf. rvf

the romantic order such as he has played
in New York and elsewhere with marked
sucoess.

Mistress Rosamond, Miss Rowan is
bound to win fresh and lasting laurels
As

with her people.
Mr. Douglas is considered by his fellow

player

as

quite

the best lover on the Ame-

In piles along the road and burned.
a village.
(Screen doors are being placed at the
with his assoentrance
to
the city offices in Odd
ciates he continued in the partnership
Fellows block at Woodfords.
until 1869, when he disposed of hi3 inThe residents in the vicinity of Sawyer
terest and has since oarried on lumbering
and Thomas streets, Woodfords,
had a
and logging, as well as other enterprises,
continuation of the Fourth of July celeon his own account.
He owned the mill
bration on Wednesday evening. A handand elevator burned at Stillwater a week
some display
of fireworks was shown by
ago, and also a second mill at Maple
thorn during the evening.
He
Minn.
owned
several
of
the
Island,
The advertised letters at the Woodfords
finest farms in Washington county, and
office are as follows:
John Harris,
was deeply interested in stock-raising post
Annie Johnson, John A. Mitchell, Mrs.
and kindred pursuits. As a large stockArthur Murphy and Mr. A. McRuffie.
holder in the Lumbermen’s
National
Hose company No. 1 of Woodfords, has
bank of Stillwater, he held the office as
eleoted Messrs. C. W. Bldridge and Pearl
president since its organization in 1871.
A. Cannon as delegates to the annual
Mr. Staples was a very active and enerlUUVIUil
UUD iUUlllO Ljk'ClLVy
X'UCIUUU O
and
had
been
getio man,
exceptionally
association at Bath, August 3d and 4th.
successful in business affairs. He leaves
The schooners Henrietta Symonds and
an estate variously estimated at $1,000,000
Sarah and Ellen are discharging cargoes
to
accumulated
$3,000,000. This he
whollv through his own efforts. havinsr of New Jersey clay at the Portland Stone-

Stillwater, which was
Engaging in lumbering

then

las

and his

our

people

production

company will take
by storm with his beautiful
of “For the White Rose,”

superb

Ihere not a doubt, and everyone predicts
the Gem will break its already big records in point of attendance for the week.

M’CULLUM’S THEATRE.
“A bad beginning makes a good endis a very old saying, but the phrase

ing,”

may be appropriately applied to McCullum's theatre when the phenomenal success of the powerful military drama “A

Soldier’s Sweetheart,”
true

to prove it a
of Mr. James

seeius

The judgment
O’Neill, the eminent actor, who sent the
manuscript of this play to Mr. Pascoe,
the popular leading man of MoCullum’s
been
company, seems to have
correct,
when he expressed the opinion that this
was one of the best
military dramas he
had ever read, as the success achieved by
one.

this thrill iDg

drama surpasses any play
ever presented in this
city. Other plays
produced by Manager
McCullum have
run two weeks, blit this is
the first in-

Luncheon
!
Beef
11

11

Makes

an

ideal

]

luncheon

for

CYCLERS,
!| cycling
Ji

and

all

ori-f^

parties. Easily carried in
ginal package or in lunch IE
,1 basket. Ready for instant use. ^

I
',
II

“Luncheon Beef” booklet mailed

;;

ARMOUR PACKING CO.,
KANSAS

11

SOLD BY ALL GROCERS.
on

public that in accordance with the order
of the postmaster general, issued In compliance with an act of Congress which
was approved on the 13th ult, and took
effect on the 1st inst., all matter, other
than that of the first class, can neither be
forwarded to the address nor returned to
the writer without a repayment of the
postage, at the original rate in the case
of third and fourth class matter, and at
the rate of one cent for every four ounces
for second class matter.
The law provides that in ^11 oases where

undelivered matter of tho second, third
or fourth class is of obvious
value, the
sender shall be notifiediof the fact of non-

delivery, if his address appear thereon,
an opporor he is known, and he given
tunity to prepay the return postage.
TRINITY

Trinity

lodge,

request.

CITY, MO., U. S. A.

LODGE,
K.

K. P.

of P., has elected

these officers:
Chancellor Commander—Alberdo Leavitt.
Vice Commander—Lester B. Bragg.
Prelate—Henry Johnsen.
Master at Arms—Harry O. Handall.
Keeper of Records and Seal—(ieorge W.
Pennell.
Master of Exchequer—Warren C. King.
Master of iflnance—Augustus B.Brown.
Master of Work—Henry C. Leary.
Inside Guard—Levi E. Robinson.
Outside Uuard—Daniel S. Strout.

REBELLION IN' CHINA.

Hong KoDg, July 7.—News has been
received here from Canton of serious disturbances at Yeang-Sheln
and
LukChaen in the province of
Kwang-So Tho
rebels
are
said
to
be everywhere victorious
]
i1 and to be advancing on Wco-Chow.
The
1! British consul and commissioner of
at
customs
Woo Chow
telegraphed
<
| for gunboats. There is have
considerable unat
Canton
easiness
on
account
of the
'!
there of a black flag chief and
j1 presence
the British gunboat Tweed now here, is
being hurriedly placed in commission and
'! will sail for Canton and the West Kiver

|

outing

11
|,

:

Postmaster Swett desires to remind the

jl

immediately.

Perry

in

We

P K.
We

are

proposed

several

and Mr. and Mrs.
D. C.

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

BEFORE

Vagabond;

30 days in county jail.
Abbott. Intoxication; 30
A.
Levina
days in county jail.
Thomas Earns. Intoxication; fined $3
and costs.

FUNERAL OF JOHN M. MARSTON.
The
ton

funeral of the late John M. Maratook place at 2.30 o’clock

yesterday

afternoon from tho Homo for
Aged
of which the deceased had been for

Men,
many
atten-

years master. There was a large
dance.
The
pall bearers were selected
from the members of Bosworth
Post, G.
A. R. Rev. Asa Dalton, D.
of
St.

D., pastor

Stephen’s Episcopal cnurch,officiated.
was at Evergreen.

Interment

MitohelJ, Washington,

Dr. Fred W.
Gallioupe, Chester F.
Sawyer, Albert M. Vinal, Herbert L.
Willey, of Waltham, Mass., are at Bay

JUDGE ROBINSON.

Thursday—Jonn Hughes.

Island House are Mrs. I. B. Isaacson and
ofcifil, Lewiston; Mrs. S.Beller, Lewiston

State cottage.
Frederick W.

of the Jack and
New York City, was

Lewis,

made—good hanging skirts—with a deep
hem—made to measure or ready made as
fnll a lire
v

II

»-/

•
«

$1.00,

Crash Skirts,
Shrunk Linen

1.50 and 2.00.

Skirts, $1.50 and 2.50

Embroidered Linen and Crash

$1.08

Skirts,

Lots of exclusive

styles
breezy Shirtwaists,
our own design and
colunlike
what
orings, quite
you’ll see elsewhere.
of

We sell
India Silk

and

Sicilian

Skirts,

special prices.

$1.00

shades—fit for all

sorts of

fancy work.

Serges for seashore

is-

and

Take

Thompson, of Harvard College.
W. A. Kanisay moved to Cushings yesterday. W. Kirsch is another of the cottagers dow on the island.
Chas A, Hanson has gone to his cot

Received from New York

day

some

look

to

I

»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

1

1 have over Two Thonsand pieces of Silverware
that 1 shall sell at lower
prices than ever before for
first class goods in. this city.
The goods are made by

SALE. :

I
5

|

get

lot of valuable

probably
Stockings.

Gallet’s

Toilet

Articles

soaps,
and
perfumes

powders,

Also

waters.

Volunteers,

which

show windows,

Folan.
In Cambridge. July 2, Morris D. Kimball of
Parkmanaud Miss E. M. Billings of Sedgwick.
In Thomaston, June 29, Richard 0. Elliott and
Miss C. Vinnie Dow.
DEATHS.

Tn this city, July 7, George B. Chase, aged 55
years, G mouths.
[Prayers Saturday afternoon at 1 30 o’clock
at his late residence, 3 Clark Court.
Funeral
services at 2.30 o’clock at the Gospel Mission.
Iu this city, July 7, William H. Burns, aged

agen 94 years.

In Biddeford, July 2, Charles E. Brackett,
aged 4G years.
In South Brewer, July 3, Henry N. Lane,
aged 51 years.
In Hampuen, July 4, Mr*. Eliza B. Bakei;,
agea G2 years.
In Bangoi, July 2. Mrs. Sarah Green, nged 87
V^ars; 4th, Mrs. Mary Betts, aged 04 years;
Mrs. Margaret Sullivan, aged GO years.

50x22,

19
18
22
20
20
24
23
26

18c each

by 36 inches,
“
by 38
by 44
•*
by 44
by 44
“
by 44
“
by 42
“
by 43

21c
25c

**

28c
42c

•'
“
••

50c
63c

“

Ed.

Pi-

others.

1.25

Desert

1

I

Desert

edges

at

or more

all prices

fringed

9c

to 75c

from

each.

Spoons,

per

set, 1-2

$1.79
Knives,

1-2

doz.,
$1.39

Feather

candle

silverware

fans,

in

everything

pressed glass

visit

daily

fine
in

Let your
the

include

basement.

Gloves for

driving, for
for
walking,
wheeling, for
working in the garden,
for afternoon receptions,
for full dress
evening
Gloves for

wear.

wed-

dings.
You

fit

can

the

out

babies with caps here, or
bonnets or toques, sunhats

and

tam-o-shanters

—all colors.

kinds of

Turk-

ish Bath Towels at 25c
Cotton or linen,
up.
hand to blanket size.

I

and

Pie

bother

Don’t

you

can

Knives,
99c to S 2.50

§

here for

new

a

Sj

|

f

Items

the way,

|

Sterling Silver.

1

We have over 500 pieces
of Sterling Silver,
925- 1
1000 line.
We make a 1
straight 25 per cent reduc- 9
tioa on every article and we a
have a splendid stock to
select from.

ft

Sterling li Spoons, I
82.79 per 1-2 doz.
§
A

great bargain.

a

Every article is guaran-

teed to be satisfactory or
money back. Sale opens

ft1
i

j
MORNING I

| WEDNESDAY

I

and continues

until

July

ft
I

go

an

And

umbrella

good thing to have
in hand just at present,
it’s an equal protection
from the broiling sun or
from
an
impromptu
is

||

Ami hundreds of ethers
s*i fancy pieces, the latest pat- $
and very pretty.
We have a lot of broken I
Tea Sets, such as Tea and I
Coffee Pots, Cream Pitchera, Sugar Bowles, Spoon g
Holders and Butter Pishes,
These goods will be sold at i
cost to close them out.

one

dollar.

a

|

Umbrella,

the

get

to

pj

%

I 31st.
back for

1
i

Knives, 1-2 doz.,

Berry Spoons,

1

Thirty

J

i

dusters, soiled

hampers,

§

Oyster Ladles,
$ i .00 to 2.00

Soup

1

a

shower,

Plenty
pretty ging=
dimities, muslin

hams,
and

lawn

dresses

small children

ready

to

put
comfortable,

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft,

set, 12
$ | ,59

Gravy Ladles, SO to 75c

ir. Harvey Murray
will receive pupils for a
limited time in Portland.

“

kinds with

per

$1.49 I

of

A dozen

Spoons,

Medium

i

89c

doz.,

1

$1.00

27 by 43

few of the

W'&C 10 aS S i6U

by

Hemstitched Towels.

toilet

naud’s Golles Freres and

the Basement.

our

&

$

Towle

per set, 1-2

Spoons
doz.,

Table

Roger

get

can

cut and

of

&

doz.,

and

one

a

are

Tea

a

some

|

prices:

informa-

tion and

Thursday.

NOMINATIONS CONFIRMED.

Here

over

:

Rogers, (Simpson,
Miller), Rogers &

Bro., Pairpoint
companies.

Men’s

You’ll

sticks,

ing,

m ***«4««»

minutes

stock of

great

our

clothes

tago
Meeting House hill and others toarrive at Peaks are Mrs. M. E. Mitchell
and W. E. Bailey.
For forty years Ur. Fowler’s Extract of
Mrs. Ellsworth
and
Warner
sons, Wild Strawberry has boen curing summer
Maurice and Bisbee, of La Grosso, Wis- complaint, dysentery, diarrhoea, bloody
in the stomach, and it has
flux,
consin, have taken a cottage ut Peaks never pain
yet failed to do everything claimed
isiaud.
lor it.
on

fifteen

here,

One hundred and fifty $1.50 Shirt
Waists to be put on sale today for 08c.

New York

I

|

$5.00 Sicilian for 3.08.

lands, for $2.08 and 3,08.

of the first
have been

yard

—forty

You

Storm

superior

very

at 39c a

Hosiery.

at

Skirts for 2.08.

a

j

SILVERWARE

Hail &

Plain Mohair

lined}

District or Maine. )
FoltTLANT). Julv 8, 1898. J
Pursuant to the rules of the Circuit Court of
the United States for the District ot Maine,
notice is hereby given, that Fred V. Matthews
Frederick L. .Jems and Clarence W. Peabody
of Portland, in said District, have applied for
admission as atiorneys and counsellors of said
Circuit Court.
A. H. DAVIS,
Clerk U. s. Circuit Court, Maine District.

Win.

Heavy Bedford Cord P K Skirts for
$3.50.
Moreen

NOTICE.

]ysd3t»

and 2.50.

Beanstalk Co., of
visiting on Peaks yesterday.
74 years. 8 months,
Herbert Shaw, of Auburn, is clerking
[Notice of funeral hereafter
In Augusta, July 4, Miss Elizabeth G. Cushat the Peaks Island drug store run by It.
L.

package.)

own

prepared to furnish—well

TOWELS.

been
times for Forest avenue.

better than you

think.

Prices 12 1-2 and 15c yarc
doing garrison duty at Fort
Letter Carrier J. J. Callahan with wife W'adsworth for tho past month, started
their long trip to the Philiptoday on
and child, is spending his
vacation ut pines. The
companies are A, B, C, D and
the
Avenue
G.
The 342 recruits needed to fill up the
House, Peaks Island.
brook.
Frank A. Boyce and family, of West- second regiment to 106 men to a company
The regular monthly meeting of the
will start for Camp Cuba Libre, JackDeering oity government is to be held brook, and Fred S. Conant of Boston, sonville, this evening.
this evening at 7.30 o’clock. Prior to the are at the Westbrook, Long Island.
Four lots of Turkish Batl
The Merryconeag at S. Harpsweil, has
regular business a hearing has been called
of parties interested in the assessment on opened for the season.
Towels which we consider extrs
Geo. Skillings and wife of
Chicago, Min this city, July G, by Rev. J. L. Jenkins, values.
the Noyes street and
Deering avenue
We would like for you to exare the guests of
Fisher. Frank W. Watson and May G. Bartlett, both of
Mrs.
Hattie
sewers.
Boston.
amine
them
and pass judgment.
The citizens of Deering Center are agi- This is Mr.Skillings’s first visit to Peaks
In Windham, July 6. by Rev. J. E. Alkins.
for
ton
was Edwin D. Pride and Miss Marela E. Pride of
and
there
the
matter
years
of
Pleasant
yesterday
tating
having
Westbrook.
and
street
Stevens Plains avenue a very pleasant reunion at the cove near
In Turner Center. July 3, Fred S. Bubler and
Bath Towels, 32x13,
6 l-4c eacl
Miss
Vilona Merrill, both of Turner.
It is expected that a commit- his brother’s cottage.
sprinkled.
In Waterville, July 3, James F. Dearborn of
“
“
W. A. Purinton, one of the old cottag- Augusta and Miss Mabel M.
tee of citizens will wait upon
10c “
the Port47x19,
of
Waterville.
Bragg
Iu Gorham, July 4, Joseph W. Ilarrison and
“
“
land Railroad company at an early date ers, moved to the island yesterday.
15c v
45x21,
Miss Viola Clark.
with a view to secure the sprinkling by
Among the latest arrivals at the Peaks In Bath. July 1, James Healey and Miss. Mary
'■
25c ••
electric cars as has

selling an exquality men’s pure

—they’re

New York, July 7.—The five companies are shown in

ISLAND NEWS.

a-

with which you can prepare a genuine salt sei
bath at home, 15c a bag.

and

linen hemstitched Handkerchiefs, at]!two for 25c

dresses,

The officers will
be installed for the ensuing term by D.
D. G. S., Ira C. Strout of Cumberland
Mills, who will be accompanied by members of the tribes from the city of West-

salt, (our

are

cellent

maid

corner.

J

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

VJJ.

ing at Morrill’s

waitresses

o

order.

to

Bridg-

was

en-

Bigs of Casco Bav S

nurses—all different. We
also make servants’ Caps

ton, Tuesday afternoon, occurred the
marriage of Mr. Perry’s daughter, Adeline Gibbs
Perry, to Dr. D. Harold
Walker of Pittsburg, Pa., a graduate of
the Harvard Medical sohcol.
Miss Mary Gibbs of Boston

styles
Frenchy
for parlor

Caps,

maids,'

coming in by the hunsaid Col. Wood to an inter-

ties will be overoome. in the meantime
we shall do the best we possibly can and
the publlo must he patient.

EIGHT

muslin

are

At the home of William

weather

E NT Y

of

Washington, July 7.—The Senate today
confirmed almost all the nominations on
the calendar to which there was no oppoof honor, while Dr. Walker’s brother, W.
sition und decided to go into executive
H. Walker, professor of chemistry at M. session at 12.30 tomorrow for the
purpose
I. T., was best man. The marriage cere- 01; taking up cases where confirmation is
confirmations
include
Today’s
mony was performed by Rev. George M" opposed.
tho following:
Woodwell.
J. B. Forbe, New York; A. P. Greeley,
After the marriage Mr. and Mr3. Walk- New Hampshire and
P. S'. -Grosscup,
er
immediately left for a short trip Illinois, members of commission to revise
the laws relating to patents find
trade
through the White Mountains. Saturday marks.
they will sail from New York for an exPostmasters—Massachustets, John A.
tended tour through Europe,during which Thayer at Attleboro;
Sidnoy H. BrigLawrence.
ham,
Mr. Walker will avail himself of the opTo be inspector general in the volunresearch in the teer
portunites for medical
with rank of major, Perry
army,
large German universities. They will re- Belmont of New York.
Commodore
Frederick V. McNair to be
A new lot of Madras Cloth anc
abroad
a
main
year and half.
rear admiral.
Among the out-of-town guests at the
Cheviots
for ladies’ waists, dresses,
Captain William T. Sampson to beware company’s
shop, Deering Point. wedding were Mr. John Gibbs and wife. commodore.
men’s outing shirts and for children’s
This clay enters into the composition of Mrs. Ames and young son of Baltimore,
Commander Franois W. Diokins to he
the new vitrified brick, which thlB enter- Miss Flora H. Luther, Dr. Lawrence W. captain.
thirty inches wide, in a large
Lieut. Commonader William Cowles to
prising firm has been making for the past Strong, Dr. George Magratb, Dr.Wm. H. he
assortment
of styles and colorings—
commander; Lieut. Commander Confew yeara
of Boston:
Branes
Misses Alice and way II. Arnold to be commander.
fast
perfectly
colors—nothing’ prettiei
The regular meeting of Rookameecook Mabel Gibbs of Portland and Judge and
for shirt waists.
OFF FOR THE PHILIPPINES.
tribe of Red Men will be held this even- Mrs. Strout.
A few sample style:
wu

rican stage, and It is said his love scene started in life as a poor boy. He had
with Miss Rowan as Rosamond are the been twice married and is survived by
daintiest and most delightful pieces of five grown children.
acting to be Imagined. That Mr. DougTHE MAIL AND THE NEW LAW.

JL

up with
to supply

dreds, daily,”
viewer, Wednesday. “They come by mail,
telegiaph, telephone, express and by mesmy table lying there, now
senger. On
are nearly, if not quite, 1500 applications
X cannot fill them for the
for stamps.
that I haven’t got th3
simple reason
I have telegraphed and written
stamps.
the department every day for a fortnight,
but so far it has been impossible to supply my requisitions. Yesterday, I got
200,000 2-cent documentary stamps. They
disappeared like dew before the morning
sun.
The
government is running its
presses night and day, hut we must remember that this is a big country, with
70,000,000 of people, and tho time allowed
by Congress to get out the stamps was
short. No doubt but what in a tew days
110 supply will he ample and the difficul-

W

rp

peck of.troublo over the war stamps.
Ho is daily b sieged >ith letters and personal applications from hankers and merwho

warm

of

a

chants

to

durance.

Portland, July 8,1808.

Portsmouth, oollector

trapeze
collegians, enjoying
Johnson bent on fun and
mischief, are never been duplicated by acrobatic per- vacation.
--the
most pleasantly disporting throughout
formers here,
Mrs. Andrew J. Chase,
and’their.enchanted house
formorly of
BOARD OF TRADE.
production. They adequately 1111 tne cast. scenes, novelty as it is, creates no end of Deering has been visiting at Woodtorde.
The attendance last night was large and amusement. The attendance during the
Mrs. Philip Mosher of New York, has
Regular Moutlily Meeting ot Board of
warmly responsive. Theatre parties are rest of the week will “be very large for ueeu vibJLLiug ut'r ymenis au « ouu lurus.
60—and
ip vogue this summer—notably
thero is much there that is worth seeing,
Prof. Join Hull of Adams, Mass., has
Managers,
the druggists’ association was very much and hearing.
been In town recently.
in evidenoe at last evening’s performance.
There was little of importance before
Miss Mattie Jones, of Forest avenue,
OBITUARY.
It should be remembered that only two
the stated meeting of the managers of the
has been on a visit to PowDal.
Sedays remain in which to see School,
Miss Annie L. Jones, of Peering Center, Board of Trade yesterday morning.
1SAAU STAPLES, OP STILLWATER, is
cure seats at the Casco Bay office.
The matter of the Express company in
taking a vacation from the Shaw’s
STAR COURSE.
this city exaoting one cent to be deposited
MINN.
Business college.
I The Maine Central railroad mechanics with every package delivered for carry,
Mrs. L. A. Palmer, goneral representa(Northwestern Miller.)
have replaced the gate at Woodfords near as payment for the internal revenue retive of tne Boston Star Course EntertainIsaac Staples, a pioneer and prominent
the depot which was oroken off the other quired from the company was discussed
ment company, Is at the Preble. She Is business
man of the northwest,
died
arranging the detail work and starting Monday evening at his home in Still- day by the horses of an ioe team running e.nd viewed to bo an unjust way of re
against it when the gates were closed. quiring the general public to pay a tax
tickets. A very
the canvass of season
water, Minn. Besides being one of the
strong*list of attractions is promised, as heaviest lumbermen in .Minnesota, he was The gate was temporarily repaired, but manifestly intended by the law for the
will be seen by the prospectus which is identified with various business enter- has now been put into its usual form. express companies to pay themselves, but
already out. Orders for tickets will re- prises, including milling, and was among Clark and Chaplin the ice dealers are to no notion was taken as it was thought
settle for the damage to the gate as it was that this and other crude constructions
ceive prompt attention,and the prospectus Stillwater’s staunchest and
wealthiest
through the negligenoe of their drivers of the internal revenue will soon be satismailed to any part of the city, upon the citizens.
that the horses broke the gate.
factorially reconciled. The secretary was
request of patrons. A large attendance
Mr. Staples had been in poor health for
of the
The owners of farms in Peering are requested to gather information
is promised this season.
two years, and during the past three
and requirements of express comtheir
in
practice
earnest
harvesting
hay
crops
good
THE WHITE ROSE.
months had been confined to his house,
this week.
The hay crop seams to be a panies as to stamps in Boston and elso“Bor the White Rose,” the beautiful his friends appreciating fully that life
good one this year, but the, other corps where.
could
not
be
of
Oliver
prolonged any great length
romantic) drama from the pen
President Boothby reported that agreedo not give as much promise. The workot time. His death was the result of a
Davis, to bo presented by Mr. Byron Dougable to request at the last meeting, he had
men on the oity farm are engaged in cutlas and his superb company of artists general breaking down incident to old age.
addressed the secretary of the
treasury
ting the hay crop at the farm.
next week at the Gem, Peaks island, will Mr. Staples was born at Topsham, Me.,
The new Sparrow building at Wood- asking that a collector of internal reveand
therefore
had
25,
Sept.
1816,
treat
nearly
again atfprd our people a dramatic
fords will scon be permanently ocoupied nue be located in Portland, but that he
suoh as Mr. Douglas always gives his pa- attained the ripe old age of 82 years.
by three different kinds of business. One had received no reply as yet, the delay
trons. They say all the world loves a His father, Rev. Winslow Staples, shortof
overof the stores is being fitted up by Mr, no doubt, being on acoount
after
the
war removed to Brunswick,
ly
love
the
all
our
then
people will]
lover;
who formerly kept a hardware and whelming business just now with all the
Pyer
where
Isaac
hi3
At
spent
boyhood days.
dashing young Irish volunteer, Larry
avenue.
The departments.
of age he bought his time of his variety store on Peering
Kavanaugh, in his struggles for the cause 18 years
The president stated that ho had a conmiddle store is being occupied by Mr. G.
of the White Rose, so dear to his heart. father till he should become 21 tor $860,
H. Jefferds of Yarmouth, a harness maker ference with Mr. Osborn plows of Boston,
It is a beautiful story of love and adven- and went to work in the pineries. When
and repairs.
The lower store and smaller about addressing members ot the Portture in those romantic days when two 21, he engaged in general merchandising
of the three, nearest the
Portland and land Board upon commercial reciprocity
Old
at
Town
and
oontlnued the business
great houses battled for the White and
Rochester railroad tracks, is to be occu- between the United States and Canada,
the 'Red rose for 80 years. Nothing cnn about a year. He then went into the
pied at once by W. A. Perrah the which he hoped to bring about as soon
and lumbering busienss and in 1849 was apbe more delightful than the dash
electrician.
after the vacation season as a good
atIndian
for
the
Penobscot
pointed
Irishman
agent
bravery of the handsome young
The traok orew of
the
Portland
and tendance would likely be assuror.
Indians.
Ip October, 1863, he visited
who finds himself surrounded by a nest
Rochester railroad have been engaged
of traitors and conspirators. His ready Stillwater for the purpose of looating
WEDDINGS.
during the past two days in replacing the
wit cannot fail to koep the audienoe in a plnelands and during the following win“sleepers” along the line of their road
ter
seoured
acres.
He
10,000
returned
in
the
most
east,
soar even
trying situations,
The bark from the
through Oakdale.
and who oannot fail to love the young where he organized a lumbering comWALKER-PERRY.
new “sleepers” is pealed off and collected
Irishman for his courage and devotion pany, and in 1854 moved hjs family to
unique.

help

■Why Orders for War Revenue Stamps Are
Not

J
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,

garments
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simple

all

Cool,

He
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found SA1CEDAV
July (till and
his former studio,

may

and

be
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til,
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wonderful
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FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Secretary Long Says Navy and Army Agrei

Mia

Quotations of Staple Products

is taken to mean that the campaigr
a
arrived at
stage where it is fell
t > be necessary to sum up the existing
decide whether or nol
conditions and
they demand a change in the original

day

Leading

is

4

tu

uao uiiou.cu

j.ru,»u

Retail Grocers

10

ti <*r?u

Provisions.
nrflne

Groceries :oie

Flour.
&

j Parn

rise.

Baldwin,

Berwick,

Biddeford,
Brldgtou,

Brunswick,
Buxton.

Cape Elizabeth.
Ca?co.
Cornish,
Cumberland,
Layton,
Leer ug.
Eliot,
Falmouth,

Freeport,
Gorham,
Gray.
Harpswell,
Harrison,
Hoi.Is,
Kennebunk,
Kennelmukporl,
Kittrry.
Lebanon,
Limerick,
Limlngtun,

4

3
8 Sebago,
7
C So. Berwick,
4 So. Portland,
3 Standish,
8 Waterboro,
3 Wells,
7 Westbrook,
4 Windham,
7 Yarmouth,
4 York,
3
3

Sliaplelgh.

h

Cef tee.

Sept.

23%

19%
21%

Opening...
Closing.
■■Thursday's quotations.

119183

Sept
a 76

Sept
Opening.i69
Closing. 68%

Deo.
68%
6»%

Dee.

Sept.
Closing. 32%
Opening.. ..«•.«-••.. 32%

33%

33%

July.

(identic.

Sept.
20%
20%

Closing.:22%

9 67
10 02

Open! us.
Closing....
-T-

Portland

Dally Prose Stock Qontatlonr.
Corrected by Swan St Barrett Bankers, 186
Middle street.

BT0CK3.
Par Value.
Description.
Cartel National Bank.100
Casco National Bank.100
Cumberland National Bank. ..40
Chapman National Bank.
First National Bank.100
Merchants’ National Bank—75
National Traders’ Bank—..100
Portland National Bank.100
Portland Trust Co.100
Portland Gab Company. 60
Portland Water Co.100
Portland St. Railroad Co..100
Maine Central R’y.100
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. 100

Bid.
10S

Asked

100

102

110
30
100
ion
ill
98
104
165
86
104

88
100
87

102
130
80
102
180

135

128
60

330
51

BONDS.
Portland Ss. 1907.118
Portland 4s. 1802—1912 Funding.. 102.
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.106
Bangor Os. 1899. K. R. aid.101
Bangor 6s. 1905.iWator.114
Bath 6s. 1898. R. K. aid .101
Eath 4%a, 1907, Municipal.101
Bath 4s. 1921, Refunding.101
Belfast 6s. 1898. E. K. aid.101

120
103

8®8V4|Whltewood—

No 1&2, l-ln*32®*35
Bans.1-in.
»26@*28
Com’n, 14n *230*26
1V4,1V4&2-

in, Hol&2*83®*35
lV*,,lV4&2-ln
Mbs,

*28@*30
*860*88

Squares,

Cypress-

14n No 1*2*300*33

1V4,1V4*2-

in.Nol&2 S32@S34
2va, 3 &4-in*s«®t38
S’th pine... .{260*26
Clear pine—
Uppers.»56@e6

Select.*45065
Fine

common.

-£4n®45
@14 00

ropo. inARiz'i spruce. SIS
Russia do. 18
li&lBee Hemlock.si 1®12
Bisai. a*i @ 10"/*
Clapboards—
Drugs and Dyes.
gpruco, X.$32@36

Acid Oxalic... .12814 Clear.$2g@8o
Acid tart.S. ® if za dear.«z&@27
Ammonia.lftataOlNo 1.*1B@20
A sues. pot.... 6% Cft
8|nne.SX5®&0
Bale copabla... G5®eol Shingles—
Beeswax.H7@4SiX cedar... .1 76*3 26
Bleb powders... 789 Clear eedar.2 60*4275
Borax
.10@11 IX No 1.1 8502 25
Brimstone. .HVi® v» |No l eeaar..l 2b®i 7s
Cochlnem...... 40(0.43 > Spruoe.1 2601 50
Copueros.lVi® 2lLaths.spca..l 80*2 0C
CreamtnrtaSS V-,. fflM -W 1
Lines—Censonw
Ex logwood.... 12@16 Lime.© csk. 85®
Gumarabic.. .7081 22|Cament.1 200
Glveenne
,2u @75;
Matches.
Aloos cape.16@a6|8tu«-,?' gross
85
Camphor....... 3stx-.;:il>lrlsi>.
@66
Mytrh... 825*55 IForest Citv.60
4.00 a 5 OOi ,4
datum..
Metals.
Shellac........36*401 Copper—
indigo.85o@S1114048 earn... .®16V4
23
loair.e.... S 60@ 3 86 rousnea cooper.
ipecac.2 25@2 f Oi Boise.
I6@ls
12
Licorice, rt_168201Y M sheain....
12
Morphine.. .2 4f,(K 270IYM Bolts.
Oil bergamots 7683301 Bottoms.32924

11012
Nor.Codliver200@225 I Ingot....
American do 31(81261 Tip—
16H@ld,ji
Lemon.... 1 Bob: 2 -01 Straits..
Oliv.
@6 50
Feppt. ....176*2 0 Char. L Co..
@7 25
Wlntergreonl 7 6®2 00lCltar. I.X..
Potass or’mite..64S66lTenie.60088 60
12814
Chlorate.368401 Antimony...
Iodide.2 6802 80(Oike.476®* 00
Qulcksuyer... .70*80lSpelter. 00<2®Sc
Ouinme..
33® no isolder1/****'
12014
Nalls.
RheuDarb, rt.76c@l 60
Rt snake.Hop 40 Cask.ctbasel 6 81 05

Saltpetre.12@15

wire..

1185*196

Naval Stares.
benua.25830
Canary 3ce<2....
4@5 Tar p bbl...2 76@8 00
Cardamons .1 2f@l 60 Coal tar... .5 00*5 25
boda, by-carb3%@6gi Flteh.2T6R8 00
Sai.2%@3 W1L PI ten. .2 75@3 00
B’.nhur.
4 @G Rosin.3 00*400
sugar lead.20®22 Tupetttlae.gai. .31H41
WSite wax....50@66 Oakum.... 7ya®eVa
on.
A tool. Dlue.. 6V4MM1
v anlllamean.. 310*201 LlnsosG.41 @43
Duck.
tisolied.488iS
7u@80
l.32\spcrm.
Whale.60*00
Be 10.....20,1 Bank.40®4(>
‘0oz..
Shore.35*40
8 02.■.11
Forme.30@36
Gunnowder-fihct. Lara. 6£@b6
10@1 20
S5£?URi> '3 v6%8»0 Castor.1
Neatsfoot
46oJt«5
rESJF’lS:. .•:48l'®6|25
1 261 Klaine.®
8k RP

_
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'McKinley gets his diploma.

Washington, July 7.—President McKinley, upon whom Yale University recently
confound tho degree o
doctor of laws,
tocay received from President Dwight

and members of tho corporation
the
utuul diploma pdnfed on
parchment.
The roll was wrapped in Yale blue silk
anti encasnd in an oak box.
Attorney General Griafts called at the
navy department today and introduced
to Secrorary Long,
Treasurer Osborn cf
Princeton university. Mr. Osborn was
BUCK. 15. BE.
1
Painta.
the hearer of the diploma of the degree of
Btraw, oar iots*io®i2; Am Zinc... .6 oo@7 00
LL D
conferred
recently
upon AdmiRochelle...
.2V4
r'l Dowry by the President and trustees Common-1%@2
|
Bloo
lVifgVVt I Domestio. 5Va@7
of the university. The parchment will be Refined....
K
3'A 04
Salt<
forwarded to the Admiral by the Erst Norway....
Cast steel..
84IO I Tks ls.lbhu 200@2 50
steamer.
outgoing
German stoel.@3V41 Liverpool .,2 00@2 25
bhoesteei.@2 i Dia’md Crys. bbl 2 26
1
Years of suffering relieved in a
Snec' iron—
Sslorstiu.
night. B.C.4V4@5
Salerarus
d@5V4
Itching piles yield at once to the curative
Gen.Rnssial3Vi@14
Spices.
of
Doan’s Ointment. Never
properties
Amerl,cnRusslail®12 Cassia, pure_21@S2
fails. At any drug store, 50 cents.
Galy. ......6%®7
Macs. aocfijlOO

£°3.281

...

..

...

r

of Bonds

July 6.

New 4s, reg

July

124%

Closing quotations of stocks:
S3S
I ;july 9.
Atchison. J3Va
Atchison pfd. 33 Vi

84026
Bug hd36m 210x3
II oops 14 ft.
26@:30
12 ft.
25028

4

NuoiiMiom, stocks ana Bor ds
(By Teiegrapa.1
The foilomg ware to-day’s closing quotations

Bread
Pilot sup....
do Sd.

hlidshookj
hhd hdg ml
82 n.

15
lo
5
6
6

New Yarik

do conn,
124%
New 4's
reg.110%
New 4’s coup.110%
Denver V R. Q. 1st.108
Kris gen! 4s. 73%
Mo.Kan.!& Texas 2ds. G3Vs
Kansas Pacific consols.
Oregon Nay. uts.,111

mnnaner

108

78y*
61

111

July 7.
13%
83%
13%

237/s

35

Illinois Central.105%
Lake Erie* West.. 34

106%

Lake Shore.186%
Louis & Nash. 634b

186%
53%

ftmimaiiaur.ievjLeu

........

au.»

14

vs

jaj u

4 %
Mexican .Central.
Mlehirran Central.104
Minn & St Louis. 28
Minn .v St Louis or. ,89
Missouri Pacific.134%
New Jersev Central.. 92
New YorkCentrai. 115%
New York.Chicago& St Louis 12%
65
do Df
Northern Paeifle com
29%
do
jo
pfd. 69%
Northwestern.125

4%
106%
28
89
85%

92%
117%
12%
65

29Vi
69%
124%
171

pfd.171

Western. 15
iowiino.118%
Rocklslaia. 95Vs
jt Pan:.99%
Jnt &

no

14%
19

96%
99%

...140

bf ;.

149

5t Paul. &;omaba. 77
do
prfd.162
ifPaui. Mm it. & Mann.146
Fexas (Pacific. 12'
Union Paelilc pfd.60%
-7
Wabash....
ao prfd. 18%
Boston

«i

77y2
152
151

lays
60
7

18%

Mains.163

York&New England pfd, 96
Did Colonv.192
1 dams! Express.
99
ainencan Express.....127
U. S. Kxoress.[40
Peoples] Gas.
98%
iiomestake,
62
Ontario. 3
Pacific :Man... 2SV2
Piimnan Paiaee.208%
•osar common.130V2
Western Union...
92%
Southern Ky pfd.
Union Pacific.

v±

162

99

127
40

99%
61
3
29

sosy*
;3i%
a

£92%

1 Boston Prodnoe Market.

BOSTON.;july 7.

1898—The following
ii-day’s Quotations of Provisions, etc.:

are

fi.oux.

Spring patents. 4 86®6|G5.
lorlng, ciearlann straight. 4 00 »4 76.
Wintor ^patents. 4(70®6 25.
Winter, clear and straight, 4 00g 4 90
Extra and Seconds uo.
Fine and Supers —.

Chicago Livo atoott Marker,
(By Telegraph.)
CHICAGO, July 7. 1898,-Cattlo—receipts
9,500; good demand; choice steers 6 00®6 35medium 4 so® 4 76: beef steers at 4 -iOffli 35 •'
dockers and feeders at 3 6().a$4 7f,; cows ami
heifers at 3 16*+ OOjTexas steers 3 C0®4 75
Hogs—receipts 24,000: a tlve; fair ito choice
at « ««>*♦ ov% ; rankers 8 70»3 87% 1 butchers 8 8003 97% ; light 8 C5®3 95; pigs 3
oi@
: Sheep—receipts 13.000spoor demand: native
muttJi s 4 76.®o 00; Western 4 26-ai 75: TexiUis —; lambs 4 2o<*6 10.
Domestic

Markets.
(By Teiegrapm

market-rSts

NEWYORK-The Flour
bbls; exports 300 bbls; sales fi.000 pack'
steadily held; business restricted by
1 the
break in Wheat.
9.097
tges:

was;quiet; Middling

GALVESTON—Cotton

market

today

was

MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-dav v.as
dull; middlings 67/sc.
NEW orLKA NS—The Cotton market to- ay
steady: middling 67/se.
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-dav was
nominal: middling 6%e.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
oulet:.middling 6’/»o.

Kennebec.
Reedy Island—Passed down 6th, sch Elliott L
Dow. for Amesbury.
PORTSMOUTH, NH-Ar 6th, sch J It Bod-

Well, Carson, New York.
Sld. sch Edward Briery, for the eastward.
Ar 7th, schs Mary Willey, Bangor; Susan
Stetson, do for Boston; Mail. Sullivan for do.
Sld. sch Lydia M peering, Bath.
RICHMOND. Va—Ar 6ih. sch Eleanora Van
Dusen. Iceboro; barge Washington. Perryville.
ROCKPORT-Ar 7th. schs CM Walton, Lane,
Boston; Catalina. Mctntire. Salem.
SACO—Ar 7th, sell Telegraph, New York.
Markets.
European
Cld, sch James A Gray, Boston.
SALEM—Ar 6th. schs SamoB, Rich, Perth
'Bv Telegraph.1
Amboy-, Henry R Tilton, Baud a 11, do.
LONDON. July 7. I8P8.—Censols closed at
Ar 7th, soli Daootah, Machias far Boston.
and
111 11-1G far account.
111% lor monev
SAVANNAH—Ar titb. sell SusaaN Pickering,
LIVERPOOL. July 7. 1898—Cotton market Haskell. Newport News.
is steadv—Amerioau midliug at 3 7-10d; sales
STONINGTON. Ct—Sld 6th, schs Decorra,
8.0001 bates, Including 500 bales for specula- Berry. Sand River for New York; W R Chester,
tion and export.
Thompson, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar Gth. sch Alfred W
Fiske, Kelley, Philadelphia for Kittery.
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
Sld, schs Morris & Cliff. Henry Whitney, and
FROM

FOP.

Anchoria.New York. .Glasgow

.July 9
Mobile.NewYork. .London.July 9
Scotsman.Montreal... Liverpool ..July 9
Pretoria.New York.. Hamburg
July 9
Touralue.New York. .Havre.July u
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool. .July 9
Berlin.NewYork. .So’ampttm July 9
Sparndam.Now York. .Rotterdam.. Jul/ 9
Latin.New York. .Bremen ....July 12
Majestic.NewYork. .Liverpool...July 13
Kensington ..NewYork. .Antwerp... July 13
Parisian.Montreal
Liverpool...July 14
Hilary.New York. .Para. &c.. .July 16
Mongolian.New York. .Glasgow_July ir>
Victoria.New York. .Loudon.Inly 16
Yorkshire
.Montreal... Liverpool.. Julv 16
Massachusetts.New York.
1G
Patria.New York. .Hamburg,...July 16
Uampama.... New York. .Liverpool...July 16
Bretagne.New York. .Havre.July 16
Furnesia.New York. .Glascowh.. July 10
Maasdam
.New York..Rotterdam..July 16
Noordland.New York.. Antwerp ..July 20
llermamc
.New.York.. Liverpool
July'20
Laurentiau —Montreal_Liverpool...July 21
Boailicea.New York.. London
July 23
Umbria.NewYork. .Liverpool.. July23
Navarre.New York.. Havre
July 23
Chester.NewYork. .So’amuton .Julv 23
Kms.New York. .Genoa.July 23
Rotterdam.. ..NewYork. .Rotterdam. July 23
P.tbiopla.NewYork. .Glasgow ..July 28
..

..

..

...

.London.Tujy

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LISE.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday
:
From Philadelphia every Wednesday am l

Saturday.

From Central Wharf, Boston. 3 p. m. Fron
Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
lu
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels
Freights for the West by the Penn. It.
anc

it.

South by connecting linos, forwarded free o
commission.
Hound Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
All goods shipped by this
line
an
covered against war risk by open policiei
issued to this company without expense
10 shipper.
ME. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Genera
Manager, 89 State St, Fiske Building, Boston
ass.
oct22dtf

Mow York Direct Line.

Foreign Fort*.
Hillsboro, NB. July 5. sell A R Keene,
Keene, Boston, and cld for Now York.
Ar at Barbados June 28, barque Normandy,
Murphy, Rio Janeiro.
Cld at Rio Janeiro June 8, barque Antioch,

Hemingway, Barbados.
Sld ‘Jtli, barque Cellna, Hutton (from Portland),

Buenos Ayres.
Cld at Newcastle. NB, Ju|Jy 7, sch John
Stroup. Richardson, New York.
Ar at HalRax, NS. July 7. sch S M Bird, Merrill, New York.
Ar at St Jolfn, NB. July 7, steamer Sea King,
Odell, Eastport (and cld to return).

...
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steamer

that brought the FARES
DOWN leaves Portland Pier
Week

Days

For Bay View Landing, 7.00. 8.00. 9.00, *9.45
10.«o a. m.. 12.00 m., *1.30, 2.15, 4.00, 6.00
0.15. 7.00,10.30 p.m.
Return—6.20, 7.80, 8.25, 9.20, *10.05,10.50 a
m., 1.00, *1.60, 2.35, 4.r0, 6.20, 0.30, 7.2C
p.

m.

SUNDAYS.
For Bay View Landing. 8.00, 9.00, 10.00
•11.00 a. m., 12 m., *1.30, 2.15, *3.00, 4.00
6.00, 0.00, 7.00 p. m.
•
Nut run in stormy or foggy weather.

JlysdtfJOHN TEMPLE, Manager.

1’rave.New York.. Bremen.July 20
Uymric.New York.. Liverpool ..July 27
F der Grosse.. NewY'ork. .Bremen _July 28
State Nebraska New York.. Liverpool...July 29
Alexandra.New York. .London.July So
Phoenicia.New York. .Hamburg..-July 3i>
Gascogne.New'York. .Havre.JulySO
Aurauia.New iork. .Liverpool. .July 30

CHEAP

Sunday Excursions
July 10th and each Sunday thereafter
until further notice.

FROS/I

PORTLAND

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JULY 8.

Sunsets3.".!.'! .".’

7

22jHlKhwater{

Moou rises. 0 001 Height.00—

230
00

Gorham and

MARINE

INTSWS

Leave 8.30 a. m.,
Return 4 p.m.
Round Trip Fare #1.00.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Also From

THURSDAY, July 7.
Arrived.

Steampr; State

[or Boston.
Steamer Percy

Harbor.

of

POND

via

nnrp^r,

Station*

-TO-

Portland and Old Orchard B^ach.

V, How, Phipsburg via Cuudy

Bucksport, &c.
Tug Herald. Boston.
©cn rummer.

ISLAND

Maine. Colby, St John. NB,

Sfeamer Salacia, Oliver, Bangor

Berlin, If. H,,

Intermediate Stations.

Rockland, Leave Island Pond

4 30

a.

m.

win a uuiauu
•»

Jiremoni.

Sell Freeport, Kelley, Jonesport.
Cleared.

Steamship Manhattan, Bennett, New York—
J F LiscomD.
Steamer Enterprise, ltaoe, East Bootbbay—
Alfred Race.
Sch William

o.uu

p.

in.

Found Trip Fare to Portland Sil.50 and to
Old Orcliardiieacli Sl.eo.
Kates to and from intermediate points at correspondingly low raies.

lieiiulur Trains
for Lewiston and Auburn, 7.00. 8.10 a. m
8.30 p. m.
For Gorham.
Pond 8.10 a. ni., 1.30 and 8 30
p. m. For Montreal and Chicago 8.10 a. m. and
8.30 p. m. For Quebec 8.10 a. m. and
8.30 p. m.

run

1.30 LOO, 5.20 and
Beilin and Island

Keene, Hathaway, Maehias—J H
BIskc.
Sch Railroad, Simmons. Friendshlp-J II Blake
Sell Susan Brands, Hanna, hast Sullivan—J
Sunday Trains l,cave
H Blake.
Sch Geo F Keene, Coombs, Port Clyde—W S For Montreal. Quebec. Toronto and Chicago
Iordan & Co.
p‘ "!•> Lewiston and Auburn, Gorham and
SAILED—Tug Carbone o. with barges Henry Benin, 8.30 a. ni. and 8.30 p.m.
jly7dat
and
ADblo
Rattlesnake,
sch
Clay
Philadelphia;
:i Cole.
FROM

siwis^TiiET

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

WISCASSET. July 7-Ar, sch Crescent, Meoffey, Newhuryport.
EXCHANGE DESPATCHES.
Ar at

Liverpool July 7,

steamer

Baltimore,

Montreal.

Sid tm London
York.
mst

MONTREAL ml QUEBEC to LIVERPOOL.

July 7, steamer Manitoba, New
Memoranda.

Bangor, July 6—Sch Eagle, which sailed last
week, returned to repair damages, having carried away foremast head and jtbboom.
Boston, July y—The new four-masted barge
Kentucky, bu'ltfor the Atlantic Transportation
Do. has been launched at Rogers’ yard at Bath
and will he soon placed in commission. The
Kentucky will hall from New York and is the
largest wooden barge that the company has
built.

Steamer
Labrador

From Montreal

From Quebec

June

25, 0 a. m. JuneJS, 6. p.
July 2,9 a.m. July 2, 6. p.
9, 9 a. m.
9. o. p.
lfi, 0 a. m.
16, 6. p.
23. u a. m.
23, 6. p.

Vancouver

Scotsman
Yorkshire
nonunion

m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

BOSTON
TO

I.1V UK POOL

From
Liverpool,
May is,
s.

VIA.

QUEENSTOWN.
From

Steamer._

Boston.

t'unaiia. June 2. L30 a. m.
Domestic Ports.
June 16.
B. S. Canada. June 30, e.30 p, ni,
NEW YORK—Ar 0th, schs Maggio G Hart,
KATES OF PASSAGE.
Carlisle, Fernandlna; O M ilairett, Harris,
Rockland; Emma McAdant, Swain, Calais; J M .First Cabin, $52.50 and upwards. Ketum
Kennedy, Hutchins, Ellsworth; Cans E Sears, jico and upwards according to steamer and acAllen, Calais; James L Maloy, Bennett, Rock- commodation.
land; Thomas B Reed, Luut, South Gardiner;
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, LonOakes Ames, Cole, do; Sliver Spray, Tliorudike, donderry and Queenstown, $3i to $42.50.
Keturu $66.75 to
Thomaston.
$78.40, according to steamer
Ar 7th, sens Gen Adelbert Ames. Charles E ana accommodation.
Raymond, Helena. Willie L Newton, Nat Ayer,
ereorngo, to Liverpool. London. Londonwet Dick Williams, Bangor; S S Kendall, New
Glasgow. Queenstown and Belfastderry,
aO to $25.50 according to steamer.
Bedford; Lucy May, Miilbriuge; Geo B FerguApply to J. B. KEATING, T. P. McGOWAN,
son, Bangor for Eddy villa; Abigail Ilavnes, Ellsworth for Rondout; Willie L Maxwell. Franklin;
ASHTON, Portland, or
f;;V' f-NSKN,
Herbert E. Sullivan; AdellaCorson, Bath; Law- i A\ir> TORRANCE & CO., Gen. Agents,
rence Haynes, South Gardiner; Break of Day, Montreal.
je2dtf
mil Thomas N Lawrence. Bath; William F
Campbell, Sul Ivan; Bramhall. Farmlngdale;
F. AUSTIN
Ulrica R Smith, MUlbndgo; Grace P Willard.
Stontngton; Salllo B, Gardiner.
Also ar 7tli, sch Franklin Nickerson, Bangor.
453 1-2 Congress t.,
Sid, steamer Horatio Hall, Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 0th, schs Herman F Kimball,
Oitp. w<»UTor•.* Monument.
1 ree
Lane. New York; Jonathan Cone, Kent, do; S
examination every Saturday,
jly+dtf
A Paine, Stinson. Deer Isle; Lulu W Kpnes,
Jordan, Ellsworth; Idzzlo Williams, Barber. MONEY TO LOAN on first and second mort*
Bangor; Lucknow, Mitchell, Calais; G W Reed.
on real estate, life insurance pollUandage, Bluehlll; Herbert, Perkins, Rockport.
notes or any good security.
Heal esMass.

TENNIEY,

OCULIST,

,,

C1Q. sobs Estelle Phinuey, Phinuey, Kennebec

tate

bought,

sold and

change street,

exchanged.

1. P. BUTLER.

48

1-2

Ex-

j!y7-4

hattan alternatively leave
Franklin Wharf
Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturday?
at 6 p. m. for New York direct. Returning, leav<
Pier 38, E, R., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur
days at 5 p. in.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the mosi

convenient and comlortaole route
between
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way, §5.00; round trip, §8.00.
Goods carried are insured against WAP
Rl -vK, under the terms ot the
Company's Oner
Policy, without additional charge to shipper.
J. F. LISCOMB.General Agent*
TIIOS. M. BARTLETT. Agt.
oeudtf

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT

STEAjVSBOAT

CO.

alter April 4Ul 1898.

Steamer

“Percy "^T"”

CAPT. CHAS. H.

HO”

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2.00 p.
m„ for Lowell’s Cove. Orr’s Island: Card’s Cove.
yuoiiog nay, x'oor's Point, East llarpswell;

Ashdale, Horse Islaud Harbor, Water Cove,
Small Point, Sebasco, Fhippsburg and Candy’s
Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
6.00 a, m.; Fhippsburg, G.15 a. m.; Ashdale, G.3C
a. ill.; Water Cove,
Small Point, 6.45 a. m.;
Poor’s Point, 7.00 a. ni.; Card’s Cove, 7.15 a. in.;
Lowell’s Cove, Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. m„ arrive in
Portland at to.oo a. m.
For iurther particulars apply to
J. H. MCDONALD, Pres, and Manager.
158 Commercial street.
Telephole 46-3.
apr4
dti

Portland & Boothbay Steamboat Co.
Stimnie

r

Arrangements—On

and

After

18th, 1898.
GOING WEST.
UTR. ENTERPRISE leaves East Boothbay
for Portland Mondays at 7.15 a. m., touching at So. Bristol tChristmas Cove. Heron Island. tO.cean Point, Boothbay Harbor and
Squirrel Island.
Wednesday, leave Damariscotta at 6 a. m. for

m..touching
cotta.

GOING EAST.

ROYAL VAIL STEAMERS,
-7-r-<-T-1

—

»

Tuesdays and Saturdays, leave Portland at

4W

a. m.

Montreal and
From

28 May
4 June
11 June
18 June

June.
26 June
Carthaginian,
June.
Oalitorajab,80 June
Steamers sail from Montreal at 9 a. in., connecting with Grand Trunk trains leaving Port
land the previous evening.
Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers
9
16

Rooms and Smoking Rooms op the promenade
deck. The Saloons ana Staterooms ore heated
by steam.
Rates of passage {52.60 toJS70.00.
A reduction Is mode on Round Trip Tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry, $34.00 and $36.25: return.
$66.76 and $09.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, Including every requisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23.50.
For tickets or further information apply to
T. P. McGOWAN, 420 Congress 8L, J. B.
KEATING. Siva Exchange St., ASHTON’S
TICKET aGEECY, 9311-2 Congress St. JR
& A ALLAN, Montreal, 93 State St. Boston,
and 1 India St, Portland.
]jy31dtt

On

for Damariscotta,

7

touching at Squirrel

Quebec to Liverpool.
Island, Boothbay Harbor, tOcean Point, Heron
from
Island, tChristmas Cove, So. Bristol and East
Steamship_Montreal Boothbay.
leave Portland at 7 a. m.

Liverpool
12 May.
California,
19 May.
Numidlan.
26 May.
Laurentian,
2 Juno.
Parisian.

and After Jn

Island Route.
ne

23d, 1898,

Effect June Ji7fb, 1898,

DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, lot
Scarboro Crowing, 7.10, 9.05, 10.00 a.
in., 12.00.
1.20, 3.55, 5.15, C.20, 0.50 p. *11.; scarboro lieac.h.
* in«
7.00. 7.10. S.15, 9.05, 10.00 a. in,, 12.00
1.20, 3.30, 3*55, 5.15, 5.50, 6.20, 6.50, S.OO p. 111., Obi
Ofcllam lieix'h, 5.20, 7.00, 7.10,8.15,8.40,0.05,
10.00 a. 111.. 12.00. 12.30. 1.20,1.45, 3.30, 3.55, 5.15.
5.50. 6.05, 6.20, 6.50. 8.00 p. Ill; m*c», Ubldnforu
7.00, 8.15, 8.40, 9.05, 10.00 a. 10.. 12.00, 12.30, 1.20.
3.30, 3.55, 5.15, 5. 0, 0.20, 8.00 p. m.; Keunebnwk,
Kxuiiebunkport, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. 111., 12.80.
3.30,5.15,6.05,6.20 p. ill.; MiJU iiuucli, 7.00.
8.40 a. 111.. 5.30. 5.15 p. ni.; Dover, Someikivoi tb, 7.00, 8.40
a. in., 12.30* 3.30, 5.15 p. id.;
Rocbo-oer, lurminirton, Alton Hiiv, WY.itboro, 8.40 a. 111., 12.30, 3.30 p. Hi.; l.if,Uepori, I,acoiiin, Woiib, Plymouth. 8.40 a. in., 12.30 p.
111.; Weir., Centre Harbin, I ear
Jsi*ud
(via Alton Hay and steamer), 8.10 a. in: Worcester (via Somerswortli and Rochester), 7. a.
111.; 51 ancllester, Concord. (via Rockingham
Junction), 7.00 a. in., 3.30 p. tn.; North Berwick, Hover, Exaier, HnviohM, Lawrence,
Lowell, Boston, a 5.20, 7.00,8.40 a. m.. 12.30,
3.30,6.05 p.m. Arrive Boston, 6.40,10.15 a. m.,
Leave iioston for
12.42, 4.02. 7.15, 0.15 p. m.
Portland, 5.50, 7.30, 8.00, 8.30 a. :n., 1.15, 4.15, 6.00
p. in. Arrive Portland, lo.to, 11.50, 11.55 a. m.,
12.10, 5.00, 7.00, 0.30 p. 111.
WESTERN

SUNDAY

TRAINS.

For Sea born

Crossing:, 7.10, 9.20, 10.15 a. m.,
2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.10, 6.15, 7.15 p. 111.; Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, 7.10, S.15, 0.20, 10.15 a. in.,
12.55.2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.10,6.15, 7.15 p. ul.; Old
Orchard Beach, 5.20, 7.10, 8.15, 9.20, 10.15 a. m.,
12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.00, 0.10, 5.30. 6.15, 7.15 p. m.;
Saco, Biddetord, 8.15, 0.20, 10.15 a. m., 12.55,
2.00. 3.40.4.15.5.00, 5.10, 5.30, 6.15, 7.15 p. m.;
Ki-nnebunk, 12.05, 4.15. 5.00, 5.30 p. ra,; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, 4.15, 5.30 pi.
ra.; North Berwick, Dover, Fxeter, Uaver
hill, Lawrence, LoweiL Boston, a 5.20 a. ni.,
12.55, 5.00, 5.30 p. ra. Arrive Boston 8.40 a. m.,
5.2s, 8.32. 9.42 p. in. Leave iioston for Portland
3.45 a. m, Arrive Portland 7.10 a. ni.
EASTERN DIVISION

For Riddeford, Portsmouth, Newbqrvport, Amesbury, Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00,
0.00 a. ra., 12.45, b 1.45, 6.00 p. ra. Arrive Boston. 5.58 a. ill., 12.30, 4.00, 4.30. 9.00 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7,30, 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00,
9.45p.m. Arrive Portland, 11.45 a. m., 12.00.
4.30, 10.15 p. 111., 12.-10 a. in.

Jnne

Portland, toudhing at above landings.
Friday, leave I’emaquid for Portland at 6 a.
at above landings except Damaris-

ALLAN LINE

Great Diamond

....

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
The steamships Horatio Hall and Man-

On ana

FALMOUTH F0RESI0E S. B. CO.

..

In

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT

Daily round trip (Sundays excepted) between
Portland and Cape Small Point.

only.
The Saloons and Staterooms are In the cenFlyaway.
where least motion is telt,
ElecVINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 7th, schs D How- tral part,
is used for lighting the ships throughard Spear, Philadelphia for Portland; Charles tricity
the lights being at the command of the
out,
H Trlckey, Portland for New York (latter sld).
passengers at any hour of the night.
Musio
Ar at

RAILROADS-

MAINE STEAMSHIP €0. BOSTON & MAINE R. II.

...

95
192

New

STEAMERS.

—

and

106
307
358
12
13 %
35%

line, new.13%

do

quotations—city mills patents —: winter and Washington; Ellon M Golder, Pierce, Ken4 «0ir4 76; city mills clears—;Wlnter nebec and Baltimore.
Straus* 46*4 66; Minn, patents at 4 75*6 00:
Sid, soils Harry Messer, Kennebec and Baltiwinter extras 3 40*3 00; Minn bakers at 3 80 more; Abenaki. Bath.
*4 00; winter low grades 2 80*3 00.
Ar 7th, sells (Lara A Donnell. Brendige. NorEve firm ; No2 Western
folk; Louisa A Boardman, Shaw, St John, NB;
45@45',i fob.
E Walcott, lteed, Newport News:Calvin
bush
bu:
George
Wheat—receipts
;exports 410*29
sales 944,000 bush futures and 104 ooo Dush F Baker, Megathlin, Perth Anlboy; John M
spot; spot Steady; No 2 lieu aoVic f'0 b afloat. Kiske, Nutt, Kockport; Clara Dlnsmcre. Brown,
Corn—receipts 37,060 bush; exports 134, ie9 Calais; Susan li Nash, Stevens. Stonlngton, Ct;
bush; sales 175,000 busl; futures; 68 oou bush Cliorles Noble Simmons. Babbitt, Washington;
Annie L Wilder, Greenlaw, itocknort; Lizzie
spot; spot quiet; No 2 at 38 fob afloat.
Uats—receipts 42,800 bush: exports 10.175 Lee, Haskell, Deer Isle; Adam Bowlby, Hutchbush; sales 126.000 bush spot.; spot stronger: lugs, do; Samuel Hart and Maine, coastwise;
No 2 at 27ViC; No 3 at 2GVic; No 2 wiiite at 28 Eastern Light. Calais; Josie Hook. Bangor.
Ski. seiis Sullivan Savvin, Damariscotta. River
@28Vic;whIte track 28@S5c.
Beef steady ;.lamlly—; city .extra India Mess ami Norfolk; Kstolle Phinr.ey. Kennebec and
Washington; Emuia 8 Briggs, coastwise.
AUGUSTA—Ar 6th, sell J D Ingraham, LewLard firm: Western steam 25 70*5 75.
Pork firmer: old messi—; short clear —.
is, New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar Gth. ship Shenandoah, MurButter firm; Western creamy at!3ViS16Vi:
faotory do at )l@l2»Ac; Elgms at l«Vio: state phy. Liverpool.
BANGOR—Ar 7tli. sells Pollv, McFhrland.
do
crem
dairy 12ffll6Vio;
13Vi «.i6Vic.
Cheese aulet—state largo white at 6%@7c; Boston; Loading Breeze, jilmball, do; Harriet
Rogers,
Hyman,(Seal Harbor.
small do 7V»c.
2
Ski, sell William fl Archer. Rich Neponsot.
Eggs firm; State and Penn 12gl2Vsc; WesBATH—Sid
Gth, sells Marjorie, Edmunds.
tern tresli 12Vs(*13c.
Washington; Maggie S Hart, do; John B ManPetroleum nominal.
ning,
Sprague, Philadelphia; Ida II Mathis,
Eosin steady.
Sloan, do; Mary E Olys, Moore. Atlantic City.
Spirits Turppentine steady,
Ar
sens Falmouth, Portland; R I Iiund7tli.
y Eice steady.
lelt. Hound Pend.
Molasses dull.
BUCKrtPOKT-Ar
7th, seh Lavulta, Whittier,
QFrelghts to Liverpool dull.
New York.
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
CALAIS—Ar Gill, sells Triton, Gaynor, BosFlour slow.
ton; T W Allen, Pottle, do.?
wheat—No 2 soring wheat at 80o; No 3 do
CAMDEN—A1'7th. seh Laura Chester. Beal,
at 76 a lcj N 2 ited eoc. Corn—No 2 at 32V4C: Boston.
no 2 yeimw at
Sid sell Leona. Lane. Boston.
2
Oats—No
at
32-'»(qis2Vic.
22»g c; No 2 white at 2«o; Nn3 White at 26c;
FORT POINT—Ar 7th, soli Harry B Ritter.
No 2 rye at 44(
Nr
w Vorlt lor Bangor.
No
1
No 2 Bariev at 31<*3.c:
Elaxseed 1 04 Va; prime Timothy seedat 2 60;
GuOUCSETEK—Ar 7th, sells Mlantonomab,
Mess pork at 9 u5*n 70.
for
Boston: Lillian, Bangor.
Lard #5 3006 32V* ;
short rib sides 6 S0@5 60. Dry salted meats—
HYANNIS -Ski tin Bass River Gth, sohs Allen
shoulders 4 Vi **Vt c; short clear sides 5 76@ Greene, Nickerson, Richmond, ;Mc; J Frank
5 90,
Seayoy. Kelley, for eastern port.
Butter steady; crentry at 13Vi@10c:2 dairy at
KEY WEST—Sid Gth, baroue Annie Reed,
ll@13c.Eggs firm; fresh 10Vic. Cheese —; orrn Welt, Galveston.
—c.
NEW BEDF ORD—Ar Gth, sell Ann, from SulReoelpts—Flour. 10.400 hbls; wheat 4.000 livan. Me.
com
NEWBURYPORT—Std 3d. seh Crescent, Mebush;
330,200 bush; oats 246.000 bush;
halfey, Wlsdasset and Fort Monroe.
iye 5,600 bush; barley SO.OOu bush.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ski 7ili, seh Western
Shipment*—Flour 4,700 hbls; wheat 14,400
buss; corn|34ti,100 bush; uats 330,000 bush; Belle. Bangor.
NORFOLK —Ar Gth, sell Marion Coombs,
rye 00,000 bush; barley 700 bush.
Coastwise.
^MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat —July 84Vic; Bept
Ckl Gth. sells Charles L Davenport, McLeod,
t>7Vsc; Dec at 66M»c; No l hharu 8s%c; No 1
Key West; Goodwill Stoddard, Andreason. do.
Northern 8M» c;! No 2 Northern 8t>/io.
Ar Gth, sell Carrie S Hart, from an eastern
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 4 CO*
4 80; second patents at 4 45 a4 50; first clears port.
Cld. sells Independent. Case, Boston; JHowat 3 60@S 80; second clears 3 10 uS 30.
PERTH AM BOY-Sld 6 th. sch G Staucliff,
Cotton Markets.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 6tb, sells Addle Jordan, Glen Gove; Gardiner B Reynolds, Wick"
iLyTelegrapLu
ford.
JULY 7, 1808.
Cld. schs Wm, Lorman Roberts. Fall River;
Cotton marnet to-uav
NEW YORK—The
closed very dull, 1-I6c lower; middling uplands Earl P Mason, Providence.
Ar 7th.'schs Alice Holbrook, Ellis. Bangor;
at 6S-16C; do gulf at 6 7-16c; sales 500 baits.
Clias K Scliuli, Hall, do; Charlotte T Sibley,
CHARLESTON—The Cotton liiarao, to-day
Coombs, New York; Frank Vanderherchen,
6c.

158

Chloazo* Burlington * Qulncyl05%
I)elaware*!>iud3en cacaiCo.109
Delaware.i.ookawana * Wesll57
Denver & Rio Grande. 12
1st prefer

7.

124V*
124%
HOH
1X0%

Csnrrai PaciHo. 134b
Ches. s uaio. 22%
158
Chicago* Alton.
no
Ufa

•to

Fiour
patents

—

CreameryJncy..13*19
Coni.
GlitEuae vrmt.
@18
Retail—delivered.
Choice..
Cumberland 00008 00
Cheese.
06 00
Cbestnuw.,
N. Y. lorry 3V409
Franklin....
8 00
Vermont... 8V409
Lehiah....
@600
Bage.
10
Pea..
4 60

707 Vi I
Crackers.... 6V4©7 I
•
Cooperage.
Hhhd shooks Shds— j
Mol. city. 1 60® 1 76j
Sue.count’y 86 @1 OO1
I
Country Mot

2
12
0
3
2
3
G
8
4

Searboro,

s

LiEoina.

Pownal,

2 Saco.
11 Sanford,

July.

..

3
3
3
3
4
2
3
3
4
C4

Bltaymoud,

«

oranges.
Oil.
Florida
0 0030 00 Keroseneiaots
8V4
Callionua, 8 7604 00
8V4
do Beedlngs 3 2603 60 Centennial. 844
Pratt's Astral ,.10Va
JtEESeastern extra.. 013
In hall bble le extra
Fresh Western.. 012 Va
Raisins
Held.
Musctl.60 lb bxs6®6Va
Is utter.
London tay’rll 76O20C

follows:—

Newlleld,
New Gloucester,
No. Berwick,
G; No. Yarinoutli.
SjOld Orchard,
c'otistield.
2j I'arsonsfleld,
2 Portland.

3214,
83%

11015
106
Java&Mocha do25®28
102
SCelaesee.
116
email do. .2 0008 26 Porto R100.26S30
102
Pollect ... .2 2603 26 BarDaaoes. ....25*26
3 03
Haddock.. .1 7602 00 Fancy.82jt35
103
hake.2 0002 26
Xoa.
102
Ilerrine. box
Amovs.23@30 Belfast 4s. Municipal.102
106
Be&leo....
2014c Congous.. •*...25060 Calais 4s 1901—1911 Refunding_loo
102
Mackerel, iu
Japan.3Ci®35 Lewiston 6s,’ 1901, Municipal.105
107
Snore 16*22 00®J28 Fornsoso... ....3Gi6i65
1913, Municipal __103
105
Levvlstou4B,
Snore 28 tit 000513
Snrar,
Saco 4s. 1801. Municipal ...loo
102
Large 33 §11® 14 00 Standard (Jran
6 4G5 Marne Central R It 7s, iS93. 1st mtslOl 101%
•’
trounce
Ex Cline Quality
6 466
7s. 1912,dons. mtgl33
135
Cane CranDernes
Extrac....6 80
“4Hs.105
107
P urate.. 3 60*3 60 Yellow Extra C
4 Vi
4s cons. mtg... .108
305
Maine.
0 00
Seed
105
g6S,l9oo,cxten’sn.304
Pea Beaus.1 4E®i 50 Timothv.
3 6503 76 Portland * Ogn’g g«s,' 900, 1st mtgl04
108
Yenowiltves.l 70*1 76 Clover West bVVSi'i
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899_101
103
Cal Pea.... 1 65®1 75
do
N, Y. 9V4®10 Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.103 104V.
Potat-s. Dus
60®7o Alslke,
loaiOVs
NewPotatoesS 0008 66 Red lop,
16®17
Boston
toe* Mai'xec.
SweetsJerseyS26(g'3 75
Provisions,
The following were the
ao Norfolk 0 00«
closiii; mutaForktions
of
stocks
atBostoh:
do Vineland,4 600*5
14 60
heavy
unions. Bei 0 0002 00
62%
medluinl2 60013 00 lieuean Central Us.
Atchison, Top. «CSantaiFe. R,uew. 13
dolEgyp n 3 0003 26 snort cut ami
Bolton & Maine.168
Chickens....
clear
ll@13
doDfd
Turiteva, wes. 13® rS Beef—light !0 2501076
Northern do. .. .16017
heavy,-.11 60@12>j0 Maine Central.127
Union
Pacilic.
24
Fowls...
Bnlests V4 D8 6 75®
0 uion Pacitic pfd..
Apples.
L,ara. tcs ana
American Bell.274
Eatingappl’s3 60® 4 60
yt bbl.Dure 6Vi®6V4
do common *203 00
American
sugar,
do eom'nd. 4s,* ®n
common.I3iys
Baldwins 3 6004 00
Sugar, t)td..«.lisp*
Baiu.comnd 5% ffld
I vap 4> n>
io@li Vac
pails, pure 7<*®7r4 Den Mass.’uid.
do commen
Lemons.
8 Visa 8'/a
..
purelt
feossma
6 6080 50 Bams.,..
9
®9V» Flint & Pero Mara.
California
cccov’ra

bo in ses-

3
G
15

A

Haa—Large_
Snore
..4 500*475

Secretary.
as

Gratamp

iBuj lng* selling price) Rlo.roasted

Congres-

3j Lyman,
Ik Naples.

Sept.

32%

Sent

_

Committee,

Towns are entitled to delegates

July.

cons.

Market.

grades.4 15 ft 4 40 do oag iota .... 44
iurliiK Wfleai binMeal sag lots
@42
ers.ci ana *14500476 ante, ear lau
32®33
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots
@36
vvnsat... 0 0006 50 Cotton 8eec.
Jitcn. str’E-u.
Ckt lots .00 00®2a 00
roller.,.. 6 2Sffi6 oO
ban lot* 000002400
dear do.. .5 0006 25 Baokea Hr**
iLouls st’E'
ear low. 14 00®15 00
0 abate 50
roller...
Dae lots 15 00017 00
clear do..60006 25 Middling *0000317 00
i\Bt'rnbe»i
Bag ota. .*00017 00
patents•• o 25®6 80 Mixed feed.... I8 60

Per order.

Acton,
Alfred.

sept.
68%
69%

POKE.

sow

necessary.

ci_i

74%
76%

cohn.

PORTLAND. July 7.
Flour continues steady and prices well supWheat
was
lower.
Corn declined at
ported.
Chicago Vi is c but Oats are unchanged. Fork
Lard
firmer.
and
Linseed Oil and Turpentine
declined lc to-day.
The following are todys’ wholesale pricei of

Reception Hall at 9 o’clock, a. m.,
the day of the convention to receive
the credentials of tho delegates and to attend to such other business as may be

m

Julv.

feuirar nacnn.

Portland Wholesale

ou

rru

31! AT.

Imports.

sion in

District

W

Closing.
Opening.

WHEAT.

Yarmoutli.N8. Schr W K Smith—130,000 ft
lumber to J H Hamlin a Son.

an

Republican

*

Wednesday’s quotations.

OATS.

8 t. 8 ®9
ty-live votes cast for the Republican
Cordage.
candidate for 1896, and for a fraction of Amer’nRii) 10 @11
Manilla... 1
forty votes in excess of seventy-five votes, Manilla bolt lVd@lgV4

will

$300

FOBS,

Portland market—cut loaf T: coofetlon ta y
pulverised 6a: powered, 6sj granulated
SY4
cotfea crushed 6c: yellow *e.

a.

additional delegate.
Tho District committee

Grain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRA

Opening.

'c :

o’clock,
m., for
the purpose of nominating a candidate
for Representative in Congress, and transacting any other business that may properly come before it:
The basis of representation will be hs
follows: Each city and town will be entitled to one delegate and for each sevengust 2d, 1898,

6006%

.6

SOailllEneVenrtedS

Closing..„

do
uritrimmed. 9c
Lamb skins.50 to 80c each

sional District of Maine, are requested to
send delegates to a convention to be held
in City Hall, Portland, on Tuesday, Auat

Hay

Loose

00

OATS.

stag?.BVie
Ocaif skins, trimmed,.ICC

REPUBLICAN CONVENTION.
the First

I Puregroond.B 60®6

Opening.
Closing.., ....«■ c.

Hulls and

FIRST CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
of

83%.
S lver certificates ."8‘“sii53l4.
Bar Silver F-6®/..
Mexican di liars it Y4
Government minds firm.
S ate bonds firm.

following quotations represent the paying prices In this market:
Cow and ox hides
..
7Vs e
ffi

a

Republicans

Hay.

The

moment’s notice and it was
felt to bo expedient that he consult, the
board before doing so. No statement can
be secured from any reliable source r.f
to his plans.
It may be stated, however,
that if ho goes to Santiago at this stage
he does not do so with the intention ot
taking command of the army, unless
Geo, tihafter shall find himsolf physically unable to continue in command.
It is likely that Gen. Miles will sail
With the Harvard or one of the other liners when they take the next instalment ol
troops to Cuba.
officials of the war department
The
thought they “saw encouraging signs ot
Santiago’s surrender in Gen. Shatter's
report yesterday that Spanish army officers were deserting to the American side.
It is believed that this is the immediate
result of the sending back to the Spanish
lines in
safety of wounded Spanish
officers and men who had fallen on the
battlefield, thus dispelling the impression
the high Spanish officials have sought
to create among their ignorant
troops
that the American wore habarians.
It is earnestly hoped that the conclusions drawn from Shafter’s despatch are
sound for private udvicos received here
speak of the appearance of contagious
disease within the Spanish lines.
of the torpedo boat destroyers
Three
that started with Admiral Camara' for
tho Philippines have returned. Our secret
agents in Europe have discovered them
lying at an obscure little port called
Pharo, in Southern Portugal, in a good
place to run into the Mediterranean or up
to Cadiz upon the appearance of an enewhile in the meantime serving well
my,
as
scouting boats. Nothing further has
been heard from Camara’s squadron since
yesterday report and there it is officially
assumed that it is proceeding eastward
through the Red Sea to the Philippines.
It is said here that so far as officially
the reported agent of
known, Valdez,
A.guinaldo in London, made his published statement ns to the future of the
Philippines absolutely without authorization. Consequently
all that he says
as
to
independence based on Cuban
models and other things relating to the
future government of the islands have
no basis
in the shape of official agreements.
Admiral Dewoy has expressly
stated to the navy department that he has
had no official intercourse with Aguianaldo, so that our government cannot be
said to have been bound by the admiral’s
action.

The

®eya Common.......26®80
..60®70

7 (cB8*.'4 Natiirami
.1601
Lead—

i,?ri,p.
X. TT.F.

Hides.

Long today expressed

himself as follows:
"There is not the slightest foundatioc
for the suggestion of anything but the
best foeling
between the army and the
navy. Each rejoices in the splendid heroism and success of the other. They are
ready to co-operate for the honor of the
flag at any time and anywhere. As to the
two departments, the war department is
always ready to help the navy department
if it should need anything Hnd the navydepartment bus been very glad to aid the
war department
by the loan of its best
scouting vessels lor transports and in
other
every
way.’’
There was still another reason for the
White
gathering of the board at the
House.
juaa

„.

Pressed,.S14®i6|Ked...

that the board has Leen unable to holt
its full meetings. When the opportunity
arrived today the President was so inter
ested in the subject matter [or consulta
tion that he decided to participate in ii
There was another purpose ir
himself.
view also,
namely to get the army am
n avy more closely together and refute ttu
statements that have been published t(
the effect that serious friction exists between the two arms of the service. In thii

uvu.

Lmon Ducks.. .37®S8IGloa«.6%@7%
am. call....
Tobacco.
aogl.oo
Lead.
Best brands....60060

IPipe........

Markets.

Stock and Money Market.
.By Telegraph.
SEW YORK, July 7.
Money on call was steady l*,4®lYi pr cent,
ast loan 1Y4: prime mercantile paper 3X4®4
D'.r cent,
sterling Hxchauve firm, with actual
13 isiness In bankers bills at 4 85®/* (i®4 86 for
demand and 4 81s/* £4 86 lor sixty days; postcommercial bills ;are
ed rates at; tBg. 87.

so

ington at

in the

New York

plans.
Capt. Crowninshield, chief of the navi
gatiun bureau, and one of the strongest
minds on the hoard, has been absent lo:
a day or
two on departmental business,

point Secretary

Starch,

d’mc.24®251 Laundry_riMi®5

Washington, 'July 7.—The' meeting o;
the war board at the White House agair

e

weight....25<#26}Gmger.x4@jlo

Heavy..25®28|
Gocu

Perfectly.

t
h

1 Nutmegs...... 6E®65
Leather
York—
| Pepper.16<3)17
... Cloves.16017

New

a.

For

Biddefo

d, Portsmouth, Netrbpryport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, 2 a. m., 12.45 p. m.;
Arrive Boston 5.58 a. |n., 4.00 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, c 9.00 a. m., 7.00, 9.45 p. m.
Arrive Portland, 12.25, 10.20 p. m„ 12.40 a. m.
a.
Stops at North Berwick and Exeter
only.
b. Western Division
to
North Berwick;
stops Klttery Jet. And Portsmouth only.
c.
Western Division from North Berwick.
D. J. FLANDKIts. (i. P, & T.
Boston.
GLO. fl. THOMPSON, Ticket Agent, Portland.
<j*l
Je27

MAINE CENTRAL K.

K

Thursdays,
aqutd, touching

for Pemat above
jandings except
Damariscotta.
On Saturday will return from Damariscotta
to East Boothbay.

Ir. effect June 27. tsas.
TRAINS LEAVE FORTL^JJD.
m.
For Brunswiok, Lewiston. (Lower)
Bath, Boothbay, Bonham Beach, RacklatnJ, Augusta, Waterville, skowhegau, and Belfast.
t Passengers conveyed by team.
8.30 a, m. Fbr Danville Jo., Rumford Falls,
Tuesdays and Saturdays passengers for FemBemis, Lewiston, Farmington, Rangeley.
aquld conveyed by ferrv from So. Bristol.
11.05 a. m.
Express for Danville Jc., LewisALFRED RACE, Manager.
]el7dtf
ton, Waterville, Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft,
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Aroostook County and for
Houlton, Woodstook, St. Stephen, St. Andrews,
,Johii, and Halifax via Vanceboro.
Desert and
Co St.12.30
p. m.
Express for Brunswick, Bath,
Sir. “Frank Jones.”
Roeklajid, Lisbon Falls. Augusta, Waterville,
Beginning Saturday, April 30UU898, will leave Newport, Bangor. Bucksport, Bar Harbor, Oldtown and Greenville.
Portland Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 a m.
1.10 p.m.
For Danville Jc., Rumford Falls
on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p
m., for Bemls,
Lewiston, Farmington, Carrabasset,
Bar
Rockland,
Harbor, Machiasport and intermediate landings. Returning leave Machias- Rangeley, Bingham. Waterville, Skawhegan.
I, 15 p.m.
For Freeport, Brunswick, Auport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m., argusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dover
riving In Portland 0 a. in Tuesdays aud Fri- and
Foxcroft.
Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and
days.
to Bucksport Saturdays.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, ser- Mattawamkeagand
5.05 p. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,
vice the best.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Augusta and Waterville.
marisdtf
General Manager.
5.10 p. m. For Danville Junction. Mechanic
Falls. Lewiston, Saturdays to Rumford Fall9,
8.00 p. m. Express to Lewiston.

Portland, Mt.

Machias Stbt.

SEBAGO LAKE STEAMBOAT ROUTE.
Scmgo River. Naples, Bridgton, North
The
Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford.
famous daily excursion route through the
Winding SongO and Sebago’s chain of Lakes.
On and after June 27th to make close
connections with steamer for above places, take
M. C. R. R. (Mountain Div,( train for Sebago Lake, leaving Union Station daily at
J.25 p. in.
leaves
Returning, steamer
Harrison 7.45 a. in., North Bridgton 8.00 a.
m., Bridgton 8.80a. m., Naples 9.15 a. m Connecting at Lake Station with 11.45 a. m. train
for Portland and Boston.
Information and
tickets obtained at Union Station.
to

jneBtfC.

7 00 a.

L.

(lOODRIDGE.frlgr.

II. 00 p.

m.

Night

Express,

for

Brunswick,

Bath, Lewiston. Augusta, Waterville, Bangor,
Moosehead
Lake.
Aroostook county via
Old Town. Bar Harbor. Bucksport Vanceooro,
St. Stephen. St Andrews, St John and all
Aroostook County via Vanceboro, Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train doe*
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor.
12.55 a. m., midnight—Mt. Dessert special for
Brunswick, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor and
Bar Harbor.
White
8.45 a.m.

Mountain Division*

For Bridgton,

Fabyans, Burlington, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury. Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago. St. Paul and Minneapolis.

1.25 p. in. For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, via
Rail and Songo River, North Conway. Fabyans,
Lancaster, Oolebrook‘Quebec, Lunenburg, St
Will leave Portland
Johnsbury, Newport, Sleeper to Quebec.
Pier
6.55 p.m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish, Bridgton. North Conway and Bartlett.
For Great Diamond Island at 6.45, 9.00 a. m.,
Tlte 365 Island Route,
8.30 p. m.
For Sebago Lake,
3.00
and
6.15
For
Falmouth
at
Fryeburg.
12.10,
6.45,
p. m.
9.00 a.m., 12.10, 3.00, 6.15 p.m.
Beginning July 2nd. 1898, steamer Aucocisco North Conway, Fabyans'Lunenburg, St. JolmFor Chebeague
and Cousins Islands, Prfuce’s Point, Yarmouth will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, as bury, Montreal and to Toronto and Chicago
at 9 a. m. and 3.00 p. m.
daily except Saturday. Lancaster. Colebrodk,
follows:
For Dong Islaud, Little and Great Chebeag- Lime Ridge, Quebec. Sleeper to Montreal
RETURN—Leave Diamond Island at s.oo,
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 5.30 p. m. Leave Falmouth at ue. Cliff Island. So. Harpsweli, Bailey’s and
SUNDAY TRAINS.
6.00,7.25, ll.oo a. m.. l.oo, 5.00 p. m.
Leave Orr’s Islands. 8.60 a. m.. 1.50, 6.10 p m.
7.20 a. m. Paper train for Bangor.
Return for Portland—Leave Orr’s Islaud, via
Chebeague Island 10.15 a. m., 4.15 p. in. Leave
7.25 a. m. Paper train for Lewiston.
Cousins 10.30 a. m., 4.30 p. m. Prince’s Point above landings, 5.50, li.ooa. m.,3.50 p. m. Arrive
12.30 p. nt. For Brunswick. Lewiston, Bath,
10.45 a. in., 4.46 p. m.
Portland, 8.15 a. m., l.oo, 6 oo p. m.
Waterville. Bangor and Bar Harbor.
Augusta,
SUNDAYS.
fi.GO p. in. For Lewiston.
Sunday Time ,T(ible.
Leavo Portland for Long Island, Little and
8.30 p. m. For White
Mountain Division,
Leave Portland Pier for Diamond Island, Falmouth. Chebeague and (Cousins Islands and Great Chabeague, Cliff Island, and So. Iiarps- Montreal, Toronto and Chicago.
11.00 p. m. Night Express for all points.
well, 10.00 a. in., 2.00 p. m.
Prince’s Point at 9.00 a. m. and 2.00 p. m.
Return for Portland, leave So. llarpswell. via
12.55 a. m. Mt, Desert special for Waterville,
Return leave Chebeague at 10.30 a. m. and 4.15
Jenk’s landing, Little Chebeague and Long Bangor and Bar Harbor.
p. m., Cousins Island at 10.45 a. m. and 4.30 p
11.45
m.
a.
8.45
Cliff
m.,
Island,
p.
m.
Leave Prince’s Point 11.00 a. m. and 4.45 p.
Islaud,
Arrivals In Port 1a ml.
in. Leave Falmouth at ll.io a. m. and 6.00 p. in. 3.45 p. m. Arrive Portland. 1.00, 5.30 p. m.
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, 8.10 a. m.
Faro to So. Harpsweli and return Sundays,
Leave Diamond Island at 11.40 a. m. and 5.3C
Lewiston
and Mcohamc Falls, 8.30 a. w,
daily,
35c; other landings, 25c.
p. m.
Waterville, Rockland and Augu'ta, 8.35 a. m.,
ISAIAH DANIELS, Geh’l Manager.
BENJ. M. SEABURY, Gen. Manager.
°
i. aogeley, Farmington, Bemis, Rutnford Falls,
liinAgaritl1
juneSOtl
Skowhegan and Lewiston, 12.15 p. m., Bangor,
Augusta and Rockland, ll.BD a. m.; Beecher
Fall!, St. Johnsbury, Bridgton, 12.13 p. m.; Express, MattaWnnkeag, Bar Harbor, Bucksport,
Gruouville. Bangor, 1.16 p. m.; Lewiston, 3.25 p.
m.; Lancaster, whitefield, Fabyafts, fi.oo p. m.;
-FORSkowhegan,Waterville, Augusta Arid Rockland.
Custom House Wharf.
5.20 p. m. daily; St. John, Bar Harbor, Aroos:
Eastport, Luhso, Ga’ais, Si. Jam. N.B., Halifax. N.S- took County, Moosehead Like and Bangor
and at! parts of New Bruns wick. Nova Sootia 5.30 p. m.; Rangeley, Farmington, Rumford
Edward Island and Capo Breton. The Falls, Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.; Chicago. Montreal,
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE. I I’rinefe
fnVnritA rntil'a tr\
tv,uurl .Hr
A rnii’ntv*
Lancaster and FabvAns. 7.-12 d. m.: Mattjxwntrv.
keag. Bar Harbor and Bangor, 1.40 a. m. daily
N. B.
Summer Arrangements. July 3, 1898.
Halifax, St. John, Bar Harbor, Bangor and
Summer Arrangement.
5.08 a. in. daily.
Augusta,
For Forest City Landing. Peaks’ Island, 6.45,
On and after Monday. May 9th,
steamef
Sundays—Lewiston, 0.58 a. m.. 5.13 p. m.$ Bar
6.40, 8.00. 9.00, 10.00, *10.30 11.00 a. m., 12.00 m., wlil leave Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays
Harbor, 12.25 p. m., and Waterville, 5.20 p. iq.
12.30, *1.45, 2.16, 3.00, *3.45, 4.30, 5 00, 5.45, 6.15, and Fridays at 5.30 p. m.
GEO, F. EVANS. Vice Fres. and Gen. Man.
*7,00, 7.30, *8.00, 9.30 p. m.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. K & T. a!
Returning leave St.John and Eastport same
Return. Leave Forest City Landing, 6.20, 7.20.
days.
ie25dtf
8.30, 9.30, 10.20, *11.00, 11.30 tt. m.. 12.20, 1.00,
Issued
and
tickets
cheeked
Through
baggage
*2.16, 2.45. 3.20, *4.15, 5.00. 6.30, 6.05, 6.30, *7.30.
8.20. *9.00,10.15 p. in., or at close of entertain- to destination. gjp~Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
ment.
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
For Cushing’s Island. 6.40, 8,00, 9.00, *10.30, 11.00
Fine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
а. m„ 12.30, 1.46, 2.15, 8.00, 4.30. 5.00, 0.16 *7.00,
for
other information, at Company's Office,
m.
*8.00, 9.30, p.
[Ssi Effect Jutin 27, 1898.
Return. Leave Cushing's, 7.00. 8.15,9.15, *10.45, Railroad Wharf, loot of State street.
DEPARTURES.
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
11.20. a. m.. 12.45, 2.CO, 2.55, 3.30, 4.43, 5.40, 6 40,
8.30 A. M. and t.10 P. M.
*7.20, 8.30. 0.45 p. m.
From Union Station
H. P.C. HERSEY Agent.
marisdtf
For Trefetfien’s, Evergreen, Little and Great
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buokfield. CanDiamond Islands. 6.30. 6.00. 7.00, 6.00, 9.00
ton, Dixnola, Rumlord Falls and Bemls.
10.30 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.00, *3.15, 4.20, 5.45 6 15
8.30 a. m.. t.to and 6.10 n. m.
From Union
7.30, 9.30 p. m.i;
Station forlMechamc Falls and Intermediate
Return. Leave
RAILROADS.
Trefethen’s. 6.20, 7.00, 8 00
stations.
9.10, KI.20, 11.60 a. m„ 1.05, 3.20, *4.35, 5.2i 6.55,
Saturdays only, fi.10 p. m. train runs through
3.30, *10.25 p. m.
to Rrimford Falls.
Return. Leave
Evergreen, 6.15, 6.55, 7.55,
Through cars between Portland, Rumford
9.05, 10.15, 11.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.16, *4.30, 5.20,
Falls
ami Bemls.
б. 50, 8.23, *10.20 j>. in.
Connections at Bemls for all points In the
Return. Leave Intile Diamond. 6.30, 7.10,
Rangeley Lakes.
8.10, 9.20, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m., 1.15, 3.30, *4.45,
6.35, 7.05. 8.40, *10.35 0. Ul.
Summer Excursion Tickets on Sale.
of
I’rehle
Slufiou
Fool
5*1.
Return. Leave Great Diamond. 6.25, 7.05, 8.05,
9.16, 10.25. 11.55 a. m„ 1.10, 3.25, *4.40, 5.30.
On and after Monday. June 27, isos. Passenger
R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
7.00. 8.35, *10.30 p. m.
trains will Leave Portland:
Portland, Maina
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 5.30, c.oo For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer J
unction, Nashua, E. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent,
7.00. 8.50. 9.00, 10.38 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.00, *3.16,
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
Bum ford Falls. Maine.
Jel8 dtf
4.20. 5.45. 6.16, 7.30, *9.30 p. m.
p. m.
—-1J
Return. Leave
Ponce’s
Landing, 6.05, 6,40, For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.45, 8.50, 9.50, 11.20 a. m., 12.60, 2.50, *4.05,
7.30 a. in. and 12.30 p. in.
5.10, 6.25. 6.55. 8.15, *10.15 p. m.
Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, WaterFor
For illarrlner’s Landing, Long Island, 0.00,
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
10.30 a. 111., 2.00. *3.15, 5.45 p. m.
6.391). m.
Return. Leave Marrlnor’s Landing, Long Is- For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a.m., 12.30. 3.00.
land, 10.00,11.30 a. m., 3.00, *4.15, 6.35 p. m.
6.39 and 6.20 p. in.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Sunday Time Table.
Junction and Wocdfords at 7.30 9.45 a.m.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 8.00,
12.30, 3.00, 5.3.1 and 6.20 p. m.
9.00. 10.00, 11.00 a. m.. 12.20, *+1.30, 2.15, *3.15.
The 12.30 p. in. tram trom Portland oonnects
3.45, 4.45, 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
at Ayer Junction with "iioosac Tunnel Route”
For Cush ng's Island, 8.00, 9.00,11.00 a. m., 12.20, lor the West and at Union
station, Worcester
lor Providence and New York, via “Providenca
2.15, 3.45, 6.15. 7.30 p. 111.
For Irefcthen’s, Evergreen, Little and Great Line” lor
Norwich and New
Diamond Islands. 7 00.8.00,9.30, 10.30. a, m. wich Line’ with Boston and York, via “Nor- DuSIy Lisie, Simtfftys Included,
Albany R. R. for
512.15. 12.00, *3.15, 4.20, 5.15, 6.15, *7.30 p. rn.
the West, and with the New York'aU rail via
the NEW AND PALATIAL BTHAMT;K8
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 7.00, S.00,
“Springfield.’*
9.30, 10.30 a. m.. 12.15, **1,30, 2.00, *3.15, 4.20,
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
*7.30
m.
5.15.
p.
at l.so p. m.; from Rochester at s.30 a. m„ 1.39
For Marriuer’s Landing. Long Island. 0 30, anu5.1S p.
m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
10.30 a. m., 2.00, *3.15, 4.20, 6.15 p. 111.
10.60 a. m., 1.30, 4.15, 5. ;s p. m.
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Port•Not run la stormy or foggy weather.
land, every Evening at 7 o'clock, arriving In
SUNDAY TRAINS.
tFor Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island and
Arrive from Rochester un i way stations 9.25 season for connection with eariiesi tm ns for
Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, only.
beyond.
points
a. m.
Tickets sold over this line to the Gem
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Leave fo: Rochester and way Stations. 6.15 p.
Theatre.
Worcester, New York, etc,
ni.
Koturning leave India Wharf, Bostoa,ev«rv
Unavoidable delays excepted and subject to
For throuiih tickets tor all points West and Evening at 7 o’clock.
change witnout aottos.
South apply to H. 1. 1* v 1 .to it. Ticket Agent,
C. W. *. BWUSJC4, General Malinger,
Portland, M
J.F- LISCOMB. Com
J. W. PKTICRS SiidL
JawoiK
jlyldtf
Sept l.

STEAMER MADELEINE

HARPSWEI.L STEAMBOAT CO,

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

International Steamsliip Co.

Portland & Rumlord Falls

R’y,

Portland & Worcester Line.
FORTUM & ROCHESTER R. R.

BAY STATE ANB

PORTLAND,

Ag'f0^

TE-XIE

PIXTCSS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

TODAY.

GOING

PRISON AT KITTERY NAVY YARD.

PiTTSBURG.

TO

Portland Commander; Has Completed It»

Temporary Quarters Being Fitted Up for

Arrangements.

Spanish Prisoners.

Ow en. Moore & Co.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
J. B. Libby Co
Bines Brothers Co.—2
Congress Square Fish Markat
Notice.

The

Portland Comraandery, Knights
Templar, have completed arrangements to
attend
tho
87th
Triennial Conclave

New Wants. To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will be fouu under
tlieir appropriate heads on page G.

Falls, with

CASTORIA
Bears the

In

use

signature

for

of ,Chas. H. Fletcher.

thirty years, and
Vote Have Always Bought.

more

The Kind

Knights Templar of Pittsburg, Pa., on
October 11, 1893. They will leave Portland
Saturday, October 8th, and return SatThe itinerary wili
urday, October 15th.
includo the White mountains, with a daylight ride through the picturesque White
Mountain Notch; a sojourn at Niagara

than

an

opportunity

witness the
beautiful electrical illumination in the
evening, the Conclave and attendant festivities in Pittsburg;
a
daylight ride

through
over

the historic Potomac Valley and
the Blue Ridge; a halt at Harper’s

Ferry; an inspection
Gettysburg, with its
"Mrs. Winslows souiniug

Has been used
mothers

for

Fifty

over

Years

childreu

their

eyrup,

oy millions of

while

Teething

It soothes the child,
perfect success.
softens the gums, allays Fain, cures Wind
the
Colic, regulates
bowels, and is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
teething or other causes. For sale by Druggists in every Dart of the world. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts
with

bottle

a

to

of the battlelield of
many memorials of

one of the most sanguinary conliicts the
world has ever witnessed; a visit to Washington, and a return homeward via Balti-

more, Philadelphia,

New York and

Bos-

ton.

The entire journey
from
Portland
around to Boston in a superb train of
palace sleeping and drawing room cars.
Cost of the entire trip, including transportation and all incidentals going and

returning, sleeping car borth,
drawing
room car seats, meals en route, transfers

AT HIGH HEAD.

and hotel accommodations

in

Washing-

The Recent Acquisition to the

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

the druggists

MODELS OF COMFORT.

Rolling

Are

Holding Their

Annual

Meeting

uatu

ouu

uuuv

beenjremoved.

are

doing well and

are

the best band the

Cadets have had.'
Every afternoon a ball game or some
other game is played, and it is needless
say that all are
selves.

to

BRIEF

greatly enjoying

them-

sician.

BOSTON & MAINE AFFAIRS.
President Tuttle of the Boston & Maine
railroad says that, while the business of
the system for the past two months has

been, in

Meeting of Maine Fish and Game Associa-

with other New England
there are indications at the

some improvement
The
for the month of June will, in
his opinion, compare favorably with that
of last year, although no considerable in-

showing

The committee on lights made a trip to
afternoon for in-

EXCURSION TO KINEO.

common

lines, flat,

present time of

JOTTINGS.

in one of the old
rebels were quartered
ship houses at the navy yard and kept
there for some time.

tion Next

Week.

The Maine Fish and Game association
excursion to Kineo comes the 11th and
12th of July, which is Monday and Tuesday. Tiokets are good to return Monday

is looked for. He further says that 18th.
Bates aro very low to Kineo and
this dull condition of affairs is not at all
spection.
return, and hotel prices reduced nearly
The committee on damages for grading surprising when it is taken into account one-half.
general business situationAere
streets visiiedValley street|yesterday after that the
association
A special meeting of the
noon to see what, if any, damage
had in New England Is and has been ever will be held Tuesday evening in the hotel
since the war started in comparatively
teen done Miss Hansen’s property.
Hon. P. O. Vickery, president
parlors.
The Little Samaritans Aid Society will light. No one hears of any big army con- will preside. Dr. O. A. Dennen, manager
The Western and of Kineo, will
hold a basket picnic at the Boys Home, tracts here in the East.
extend
a
welcome to
in Ueering, today. Cars will leave Preble Southern roads are getting whatever ben- guests. Governor Powers will speak upon
All
street ai 10.30 o’clock.
members efit is coming from the war and war con- the subject “The Good State of Maine;”
with their friends are cordially invited. tracts.
Hon. J. Manchester Haynes,
subject,
Mr. Tuttle further says with reference “Our Game and Our
The Samaritan Association will have a
Guides;” Hon. L.
to
the
Maine
Central road that all tho re- T.
basket picnic at the Home for Friendless
Carlton, subject, “The Guide Law
cent reports regarding poor business on and the Moose Close
Boys in Ueering, Thursday, July 14.
Time;” Hon. Wm,
The Eastern Railroad Commissioners that line are unwarranted. As a matter Engel, subjeot,
“The Importance and
association will include the .boards of the of fact the road had earned its full divi- Value of our Game;” Gen. W. S. Choate,
New England states and New York who dend for the fiscal year by the latter part subject, “Law and Its Value;” Hon.
O.
will'join the excursion of the Maine of Ajfril, and at the present time is hold“How to
Peaks island yesterday

Sportsmens’

association to

Kineo

next

week.
The Western Union Telegraph company
has received 1000 of the new one cent
documentary revenue stamps. No more
are obtainable at present, however.
The
stamp is blue with a picture of the bat-

crease

ing its

well as could he expected
under the existing dull conditions.
own

as

AN

OLD
PORTLANDER
CELEBRATES EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY.
John

M. Marston,
identified with

for the past fifty
the
business inyeais
terests of Boston celebrated his 80th birth-

tleship Maine thereon. The two cent is
tho same only red instead of bluo.
day Wednesday by a reception at his
The following members of the Portland home, No. 6S Zeilger street,
Roxbury.
Rifle company have qualified: Standish, Mr. Marston was born in Portland, July
He went to Roxbury more than
44; Rich, 43; Adams, 41; Neal, 43; Tuck- 5, 1818.
er, 43;
Williams, 40; Colesworthy, 40; fifty years ago and entered Into business
Shoots are made on as a master builder, which
Webb, 40; Dow 30.
business he
the Stroudwater

range every

Saturday

uutui

liib

rutireuimiih

lie is a

Henry

Stanley, subject,

Preserve Our Fish;” Gen.Selden Connor,
“Maine as a Recreation and
subject,

Hunting Ground;”

Charles E. Oak, subject, “Our Wilderness and Waters;” Gen.
John T. Richards, subject, “Our Game
Birds.” Among other prominent citizens,
expected are Hon. W'm. T. Haines of
Waterville, Hon. A. M. Spear of Gardiner, Col. Isaiah Stetson of Bangor, Hon.
S. W. Matthews of Augusta.

Edgar E.

Harlow of Greenville has
arranged and will have charge of the following daring and skillful events:
Mr.

Wednesday, July 13,

Batteau race, double

9

o’clook a. m,—
race, single

canoe

log polli ng race, canoe and
afternoon.
member of the Washington
Lodge of portage contest, tug of war, between the
The’Casco Tanning company and Mat- Masons, being the second oldest member guides of Kineo and Greenville,
greased
thews & Huston,Settle grain dealers, at the of the lodge; u member of the
Joseph pole contest, sack race.
oi ureen
street, nave eacn tnrown
handsome American flags to the breeze
from poles erected on the top of their
loor.

canoe

Warren Commandery, Knights Templar,
and for the past fifty-five years a member
of Warren Lodge of Odd Fellows.

buildings.
Charles

A.

Farrell,

professor of tho

“manly art, has temporarily closed his
boxing rooms, corner of Middle and Exchange streets,

and will leave today for
Montreal. He expects to be absent until
about October 1.
Tho Second Parish Sunday school go

their annual picnic Saturday to Cousins island. Boat leaves at 9 o'clock.
The Grand Trunk railroad is still paying Its employes’wages : In cheeks. It is
estimated that it will cost tbe company
£1200 a year for war revenue stamps on
its checks to employes.
on

Native green peas

market.

arc

Bath,

last

Sunday.

HARBOR NOTES.
The steam yacht Jathniel is

in the har-

bor.
Schooner Georgie L. Brake will go into
the dry dock for caulking as soon as she
finishes

discharging

her cargo.
Schooner Waldron Holmes loaded corn
at the new elevator yesterday.
The government yacht Cora is receiving

repairs on her electrical plants.
Sailing vessel owners and£ngents hope

some

that tho annihilation of Cervera’s fleet
will have a benefloial influence on tho
West Indian business. Since the tumble
in mariuo rates
on American bottoms
bound for
Southern waters vessels for
these

been plentiful, but
voyages havo
freights comparatively low and few.
For a ieng time American skippers have
had no fear of Spanish warships, but,of

course, the destruction of the best craft
in tbe Spanish navy makes
doubly sure,
ar.d gives skippers renewed confidence.
It is even expected that “war risks” will
not be taken out by vessels bound for
West Indian ports.
A household necessity, Dr. Thomas’
Fclectrlc Oil. Heals, burns, cuts, wounds
of any sort cures sore throat, croup, catarrh, asthma; never fails.

Railroads

and

staamhnnts

frain

Bangor

at 6.30 a. m. will reaoh
Kineo at 12 o’clock noon. The train leaving Bangor, M. C. R. R., via Newport
June., at 1.30 will reach Kineo at 7.00 p.
The train which leaves Portland at
m.
11.05 a. m., via Lewiston, will reaoh
Kineo at 7.00 p. m.
Excursionists from
Richmond and Augusta
Bowdoinham,
train
way will by taking the morning

leaving

when the instructors met the
students at the school rooms in the Canal
bank building on Middle street.
Portland
Watervillo, with
A goodly number of young men were connect at
in attendance and the term which lasts train and reaoh Kineo at 7.00 p. m.
Afternoon trains from Bangor, B. and
until September 22d, bids fair to be a
A. R. R., and Portland p. in. trains will
very successful one.
reach Greenville at 8.30 p. in.
The officers of the society are:
Dr.
Speoial nrrangments and low fares will
Stephen H. Weeks, president: Dr. Charles
Coburn Steamboat comO.IIunt, treasurer; Dr. Charles D.Smith, he made by the
pany for people at Greenville to attend
while 20 of tho best

yesterday

coming into the secretary,

KcKit ney of Brklgton,
Key. Luther
Democraio candidate fer Congressman,
occupied tho pulpit of the Uhiversalist
church in

PORTLAND MEDICAL SCHOOL.
The
summer
term of tbs Portland
school for Medical instruction commenced

race,

physicians

and surgeons in the city act as instructors the Tuesday evening meeting at Kineo.
and the sporting events of Wednesday.
in the various branches of medicine.
Round trip from Bangor, $2.00; round
From
ail
FOR THE ! NEW PIER.
trip from Portland, $5.00.
Thero will be two trips to Old Orchard stations on tho B. and A. R. R. and tho
The new p er is M. C. R. R., see posters for low rates.
next Sunday by water.
one of the greatest pieces of mechanism
The steamer
there is in this country.
Forest Queen will leave at 9. SO and 2 p.
m.
Chandlers’ Band will give a concert
on the pier during the day.

UNINTENTIONALLY

VIOLATING

LAW.
An internal revenue officer

visited tho

UU1UW

The ninth annual
meeting of the Maine
Pharmaceutical
in
association began
Portland
but the business
yesterday,

meeting does not tako place until today.
Yesterday a meeting of the executive
commiteo of the

association

Maine

Kitchen

“Ah, that’s

another

will take the entire party from the Preble
house to
the island steamer for a sail
down
the bay, landing at Cushing island. A band will accompany the party.
A
light lunch will be served on tho

Do Their Own

Yes,
the

Portland.
THE

COLON

PRISONERS

Say Their Fleet Was Ordered to Move by
Minister of Blarine at Madrid,

[Gnantanaino,' July 4, 6 p. m, per the
veteran boatman of
Associated Press Despatch Boat Dandy,
the targe office,
marched in the ranks
via Kingston, Jam., July 4, 6 p. m.—
Veteran
with the
Firemen on
the
(Delayed in Transmission Copyright by
Fourth.
Fickett is almost
SO
Capt.
the Associated Press.—The steamer Resoyears old, but in spite of his age is hale
lute arrived today with 603 prisoners, inand hearty.
officers and the crew of
Rev. Fathers P. A. Walsh of Brooklyn, cluding eighteen
the Spanish cruiser Cristobal Colon. The
Tobin of New York'and T, M.
R. H.
of the prisoners is not yet deO’Donoghue of Germantown, Pa., who disposition
The number cf killed and
cided upon.
have been in
the city at ths Congress
wounded on the Cristobal Colon is very
souare hotel, returned to New York last
small.
evening. While here they visitsd Bishop
Officers of the American vessels whioh
Healy.
wore in pursuit of her say as it was a
Admiral Gheradi has
received many question of only a short time when the
Cristobal Colon should be compelled to
visitors at
the Congress square
hotel.
surrender or run ashore;
they ceased
Since
the admiral
was plaoed on the
tiring on her and only three of her crew
retired list four years ago, he has lived were killed and thirteen were wounded.
Before running their ship ashore and
in New York,
but oomes to this state
the
white flag the Spaniards
“to
get a cool breath of air,” as he hoistingthe
opened
Kingston valves on hoard the
says, in the summer time. Last summer Colon and threw overboard the breech
he passed three weeks in Portland, and blocks of ever gun. including those of the
The captured Spaniards
he is now in this city on his way to Mauser rifles.
were remarkubly cheerful.
Bar
and
other
eastern
Harbor
Boothbay,
The officex-s claim they had had nothing
resorts. The admiral is aD honored mem- to eat for 34 hours before the destruction
ber of the Order of the Loyal Legion nnd of the fleet and they had great difficulty
in getting the men to their posts
and
his lo|jg service of 48 years in the navy
therefoi-e large amounts of liquor were
of the United States entitles him to the
given oitt.
love anj|.respect oL all patriotic citizens.
Many of the captured sailors still
Mrs. B. F. Beals, past department pre- showed the effects of drink when put on
board tho Resolute.
sident of the Woman’s State Relief corps
The Spanish officers say the order to sail
of Auburn, and Mrs. Emma L.‘ V. Stiles was given by the minister of marine of
and they decided to make an atMadrid,
of Westbrook, were in this city yesterday
to escape on Saturday night. But it
as members of thejboard of trustees, to tempt
was postponed until Sunday morning for
make the annual
examination of the the reason that
“quarters inspection’’
Knnl'O ornl
nnnminf.o nf't.ho franonnni,
T_
would be held at that time,
and
the
Americans
would
be at their guns.
n(at
W. H. Jewett.
None of the
to be
Spaniards
expected
Col. A. B. Nealley of Lewiston, was in alive at noon
on Suixday, believing the
destruction of the fleSt to be certain.
Portland, yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. White of Caribou, i-uusu UJ. i/uou voniiiuiBhi Were pilfi on Dlie
Cristobal Colon, the fastest boat of the
and Mr. William S. Parks of Houlton,
Spanish fleet, anil everything was dope to
are at the Congress Square hotel.
give her the; best opportunity to escape.
The Spanish officers profess great adCity Marshal Charlo3 B. Harmon of Bidmiration for tho Ani8riran ships, especialdeford, was in this city yesterday.
the Brooklyn, New York and Oregon.
Mr. and Mrs. G’.R. Wiley and Miss Mary ly
Wiley of Bethel, are guests at the Preble
MAINE
Capt. Fickett,the

but it is possible all
Some of your

same.

neighbors

are getting just
combination, by the

that
Here are some

extra

good bargains

Furnishings
Today
are going to give you
for

and

in

Men

s

use of our Oil Stoves.

Saturday. We

Touch

low

prices just
when you need the goods.

your

lighted match to it, do
cooking, then shut it off bea

fore the air in the room finds out

that there’s been

fire.

a

One, Two, Three burner Oil
25 dozen 25c SHU Band Bows, 3 bows for 25c. You
will see these bows in the window. There are both
light
and dark ones in the lot.

Manufacturing?

year.

25 dozen
will

see

cheapest

Stoves.
Prices from 39c to $2.39.

Silk String Ties in the lot 3 for 25c.
You
of these ties in the window.
It is the
ever knew such ties to be offered at.

Special for Saturday. The

some
we

2 Burner Stove with

50 dozen Cotton

only 4c each.
for outing.
at

Cheviot String Ties (woven
colors)
These are washable ties and just right

15

Blue Flame Oil Stoves.
2
3

dozen
at

attached.

Men’s Negligee Percale 50c Shirts
(launThese have collar and cuffs
only 35c each.

$5.75
$7.50

Ice Cream Freezers.
Wash Boilers.

Shirts, cuffs attached, white neck bands, sizes from 14 1*2 to 16, at
only 35c each.

2

Balhriggan Under-

was

$1.69.

How

98c

How

$1.13

Window Screens,
10c
Screen Doors,
all complete
with spring, hinges and hooks,

Lot of Boys’ Cotton Sweaters, navy blue and cardinal,
only 29c each.

BROTHERS

75c and 99c
Chairs

t<*

room

GO.

for

Piazza,

foot, oak fin-

Dining Tables,
ish,

6

Fruit Jars.

Mason’s

$5.75

pints
50c, quart 55o,

quart, 74c.
Lightning. Pints 84c. Quarts
96c. 2 quart,
$1.35
Jelly Glasses, with top, per
25c
dozen,
2

Pillow-sham holders, 35c kind, 10c
Palmer’s Hammocks,
69c to $3.6#
Toilet Sets, new line. Stone China,
assorted decorations. 10 piece sets,
$2.39
While Porcelain Slop-jar, with cover
and handle,
$1.00
Decorated Water Sets.
7 piece
98c
sets,
$1.19. $1.39, $1.89, $2.89, $3.89
Fire
Sc
Japanese
Screens,

ENAMEL WARE.
Tea and

Coffee

street.
Mr. Llewellyn M. Leighton and
family
have taken the M. C. Poss cottage at
Peaks island for the months of July and

August.

will romain
No. 74 Carroll street, is completed.
Capt. Henrlques, U. S. R. M., retired
who resides at the Sherwood, has been
from a sharp attack of acute
suffering

1 qt. 19c
Hqt 21c
2 qt. 25c

CITY RAISED.

Beverly, July 7.—The wrecker Trilby
this afternoon raised tho steamer Surf
City and towed her to shoal water off tno
No bodies
Jublieo Yacht club bouse.
Tomorwere found in the sunken craft.
low
will
at
tide
dear
the
row
pumps
steamer and she is expected to float.

They

moved down July 6 and
until ;thoir now home at

Pots.

Campbell.

SURE

8 qt. 31c
4 qt.
5

piece

Brussels, July 7.—Tho papers announce
a Belgian expedition of one hundred

small dishes,

that

under Lieut. Dubois has been surprised by Congolas rebels, who killed
thirty-one members of the expedition and
captured a quantity of rifles and
cartridges. Lieut. Dubois was afterwards
deserted by his soldiers and killed.

Special

men,

WHERE

weekly

quicker

35c

qt 39c

China Berry Sets, decorated, 7
sets.
One large and six

SURPRISED BY REBELS.

drug and tobacco stores yesterday and indigestion coupled with a severe cold
notified the proprietors that in most but last night he was much improved.
LT. REMEY’S NEW COMMAND.
cases they were
Assemblyman Thomas Murray of New
STAR COURSE.
unintentionally violating
PILLSBURY GONE.
PARKER
the law in the removal of the lids of tho York city, u former Portland boy, is
A number of refined and intelligent
Concord, N. H., July 7.—Parker Pills- The East Boston Has Gone Into Commishis vacation in this city.
ladies are required to assist in the local cigar boxes in the show cases hearing tho spending
the associate of Garrison. Rogers,
Judge and Mrs. S. C. Strout, have been bury,
sion.
work connected with the Star Course. cancelled stamp. In only a lew cases
Phillips and others of the great antiwere lids left on the boxes.
tbeir daughter,
Mrs. Prank slavery movement of the latter part of the
visiting
Apply to Mrs. L. A. Palmer, Room 222,
died
at his
first half of this century,
Gibbs, at Bridgton.
Pro Lie house after tliree p. m. daily.
FOR CAMP FESSENDEN.
this morning.
The East Boston went'into commission
Sir. Charles H. Pepper and Mr. A. p home here
The Harpswe'l Glean er which is to Drummond of
Tuesday at Lockwood’s, and will be
TO TEST CRUISER’S SPEED.
Watervilie,were in the city
carry the excursion to Camp Fessenden yesterday.
supplied with secondary batteries. The
Tho Japanese cruiser Kasagi, just built
Saturday^ will leave Portland Pier at 8.50
gun in the bow is a small one of the reH.
Burbank
of
H.
the
Judgo
Saco
at Philadelphia, will he given a trial,
mu
Particular attention is called to
a. in.
volving cannon make, capable of putting
was
a
visitor
court,
at
nioipal
the law
Sunday, over a courso terminating off ibis
FEL3-NAPTKA a good sized shot in any direction. The
announcement, as there has been an library in this city yesterday afternoon.
Tho lighthouse tender Lilac
Klttery.
stern chaser is much larger, also a revolvimpression that the hour of departure
Influential friends of Col.L.H. Kendall
went out from the Kittery navy yard
would be 9 a. m
Maine regiment at
ing cannon, aud in charge of an export
of
the
with
Tuesday,
Captain R. W. Sargent
Ohiokamauga
soap is unknown the gunner. It can put an 8-inch shot into
still endeavoring to secure his
are
and the Japanese naval officers to place
apwash
is still my Spanish vessel that can bo Seen
pointment as a brigadier general.
tho buoys for tho official trial course.
and scalded. Yet from the ship.
hoiled
NO TROUBLE WITH
GERMANY.
ANOTHER RAILROAD PROJECT.
are
washed The finishing touches to the East Bosclothes
;on will be applied at the navy yard. She
7.—The last advices
Washington,’July
Mr. William A. Roberts, who recently
and whiter in was litted out
from Admiral Dewey, received here, were
as a
war vessel at Lockcut quite a figure in Democratic politics Should be in every family
a br ra
dated July 4. As they make no
mention
medicine chest and every
or lukewarm water wood’s. Sho will be brought over within
n 1
cold
of
trouble
with
|
in this district, is interested in a project
the rumor that
Germany,
traveller’s grip. They are
wl L S
1
he hud fired on c, German
day cr two. Lieut. Remey, U. S. N.,
MHO
vessel, is nro
for the building of
an
electric railroad invaluable when the stomach
with FELS-NAPTMA.
nounced baseless. No advices could
retired.formerly of the Montauk, ha9 takhavea
from Somerville to East Rochester, N. H. is out of order; cure headache, biliousness, and reached a oable station since
all liver troubles.
July 4.
Mild and efficient. 25 cento.
FELS & CO., I'HILA :a command of the East Boston,
Of grocer*.

Dining

and parlor.

7.—The following
Washington, July
Mrs. L. B. Swift of Bangor,
fourth class postmasters were appointed
yesterday’s guests at the today for Maine: Isle of Springs, II. S.
among

United States hotel.
Miss Blanche M. Smith of
Watervilie,
is visiting in Portland.
Mrs. J. K. Alien of Chicago is
visiting
her sister,
Mis. Cummings of Carleton

x Tin,
Copper

Boilers. Wood handle, cop-

Ho. 9

Lot of. Men’s Light Weight Balhriggan Shirts and
Drawers, all sizes, at only 19c.

BINES

x

per bottom.
Ho. 8 was $1.39.

shirts, 75c quality

pair Bicycle Hose, 7ofc, 50c aud 39c qualities,
be sold at only 25c pair.

1

bottom, warranted tested with
steam, Ho. 8,
79o
Ho. 9,
S9o

5 dozen Men’s $1.00 aud $1.35 Soft Front Shirts
with white neck bands and white wrist bands, in sizes
15 S -2, 16, 16 1-2 and 17 only, at 6Sc each.

50

2-3-4-6

and 8 quarts.

SO dozen Men’s Laundered Percale

at

Burners,
Burners,

All sizes from 14 to IS 1-2.

Lot of Men’s Medium Weight
at 50c.

$1.69

See above cut.

12 dozen Link Cuff Buttons (dumb’ bells) at
only 9c
pair. You will also sec some of these in the window.

dered)

oven,

tank, for

oil

large

POSTMASTER.

house.
Mr. and
were

possible,”

not

land.
In the afternoon some of the members
who were in town took a trolley ride to
the Cape Elizaboth
casino, and to McCullum’s theatre, and others’to Riverton,
and enjoyed themselves greatly. Today
at
tho Preble houso, the
10 o’clock,
headquarters of tho association, will be
loft at 9 o’clock and special trolley cars

by Ernest Jordan, Ph. G., of Auburn;
Best Modes of Advertising a Drug Store,
by S. R. Crabtree of Island Falls; The
Orchard, on Thursday.
Rev. Luthor Freeman of the Chestnut Candidates for Registration, by P. Lord
street church, will preach at the Pine of Calais; and one by Noble C. Earl of

for

Days.

you say.

tino of Portland.
The following were appointed oorumittee ou entertainment and transportation:
D. W. Heseltine, W. I. Drew, C. M. Hay,
C C. Files and S. F. Clark, all of Port-

Druggists

South Portland

the

on

Hottest

Porter of Danforth, secretary; C. M. Hay
of Portland, local secretary; Walter I.
Drew of Portland, treasurer; D.W. Hesel-

Rev. D. B. Randall and family went
to their cottage at tho Camp Uround, Old

street churoh next Sunday morning at
10.30.
Rev. W. M. Kimmell of the Church of
has accepted
the Messiah
the call to
supply the pulpit of the Universallst

Comfortable

Coo!,

A

Pharmaceutical

held at tho Preble houso.
There were present:
F. H. Wilson of
Brunswick, president; W. A. Robinson
of Auburn,
vice-president; Dr. M. L.
was

VUU'OVI

Cape.

church at

AUYEKTISKMENTS.

,--

uv/uu

X

The camp band have been indulging in
practice ever since their arrival. They

NEW

in

The transpoitntlon arrangeton, $60.
The High School Cadets Thoroughly EnThe ordering of
ments, etc., under the direction of Messrs. nish most of the stuff.
The business meeting will be
S. Albert Greene and Miss Lola A. steamer.
joying Camp Life,
another artillery company to Fort Mc- Greene of
Raymond & Whitcomb.
Lynn, Mass., are visiting Mr. held at once on the arrival of the steamCiary was no doubt due to the sending of L. W. Cleveland, Eastern Promenade.
er.
ri_iTni« a
iono
Following the [meeting a banquet
A BLIND MUSICIAN.
as
the prisoners to Kittery
they will
Capt. Seth M. Milliken, Commissary of will be held at the Ottawa house.
The Cadets have got the camp in order
Mr. H. W. Russell of Goffstown. N. H.. 1'iuuuuij
g
uuvj
An orchestra from the Cadet band and
Subsistence United States Volunteers, a
and are speedily getting use to camp life.
has been totally blind from infancy, yet of the “Dons” escape.
late Congressman Milliken, has a company of entertainers,both furnished
son of
A few have tried to [run the guard after
he makes his way about the country from
Battery B, First Massachusetts heavy been ordered to Governor’s Island, New by the Portland druggists, will add
taps, but so far all have been put in the time to time, without a companion. He artillery, 200 men, is expected to arrive
York, for temporary duty, and from there much to the pleasure of the ocoasion. Afguard house.
The battery will be
at Kittery today.
came here from Boston last Friday, playwilljproceed to San Francisco for duty on ter the banquet the business meeting will
After revlllejthis morningjeame the seting on the boat on his way here. g*.Since transported to Fort MoClary where they UUU
be resumed. Headquarters at the Preble
ting up drill, then breakfast and after- then he has visited the islands and other will
pitch camp. They will report to the
The Rev. Julian K. Smyth of Roxbury, house.
wards guard mounting; Capt. Fogg, offiresorts
playing the autoharp, ocarina, commanding officer of the port, Captain Mass., will preach in the New Jerusalem
Papers will be read at the session Incer of the day,, and
Lieut. Jones, officer
piccolo whistle and other instruments Curtis of Battery K, United States army, church, New High 6treet,
on Sunday cluding one
on
the Early History of
of the guard.
The batfor the entertainment of the publio. He situated at Fort Constitution.
morning next. Mr. Smyth was formerly Chemistry, by E. T. Bowers, Ph. G., of
The Y. M. C. A.’{have quarters on the
control
will
have
of
the
located
for
?
in
the
eight years
guns
played
railway tery
pastor of the church in this city, and has Lewiston; Is the Druggist of Today EmTho’Cadets
have free access
grounds.
stat'on at Manchester, N. H.
He in- at the fort. There will then be located in
lately acoepted a call to New York from ploying to the Best Advantage his Pharto the books,papers and writing material.
tends to leave for Boston tonight and the vicinity of Kittery some 400 soldiers.
the sooiety of which the Rev. Chauncey maceutical
Knowledge and Training?
Visitors’ day has beenchanged from
This is not the first time that prisoners Giles was
from there will return to his home. He
pastor for many years.
by S. R. Crabtree of Island Falls; ProMonday to Saturday. The boat does not is an
of
confined
in
war
have
been
man
of
about
40
Kittery.
intelligent
years
Rev. Dr. Bolles of New York, is in the gression-Pharmacy, by R. T. Tanner of
come outside as the mines in Harpswell
of ago and has a decided talent as a mu- During the civil war some four hundred
city. He will pass hisjfc. vacation on the Meriden, Conn.; To What Extent Should
channel have
uui vi

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Portland,

Stock of the Grand Trunk.

Inside of ion days botween 1500 and 1700
The 2fi new passenger coaches recently
Spanish prisoners will be quartered on added to the Grand Trunk
rolling stock,
harbor.
Seavey’s Island in Portsmouth
soma of which have been seen in PortEight temporary buildings are to be land, aro of tho vestibule
order, 02 feet
erected at once to quarter
the prisoners long, with six
wheel trucks for smooth
and a strong guard wiil keep constant running and
Westinghouse quick action
watch to see that none escape.
triple brakes and air signals. Tho first
A. \V.
Orowninshield, chief of the feature that strikes the passenger on getbureau of navigation, and a corps of as- ting on tho car is tho
peculiar constructsistants, arrived at Kittery navy yard ion of the platform which is made of steel
Wednesday morning and in company with coverings, for the steps, so that
with Admiral Carpenter, proceeded
to tho
whole__platform|can"be?< arranged to
Seavey’s island where the locations for form a vestibule? By
this means dust
the several buildings were selected and and foul air are
excluded, and all danger
staked out.
On
the arrival of Chief to
passengers on the platform removed.
Orowninshield at the navy yard he was A
powerful light over the platform is
greeted with the usual salute of eleven an unusual and very convenient
appointguns.
ment. The interior work and finish of
was
ma
de for con- the cars are extremely beautiful.
Every arrangement
The
structing the prison buildings at onoe woodwork is of finished mahogany, and
and as they are to he
only temporary tho car which is much longer than tho or
affairs they will easily be completed by
dinary lirst olass coach,seating with comthe time the Spaniards
arrive there to fort 72
passengers, is handsomely upholoccupy them.
The window shades have ballstered.
The prisoners will arrive on transports
bearing attachments. The cars are lightand have probably
on
their ed
started
by the Pintsch gas. There is a separate
journey north by this time.
apartment for the comfort’of smokers.
The fact that all these prisoners are to
The cars were built at tho Grand Trunk
he confined so near Portsmouth will be a
shops in Canada.
big thing for the merchants of that city,
as the government will nave to feed them
PERSONAL.
r
and the local dealers will no doubt fur-

uu

|

2

49c set

cent, 8c, 4c, 5o, 7c,

9o

and 10c counters.

Ribbon Ravelments.

GOOD

RIBBON

189S will go

YEAR.

history (dress his-

tory)

SODA.
The secret of good soda
simply good materials, intelligently handled, properly served and
lots of ice.
Such is

has

previous records, and
now, in view of the July stocktaking, and the stock reducing
wo offer great lots of Fancy Ribbons at Half price and loss.
Fanoy plaid; Roman stripe and
other style Ribbons that have
been 45o, 35c, 30o and 25c, now
beaten all

'HAY’S SODA WATER.

Try Our Fruit Punch.

at

19c

Ribbon Remnants at half price
and less.

H. H. HAY & SON,
Hiddle Street.,

i

the F.ib-

bon year.
Our Ribbon department

water is

/

as

into

J. R. LIBBY GQ.
%

